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PREFACE

The Hawaii Geothermal Project (HGP) has been proposed by the State of Hawaii as pari
of a strategy for developing an indigenous, non-fossil power resource in the State. It has been
determined that the HGP is subject to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA). An environmental impact statement (EIS) (DOEIEIS-0l87) is being prepared by the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to identify and assess the environmental consequences of
the HGP.
This Implementation Plan (lP) is a DOE public disclosure document, prepared preceeding
issuance of a draft EIS, for recording the results of the scoping process and providing
guidance to DOE for preparation of the HGP Draft EIS. The IP includes a statement of the
planned scope and content of the EIS; the purpose and need for the proposed action; a
description of the scoping process and the results, including a summary of comments received
and their disposition; target schedules; anticipated consultation with other agencies; and
disclosure statements executed by contractors and subcontractors assisting DOE in the
preparation of the EIS. The IP is a "living document" in that it may be revised as needed
throughout the preparation of the EIS to provide updated information regarding major
changes in scope, methodology, or work plan.
As a public disclosure document, the IP and any formal revisions are available to the
public for information. Copies of the HGP IP are available upon written request. Copies will
be filed in 25 DOE public reading rooms and circulated among agencies and organizations on
the HGP EIS mailing list. This IP has received an internal review by DOE and by cooperating
agencies that are participating in the preparation of the EIS.
Questions about the IP or HGP and written requests for copies of the IP may be directed
to:

Ms. Judith C. Stroud, ER-lO
Program Director, Hawaii Geothermal Project
Environmental Impact Statement
U.S. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8600
Telephone: (615) 576-0723
FAX: (615) 576-0006
General information on the procedures followed by DOE in complying with NEPA may be
obtained from:
Ms. Carol Borgstrom, Director
Office of NEPA Oversight (EH-25)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SVV
VVashington, D.C. 20585
Telephone: (800) 472-2756 (Toll free)
(202) 586-4600
FAX: (202) 586-7031

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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Hawaii Geothermal Project
(
Environmental Impact State~en~f\!.

,and MalJi, i(3) verification and
\,
characterization of the geothermal resource!
\.',
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)"
'?~.~~~. Big Island, andJ4Yconstruction and ""c' K;:;:<[';'\
is preparing an Environmental Impact
operation of commercIal geothermal power
'·O\~·
Statement (EIS) (DOEIEIS-0187) that
production facilities on the Big Island, with ; ~ eJ)t!. ."y\'
identifies and evaluates the environmental
overland and submarine transmission of'--~ r.lJ. ~:O;~}:.
impacts associated with Phases 3 and 4 of
elec~ricity fro~ the Big Island to Oahu and'r)r ..\ t;~ '; :.
the proposed Hawaii Geothermal Project
possibly other Islan~ iDBEB·l990). ~~om f ·.~0:..:rl
(HGP), as defined by the State of Hawaii in
1985 through ~~89;the State had enVIsIoned ~ ,\f.:,f
its 1990 proposal to Congress (DBED 1990),
a large-scale500-MW(e) geothermal/i,ter- ~1},lrJ~>
and reasonable alternatives to the HGP. The ; island submarine cable project as an---'. ' '
EIS is being prepared pursuant to the
'. alternative to the Stat~'s90-peh:ent
requirements of the National Environmental /' . dependenCe 'On impo~ted oil for electricity
generation. However, as of January 1990,
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as implemented
by the President's Council on Environmental;
the State of Hawaii has redefined its
Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 CFR Parts i
geothermal development goal to a planning
1500-1508) and the DOE NEPA
level that seeks to have geothermal
development first meet the energy
Implementing Procedures (10 CFR Part
1021), effective May 26, 1992. It will provid~
requirements of the Big Island. This
a basis for incorporating environmental
downsized project would not include an
factors into DOE's decision of whether to
inter-island submarine cable system. If this
partially fund Phase 3 of the HGP. The
goal is successful, only then would the State
funding of Phase 4 is currently uncertain,
consider a large-scale geothermal and interand development activities could proceed
island cable project.
independently of DOE's actions. The EIS
DOE has previously prepared
will provide a body of facts and analyses th t
appropriate NEPA documentation for
will be used to support final decisions for
separate Federal actions related to Phases 1
Phases 3 and 4 of the HGP.
and 2 research projects, both of which have
Originally, the State's proposal for the
been completed, The HGP EIS will assess
HGP (the location of the proposed project
the potential impacts of Phases 3 and 4, and
is shown in Figure 1.1) consisted of four
of reasonably foreseeable alternatives to
phases: (1) exploration and testing of the \
meet the State's energy goals, such as the
use of biomass, coal, solar thermal and
geothermal resource beneath the slopes of I
the active Kilauea volcano on the Island of \
photovoltaic, and wind energy (or some
Hawaii (the Big Island), (2) demonstration ';
combination of these), and construction and
of deep-water power cable technology in the\.
operation of commercial geothermal power
Alenuihaha Channel between the Big Island \
production facilities on the fig IS,!andl ..A--fJ
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Figure 1.1. Proposed location of the Hawaii Geothermal Project and cable. Source: Hawaiian Eleclric Company. Inc., Request for
Proposal for the Geothennalllnter-Isiand Transmission Project, Hawaiian Eleclric Company, Inc., Honolulu, Hawaii, May 1989.
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1.1

PURPOSE OF THE EIS
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

DOE has prepared this Implementation
Plan (IP) for two purposes: (1) to provide
guidance for the EIS preparation, and (2) to
record results of the scoping process. To
serve these purposes, this IP has been
prepared in accordance with DOE NEPA
Regulations (57 Fed. Reg. 15122, April 24,
1992) (to be codified at 10 CFR Part 1021).
The IP has been made available at this time
to inform the public of DOE's approach in
preparing the EIS and to document the
results of the public scoping process. The IP
is a "living document" in that it may be
amended as needed throughout the
preparation of the EIS to incorporate
changes in schedules, alternatives, or other
content. The IP will be given broad
distribution by including agencies and
organizations on a mailing list compiled by
DOE to provide information about the
preparation of the EIS. In addition, the IP
will be placed in all DOE Reading Rooms
and other resource locations throughout the
State of Hawaii (see Attachment 1 to
Appendix A for a list of Reading Rooms).
Section 2 of this IP describes the
treatment of alternatives. Section 3 discusses
the scoping process, includes a discussion of
the major issues identified through public
scoping, and as appropriate, states how these
issues will be addressed in the EIS.
Consultations with agencies, preparers of the

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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for exclusive use on the Big Island. In
addition, the EIS will consider the
reasonable alternatives among submarine
cable technologies; geothermal extractionl
production, and power generating
f
technologies; pollution control technologIes;
overland and submarine power transmission
routes; sites reasonably suited to support
project facilities in a safe and
environmentally acceptable manner; and
non-power generating alternatives, such as
conservation and demand-side management.

18_ WJ!&Z&.ZJ1tZiliilLI&&W

EIS, significant EIS milestones, and related
environmental documentation are described
in Section 4. Section 5 contains references
cited in preparing the IP. The seven
appendices to this IP contain a summary of
oral and written scoping comments, a
summary of agency scoping comments, a
preliminary outline for the EIS, a glossary of
terms used in the IP, a list of acronyms and
abbreviations, copies of the Advance Notice
of Intent and Notice of Intent, and the
contractor disclosure statements. Comments
by the cooperating agencies on a working
draft of the IP (Appendix B) are addressed
in this IP.
1.2

BACKGROUND OF HAWAII
GEOTHERMALPRCUECT

1.2.1

Purpose and Need

The purpose of the DOE action is to
assist the State of Hawaii in developing its
indigenous geothermal resource for the
production of electricity. Currently, the State
of Hawaii uses petroleum for approximately
90 percent of its electrical energy, the
highest percentage usage of all 50 states.
The State has declared in its 1990 proposal
to Congress, its 1991 Hawaii Integrated
Energy Policy Program, and its 1991 State
Functional Energy Plan that alternatives are
needed to help reduce the State's heavy
dependence on imported oil as an energy
source. Thus, the EIS examines the HOP in
the context of reasonably foreseeable
alternative means of meeting the State of
Hawaii's energy goal.
1.2.2

Description of HGP Phases 1 and 2

The HOP is the culmination of research
and development efforts begun in the mid19705 to explore the feasibility of using
Hawaii's indigenous geothermal resource for
the production of electricity. Geothermal
exploration began in Hawaii in 1972 with
funding from the National Science

Page 3
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Foundation (NSF). A high-potential
geothermal resource site was identified on
the east rift of the Kilauea volcano on the
Big Island. Subsequent exploratory drilling
(also funded by NSF) between December
1975 and April 1976 resulted in a productive
geothennal well at a depth of approximately
6450 f1. In 1976, the Energy Research and
Development Administration, a predecessor
to DOE, funded the testing of the
geothennal well, which was designated as the
HGP-A well. In 1979, DOE funded the
development of a 3-MW(e) demonstration
power plant at the HGP-A site. In 1986, the
HGP-A facilities were transferred by DOE
to the State of Hawaii to be used for further
research. The State has referred to this early
exploration and testing of the Big Island
geothennal resource as Phase 1 of the HGP.
DOE also provided funds for the Hawaii
Deep Water Cable Program (HDWC),
which was initiated in 1981 and completed in
1991. The goal of the HDWC was to
detennine the technical feasibility of
constructing and operating a deep water
submarine power-transmission cable that
would serve the Island of Oahu and would
operate for a minimum of 30 years. This
project demonstrated the feasibility of
deploying and retrieving the deep water
power-transmission cable. The State of
Hawaii referred to the HDWC as Phase 2 of
the HGP.
Over an ll-year period, DOE has
provided approximately $33 million for
geothennal and deep water cable research in
Hawaii, which is about 80 percent of the
cost of the HGP Phases 1 and 2. The State
and others cost-shared the balance of costs
for these HGP phases.

1.3

PROPOSED ACTION

In its 1990 proposal to Congress, the
State of Hawaii requested additional Federal
funding for what is defined by the State as
Phase 3 of the HGP: resource verification
and characterization. In 1990, Congress

Page 4
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appropriated $5 million (Pub. L. 101-514)
for the State's use in Phase 3. Because
Congress considered Phase 3 work to be
research and not development or project
construction, Congress indicated that this
funding would not be considered a major
Federal action under NEPA that would
typically require an EIS. However, because
the project is highly visible, somewhat
controversial, and involves a particularly
sensitive environment in Hawaii, Congress
directed in 1991 (House Resolution 1281)
that "...the Secretary of Energy shall use
such sums as are necessary from amounts
previously provided to the State of Hawaii
for geothermal resource verification and
characterization to conduct the necessary
environmental assessments and/or
environmental impact statement (EIS) for
the geothermal initiative to proceed." In
addition, the U.S. District Court of Hawaii,
in litigation filed by several environmental
groups (Civil No. 90-00407, June 25, 1991),
ruled that the Federal Government must
prepare an EIS for Phases 3 and 4 of the
HGP before any further disbursement of
Federal funds was made to the State for the
HGP.

1.3.1

DOE Decision

The decision to be made by DOE in its
Record of Decision is whether or not to
partially fund Phase 3 of the HGP, as
defined by the State in its 1990 proposal to
Congress, using any funds remaining from
the $5 million Congressional appropriation
for Phase 3 after EIS expenditures. The
funding for Phase 4 is currently uncertain.
The EIS will evaluate the activities to be
conducted during both Phases 3 and 4 of the
HGP as required by Congressional directive
and U.S. District Court of Hawaii ruling.
However, the DOE decision will be
rendered only with regard to the
disbursement of Federal funds to the State
to partially fund Phase 3.

U.S. Department of Energy
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Description of HGP Phases 3 and 4

overland and underwater transmission lines
(±300 kV) would be constructed to
The State of Hawaii considers the
distribute power to Oahu and other islands
unknown extent of its geothermal resource
(see Figure 1.1). Section 2.1.4 contains a
to be one of the primary obstacles to private
description of the transmission cable system.
investment and commercial development in
For purposes of the EIS analysis, a
geothermal energy production. State and
typical geothermal power plant may be
private industry experts estimate that at least
briefly described as consisting of a moderate
25 commercial-scale exploratory wells would
size [-30 MW(e)] single-flash, condensing
cycle turbine coupled to a generator.
need to be drilled to verify the generating
potential of the resource (these wells will, if
Geothermal steam would pass from the well
possible, be used in Phase 4). To that end, l
head through a separator and a demister,
Phase 3 activities would include well drilling,
then to the turbine. The system would allow
complete bypass of the turbine directly to
logging of cores from holes, measuring
jD\\,the condenser. A two-stage steam ejector
temperatures, collecting and analyzing
geothermal fluid samples, and making
'I\('~('~ould remove gases from the direct-contacti type condenser. Non-condensable gases
downhole geophysical and geochemical
including hydrogen sulfide (H~) would be
measurements. Information on the feasible \
\
compressed, mixed with other spent
locations for Phase 3 activity and details
regarding the methods of analyses will be
I
geothermal fluids (brine and steam
condensate), and then injected by surface
obtained from various sources, including the )\
pumps into the general vicinity of the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), State of
Hawaii, University of Hawaii, DOE, and
geothermal reservoir. Steam condensate
developers.
from the condenser would be cooled by a J-!'
Forecasts based on resource
forced draft cooling tower. Power plant, )..?
characterization to date indicate that
transmission line, and submarine cable
J <'l I) c-' \ .. ,_'
between 10 and 20 separate geothermal
technologies will be further defined as the \~ -'(' , "',
power plants of 25 to 50 MW(e) each could
EIS progresses, using information from
!! \.:"/:\l:\~,'..
be developed to produce a maximum of 500
various sources including the Hawaiian
~:.(y;})~.~~::'
MW(e) (net) of power delivered to Oahu.--Electric Company (HECO), the State of "l~r:~';~,}(f~';:/~:,..i
The actual number of plants would depend
Hawaii, USGS, the University of Hawaii, ,f.,·~
on the extent of the resource defined In
Puna Geothermal Venture, True
.' ',,/ 2 ':>'If ~.'
Phase 3. Because the ex~ct location of plan
Geothermal Energy ~mp~ny, Mission
'~ t~\
I
would not be known until Phase 3 was
Energy Company, Mid-PaCific Geothermal, ' -;., " ,r
completed, the EIS will rely on best
.. ~
Inc., Campbell Estate, and DOE. In
.(
available data and information to encompass
addition, various development scenarios will
/l,t·
impacts at development sites. Further NEPA
be considered based on the extent of the
documentation may be required for specific
resource and other factors. Because no
projects and permits identified in the future.
specific plant design has been proposed for
the HGP, a reasonable composite or typical
Based on the physical characteristics of the
resource and contemporary geothermal
design based on current information will be
energy development practice, the State
used to assess potential impacts.
estimated that about 125 production wells
According to the State of Hawaii
(DBED 1988), the 500 MW(e) of electrical
and 30 injection wells may be needed to
produce 500 MW(e). The power plants, to
power was expected to be delivered to the
be constructed in Phase 4, most likely woul
Island of Oahu. A recent evaluation of
be connected by a network of roads, piping, '" transmission losses associated with highand overland transmission lines. In addition, ) voltage direct curr~nt (HYDe) delivery of
I.

\
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500 MW(e) from the Big Island to Oahu
indicated a gross electrical generating
capacity requirement of 520 MW(e), or a 4
percent total HYDC transmission system
loss including converter station losses
(Bonnet 1992). HECO indicated that it was
interested in purchasing up to 500 MW(e)
of geothermally generated power. The Maui
Electric Company (MECO) also has
indicated some interest in whether a tap for
50 MW(e) from the project's transmission
system is technically feasible (HECO 1989).
Other configurations of the HGP including
more or less power production are possible,
depending on the extent of the geothermal
resource and other variables. For purposes
of the EIS, the proposed project will be
defined as the development of sufficient
gross capacity for delivery of 500 MW(e)
(net) to Oahu. Alternatives will consider
variations that develop up to the net
capacity of 500 MW(e), but not more. Some
~._
alternatives that would develop less than the
::---::
net capacity will be considered in the EIS, as
,.~ ~,
well as transmission and delivery of some of
.::~ ,: f /' \ the geothermal power to Maui and the Big
. -. ~j y
, Island.
:.,.._In the 1990 proposal to Congress, the
'1 r -'- State projected that permitting and financing
-:::J
for Phases 3 and 4 would occur in 1991, and
~::""'_;;' ~.~
that 500 MW(e) of power could be on-line
~ '::~.
by 2005. Compliance with State and Federal
-1 ,-;;... legal and environmental requirements is
,;~. ~~, likely to extend this schedule. As discussed
-,- above, the State has redefined its
geothermal development goal from the fourphased, 500-MW(e) inter-island project to
first meet the energy requirements of the
Big Island, thus initially excluding the interisland submarine cable (see Section 1).

I.

«.:

1.4

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER
GEOTHERMAl DEVELOPMENT
ACTlVmES

As discussed earlier, geothermal power
development activities have been underway
along the east rift of the Kilauea volcano on
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the Big Island since the mid-1970s, with
..
exploratory drilling having occurred as early
"
.
as 1961. The earliest power-producing well
was the HGP-A well funded by DOE, which
operated in the 1980s (see Section 1.2.2). A
number of other geothermal development
activities have occurred since the 1970s,
some of which are still active. These include
developers such as the Puna Geothermal
Venture, the True Geothermal Energy
Company, Mid-Pacific Geothermal, Inc., and
\
,.'.
the State's Scientific Observation Hole
'J
research program. Non-Federal
)
environmental documentation was prepared
'-. "
for each of these activities (see Section 4.4).
.',....
The HGP EIS will not reevaluate the
,','
environmental impacts of these activities.
However, impacts of these other activities
may contribute to cumulative impacts of the . \
HGP. The CEQ NEPA regulations define I t,\~ :
cumulative impacts as those resulting from ~) ";' .'
the incremental impact of an action when l :-\; \.
added to the impacts of other past, present, '; ~ 1
and reasonably foreseeable future actions
~ 1\ .
;
i,
regardless of what agency (Federal or non- :\. ~~ ( '.
Federal) or person undertakes them.
Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant
actions taking place over a period of time.
Known impacts from other geothermal
development on the Big Island will be
factored into the HGP impacts analysis, as
appropriate.
• ,r
I,

"

I

1.5

EIS COOPERATING AGENCIES

As part of the scoping process, DOE
invited other agencies to participate in the
EIS preparation as cooperating agencies.
Cooperating agency roles and responsibilities
in EIS preparation, as defined in the CEQ
regulations (40 CFR Part 1501.6), can
include participating in the scoping process,
developing information, preparing
environmental analyses, providing technical
reviews, and/or lending staff support. The
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE), the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS),
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USGS, the National Park Service (NPS), the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),
the State of Hawaii, the County of Maui,
and the County of Hawaii have agreed to be
cooperating agencies on the HGP EIS.
Memoranda of Understanding have been
signed by DOE and each cooperating
agency. In addition, FWS, USGS and COE
are being funded by DOE to conduct
technical support studies to assist in
preparation of the EIS.
Details of FWS, USGS, and COE
technical support studies are currently under
review; preliminary plans for the studies are
discussed in Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4.
In general, support from FWS will include a
literature review, native forest bird survey,
vegetation community survey, survey of
threatened and endangered species, wetland
and floodplain inventory, assessment of nonnative species introduction at existing
geothermal facilities, and an invertebrate
survey. Support from USGS will include a
literature review, geothermal fluid
characterization, determination of volcanic
gas emissions, groundwater resource
evaluation, volcanic and deformation hazard
analyses, seismic hazard analysis, and
estimation of the potential for undersea
slides and turbidity currents. COE will
provide a literature review, a wetland map
unit legend, and delineation of wetland
types.
It is important to note that the proposed
FWS, USGS, and COE technical studies are
being supported by DOE to satisfy CEQ
requirements (40 CFR Part 1502.22)
regarding "incomplete or unavailable
information." CEQ states that "If the
incomplete information.. .is essential to a
reasoned choice among alternatives and the
overall costs of obtaining it are not
exorbitant, the agency shall include the
information in the environmental impact
statement." In addition, these studies are
necessary to provide data and analyses
sufficient for DOE to conduct effective
consultations with agencies who have

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

statutory and regulatory responsibilities (see
Section 4.1, Tables 4.1 and 4.2). On the
other hand, CEQ allows that, if costs are
prohibitive and/or the means to obtain
information are unknown, an "agency shall
include within the environmental impact
statement: (1) a statement that such
information is incomplete or unavailable;
(2) a statement of the relevance of the
incomplete or unavailable information to
evaluating reasonably foreseeable significant
adverse impacts on the human environment;
(3) a summary of existing credible scientific
evidence which is relevant to evaluating the
reasonably foreseeable significant adverse
impacts on the human environment; and
(4) the agency's evaluation of such impacts
based upon theoretical approaches or
research methods generally accepted in the
scientific community."

2. TREATMENT OF AlTERNATIVES
2.1

AlTERNATIVES WITHIN THE
PROPOSED PROJECT

2.1.1

Development Scenarios

Forecasts based on resource
characterization indicate that 10 to 20
separate geothermal power plants of 25 to
50 MW(e) each could be developed under
the State's original 1990 HGP proposal to
produce a maximum of 500 MW(e) (net) of
power delivered to Oahu. The actual
number of plants would depend on the
extent of the resource defined in Phase 3.
Because the exact location of plants will not,
be known until Phase 3 is completed, the
EIS will rely on best available data and
information to encompass the possible
impacts at the development sites. Various
development scenarios will be prepared for
the EIS using information that has been
collected over the years on the geothermal
potential of the Kilauea East Rift Zone
(KERZ) and energy demand forecasts
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provided by HEeO and its wholly owned
subsidiaries MECO and Hawaii Electric
Light Company, Inc. (HELCO).
2.1.2

Geothermal Technologies

Alternative geothermal technologies will
be described and considered in the EIS.
Based on the physical characteristics of the
geothermal resource and contemporary
geothermal energy development practice, the
State previously estimated that about 125
production wells and 30 injection wells may
be needed to produce the 500 MW(e)
(DBED 1992). For the EIS, reasonably
foreseeable geothermal technology options
will be considered using best available
information from geothermal developers, the
State of Hawaii, and others. These options
will include, but are not limited to, the use
of conventional cooling towers using
condensate as cooling water, reinjection of
all fluids, and individual power generating
units between 25 and 50 MW(e) each.
2. 1.3

Alternative Sites

In the State of Hawaii, the production of
electricity from geothermal resources can
occur only in geothermal resource subzones
(GRSs). Alternative sites for geothermal
development and construction of power
plants and associated facilities will be
considered within three State-established
GRSs of the KERZ on the Big Island.
These include the Kilauea Middle East Rift
Subzone, Kilauea Lower East Rift Subzone
(Kamaili section), and Kilauea Lower East
Rift Subzone (Kapaho section). One GRS
on Maui will not be considered because it is
not expected to be economical for power
generation and therefore is not comparable
to the GRSs on the Big Island. Alternative
sites will be chosen based on the best
available information on the potential
commercial development of these GRSs for
near-term geothermal development.
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2.1.4

Alternative Cable and Transmission
Une Routes and Technologies

The EIS will define potential alternative
overland transmission routes based on route
configurations in HECO (1989) (Figure 1.1),
existing overland transmission routes, and
future discussions with Hawaii State and
County governments and utilities. The EIS
will also address alternative transmission
technologies as they are identified. The EIS
will compare the impacts of direct current
(dc) vs alternating current (ac) transmission
based on existing literature and experience
in other locations.
The EIS will also address various
alternatives related to different submarine
cable routes and different submarine cable
technologies. Various cable routes, based on
prior HDWC studies and on-going
consideration, will be evaluated in the EIS
with regard to competing uses along the
route and their impacts to marine species,
economics, maritime safety, and Native
Hawaiian concerns, in addition to
consideration of extreme event occurrences.
The EIS will consider alternative cable
materials and different transmission systems.
The potential impacts of alternative land-sea
transitions will be evaluated.
2.1.4.1

Cable Routes

A number of optional cable routes have
been proposed and are described elsewhere
(HDWC 1985a,b). The simplest route would
proceed directly from Upolu Point (Big
Island) across the Alenuihaha Channel,
along the shore at Kipahulu (Maui), along
the Maui coast through the channels
between Maui and Kahoolawe (AlalakeiIG
Channel) and Maui and Lanai (the Auau
Channel), and across the Kaiwi Channel to
Oahu. Other variations include cable
(1) ashore on Maui (see Figure 1.1) and (2)
ashore on both Maui and Molokai. Differing
sea-land transition points for the cable on
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the various islands will be considered.
Options to be considered will include the
possibility of following existing transmission
rout~. Another alternative to the previously
considered routes was presented at the Maui
scoping meeting (see Section 3 and
Appendix A) and has been reiterated in a
written scoping submittal. This alternative
route would proceed from the Big Island to
Lanai to Oahu, with possible spur lines to
Maui and Molokai.
2.1.4.2

Cable Materials and
Configurations

Many configurations for the submarine
cable have been examined previously
(HDWC 1985b,c) from primarily technical
and cost bases, including paper-insulated,
high-viscosity oil-impregnated, nonpressurized cables, and low-viscosity, oilimpregnated, self-contained, oil-filled
pressurized cables. Solid-dielectric cables
present another option. Both aluminum and
copper were examined as conductors but
only aluminum was found to be acce~table.
Since those studies were performed,
technologies have advanced, and the bases
for costing scenarios have changed. The EIS
will review technology advances and review
costing for the prior scenarios.
2.1.4.3

High-Voltage de vs HighVoltage ae Transmission

Current plans for the submarine cable
call for HYDC transmission. During scoping,
several commenters suggested that if
development is staged, then ac transmission
over relatively short distances might be cost
effective. This assumption will be examined,
and the relative environmental impacts of dc
vs ac transmission will be discussed based on
available literature and experience in other
locations.

-
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2.1.4.4

land-5ea Transitions

Different land-sea transition configurations will be considered based on the need
for oil-pumping stations (to maintain
pressure in the cables if the self-contained
oil-filled cable is selected) and transforme~.
If a tap to the local system is required, a
conversion station may also be necessary.
2.1.4.5

..

~-

Multiple Uses of the Cable

Multiple uses of the submarine cable
once it is installed and operational, will be
considered in the EIS. It has been suggested
that the submarine cable could be used in a
reverse mode to transport electrical power
from Oahu to the other islands. For example, the EIS will consider the use of residual
fuel oil to produce power on the island of
Oahu for use there and for possible export
to the other islands via the cable.
Commenters have suggested that this alternative may be justified in light of potential
liabilities from continued inter-island shipping of residual fuel oil.
2.2

AlTERNATIVES TO THE
PROPOSED PROJECT

Utilities in Hawaii are currently preparing Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs); therefore, supply and demand options cannot be
evaluated on the basis of specific projects at
specific sites. Rather, alternatives to the
HGP need to be evaluated in the context of
various reasonable energy scenarios that
would enable the State of Hawaii to meet its
energy goals for the next 30 years (i.e., the
life. of the HGP project). For example, a noaction alternative implies an energy scenario
in which the conventional resource options
now used on the island (i.e., oil- and coalfired power generation plants) would
continue to playa dominant role.

,

':,
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Conversely, an alternative action
involving investments in renewable energy
resources and energy conservation would
shift the resource mix to lesser dependence
on conventional supplies. Thus, to assess the
possible environmental and economic
impacts of the proposed supply and demand
alternatives, it will be necessary to consider
alternative energy scenarios for Hawaii. The
EIS will also consider a mix of geothermal
development and alternative supply-demand
options (Section 2.2.2).
2.2.1

No-action

-J

~,,.

The no-action alternative is defined as
"business as usual" (i.e., continued reliance
on the existing and planned generating mix
of resources), which is predominantly oilfired capacity with some coal-fired capacity
and renewable energy sources. Under the
no-action alternative, the energy needs for
Hawaii, Maui, Molokai, and Oahu would be
achieved using supply or demand-side
options on each island. The assessment of
the no-action alternative will examine the
environmental impacts of reasonably
predictable actions that could be taken by
others if the proposed action is not taken, as
compared with the impacts of going forward
with the proposed action.
2.2.2

Alternative Supply-Demand Options

In addition to no-action, two supplydemand alternatives will be evaluated in the
EIS. The first is the development of up to
500 MW(e) net of geothermal power for
exclusive use on the Big Island, with no
inter-island transmission cable. Tl.!~S~
Hawaii's prefe.rre~i.i\!ternative is
development of the geothermalresource to
meet the projected needs of the Big Island,
and submarine cable to export someJeveL~~
power at a later date if the geothermal
resource and. project economics juStify the
!;Ost of a cable. Although a definite
geothermal development scenario has not
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yet been proposed, the EIS will examine an
alternative geothermal generating capacity of
100 MW(e) or more [up to 500 MW(e) net]
for the Big Island only_ The lesser amount
represents the geothermal capacity that is
currently permitted for development on the
Big Island only.
The second supply-demand option would
consist of conservation and demand-side
management (DSM) alternatives and a mix
of currently feasible renewable energy
sources (e.g., biomass, solar thermal. wind,
geothermal, and photovoltaics). DSM refers
to the reduction of demand for energy
through electrical load management, energy
conservation, and improvements in energy
utilization to reduce energy demand.
All alternative supply-demand options
will be compared and assessed within the
framework of IRP using available data and
methods developed for the State utilities'
IRP, currently in progress. Where possible,
the supply-demand options will be
characterized in terms of their relative cost,
fiscal impacts, contribution to the State's
overall energy demand, and environmental
impacts.
2.3

ALTERNATlVES CONSIDERED BUT
EUMINATED FROM DETAILED
CONSIDERAllON

Although many alternatives were
mentioned during the scoping process, only
those alternatives deemed to be viable and
reasonably foreseeable within the time frame
of the proposed action (i.e., 30 years) will be
considered. In general, the alternatives that
will not be considered in the EIS were
either anticipated to be not technically
feasible within the project time frame (e.g.,
ocean thermal energy conversion, wave and
tidal power, and hydrogen as a carrier fuel)
or technically feasible but extremely unlikely
because of legislative or other impediments.
As an example of the latter, the construction
of a nuclear power plant in Hawaii is
unlikely because of a State constitutional
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requirement for a two-thirds vote in each
house of the Legislature for such an action
[Act XI, Section 8, Hawaii Revised Statutes
(HRS)].
During scoping, commenters
recommended that the EIS consider
transportation alternatives that would reduce
petroleum (oil) consumption. One of the
State's primary reasons for encouraging the
development of Hawaii's geothermal
resource is to reduce the State's reliance on
imported oil as an energy source. The EIS
will address the reduction of oil consumption
that would result from the development of
geothermal capacity and other alternatives
(i.e., the amount of oil replaced by the
proposed geothermal power generation and
other alternatives as part of the energy
supply-demand scenarios). However, because
various transportation alternatives would not
directly affect power generating capacity in
Hawaii, they will not be evaluated in the
EIS.
In addition to alternative supply-demand
options that will not be considered in the
EIS, there also are some alternatives to
geothermal development that are beyond the
scope of the EIS. For example, the GRS on
Maui will not be considered as feasible for
development as part of the HGP because
resource characteristics defined to date
indicate that it has direct heat application
only and is not believed to be economic for
electricity production. Therefore, the GRS
on Maui is not comparable to the GRSs on
the Big Island.

agency conducts internal studies to define
the proposed action, identify preliminary
alternatives, and develop preliminary issue
areas to be addressed in the EIS. The
second phase involves participation by the
public and other agencies. The objectives of
public scoping are to notify interested
persons, agencies, and other groups of the
proposed action and alternatives; solicit their
comments regarding environmental issues,
alternatives to the proposed action, and
other items of interest; and consider those
issues in the preparation of the EIS.
CEQ regulations [40 CFR Part
1501.7(a)] require the lead agency to
•

•

•

•

3. n-tE SCOPING PROCESS
AND RESULTS
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•

CEQ regulations (40 CFR Part 1501.7)
require " an early and open process for
determining the scope of issues to be
addressed and for identifying the significant
issues related to a proposed action." This
process is termed "scoping" and usually has
two phases. During the first phase, the lead

4 Wi

•

•

invite the participation of affected
Federal, State, and local agencies; any
affected Indian tribe; and other
interested persons;
determine the scope and significance of
issues to be analyzed in depth in the
EIS;
identify and eliminate from detailed
study the issues that are not significant
or that have been covered by previous
environmental reviews, narrowing the
discussion of these issues in the EIS to a
brief presentation of why they will not
have a significant effect on the human
environment, or providing a reference
for their coverage elsewhere;
allocate assignments for preparation of
the EIS among the lead and cooperating
agencies, with the lead agency retaining
responsibility for the EIS;
indicate any public environmental
assessments and other EISs that are
being, or will be, prepared that are
related to, but not part of, the scope of
the EIS under consideration;
identify other environmental review and
consultation requirements so that other
studies may be conducted concurrently
and integrated with the EIS; and
indicate the relationship between the
timing of environmental analyses and the
planning and decision-making schedule.
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The full range of potential impacts of
the proposed project and reasonable
alternatives that were identified during
scoping will be addressed in the HGP EIS.
Appendix A contains a summary of oral and
written scoping comments received during
the HGP EIS scoping period. It also
summarizes a mass mailing concerning
religious issues. Appendix B lists by agency
the scoping comments received from
Federal, State, and County sources.
Environmental resource areas and concerns
identified during scoping that have the
potential for impact include land use, air
quality, water resources, ecological
resources, geologic resources, noise, health
and safety, socioeconomic issues, cultural
resources, marine resources, and aesthetic
resources. Further information on these and
other topics is given in Section 3.3. A
preliminary outline for the HGP EIS is
presented in Appendix C.

3.1

NOTICE OF INTENT

In accordance with DOE NEPA
Implementing Procedures, 57 Fed. Reg.
15122 (1992), to be codified at 10 CFR Part
1021, DOE published an Advance Notice of
Intent (ANOI) to prepare the HGP EIS in
the Federal Register (Vol. 56, No. 170, pp.
43585-87) on September 3, 1991. (The
ANOI is reproduced in Appendix E) The
ANOI announced the initiation of planning
and scoping of the HGP EIS and solicited
public input regarding the scope and content
of the EIS. In response to the ANOI, DOE
received 55 comment letters on EIS-related
topics, all of which have been considered in
this IP (see Appendices A and B). These
comments also assisted DOE in developing
the Notice of Intent (NOI) and were the
stimulus for a series of DOE information
exchange meetings. In September, October,
and November 1991, and in March and July
1992, DOE met with Federal, State, and
County agencies; environmental, civic,
Native Hawaiian, and public interest groups;
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and utility and geothermal developers (see
Table 3.1). On February 5, 1992, DOE
extended an invitation to eight Federal,
State, and County agencies to become
"cooperating agencies" in the preparation of
the EIS. This invitation also solicited
additional agency comments on the ANOI
and the forthcoming NOI.
On February 14, 1992, DOE published
an NOI in the Federal Register (Vol. 57,
No. 31, pp. 5433-37) (reproduced in
Appendix F) to announce its intent to
prepare an EIS for Phases 3 and 4 of the
HGP, as defined by the State in its 1989
proposal to Congress. For purposes of
project description, the State's 1989 and
1990 proposals are almost identical. The
NOI announced that ten public scoping
meetings would be held in Hawaii from
March 7 through March 16, 1992 (see
Section 3.2). The NOI noted that written
scoping comments, which were to be given
equal weight with oral comments, would be
received until April 15, 1992, for consideration in the IP (see Appendices D, F, G).

3.2

SCOPING MEETINGS

Beginning on March 7, 1992, DOE held
afternoon and evening 'public scoping
meetings at each of five locations in Hawaii,
as shown below. These meetings were held

Scoping Meeting Locations and Dates

Pahoa (Big Island)
Wailuku (Maui)
Kaunakakai (Molokai)
Honolulu (Oahu)
KamuelaIWaimea
(Big Island)

March 7,
March 9,
March 12,
March 14,
March 16,

1992
1992
1992
1992
1992

in compliance with CEQ regulations (40
CFR Part 1501.7) and DOE NEPA
Procedures and in concert with DOE's
policy to facilitate public involvement in the
NEP A process. The purpose of these
meetings was to assure adequate opportunity

U.S. Department of Energy
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TABLE 3.1.-Information &change and Cooperating Agency Meetings

InformJltWn Exchange Meetings
October 1991

Puna Geothermal Ventures (included a site visit); Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund

N<JY'CIDbc:r 1991

Blue Ocean Preservation Society; Campbell Estate; Coral Reef Foundation; Kaupo Ranch; Maui Tomorrow; Pete
Defense Fund; Mayor's Energy Advisory Commission; Big Island Papaya Growers; Big Island Rainforest Action
Group with Malu Aina; Citizens for Responsible Energy Development with Aloha Aina; Greenpeace Hawaii; Hawaii
Island Geothermal Alliance; KapohO Community Association; Lani Puna Gardens Association; Puna Community
Council; West Hawaii Sierra Club; Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation; National Audubon Society; Natural Resources
Defense Council; Oahu Rainforest Action Network; Rainforest Action Network; Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund;
Hawaii utilities; Bishop Museum

March 1992

Native Hawaiian Organizations; Pele Defense Fund; Puna Geothennal Ventures (included a site visit); True MidPacific (included a site visit)

Juty 1992

Pro-Geothermal Alliance; Hawaii Island Geothermal Alliance

Cooperating Agency Meetings

....

Co.)

u.s. Department of the

September 1991

Interior (001); U.S. Geological Survey (USGS); U.S. FISh and Wildlife Service (FWS);
National Park Service (NPS); U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE); National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS); U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

October 1991

Hawaii Department of Business, Economic Development, and Tourism; County of Hawaii; USGS; NPS; Ilawaii
Office of State Planning; Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources; Hawaii Department of Health; Ilawaii
Office of Environmental Quality Control; NMFS; FWS; COE; Hawaii Office of Hawaiian Affairs; Hawaii Office of
State Planning

NOYeDlber 1991

County of Maui; County of Hawaii; NMFS; Office of Hawaiian Homelands; State Historic Preservation Officer; Slate
Office of Consumer Advocacy

March 1992

County of Hawaii; USGS; 001; EPA; County of Maui; Hawaii Department of Business, Economic Development, and
Tourism; COE; NMFS; FWS

Juty 1992

Hawaii Office of State Planning; Hawaii Department of Health; Hawaii Office of Hawaiian Affairs; Hawaii
Department of Labor and Industrial Relations; Hawaii Department of AgriCUlture; EPA; Hawaii Department of
Land and Natural Resources; COE; County of Hawaii; NPS; USGS; County of Maui; NMFS; FWS; review of
Working Draft Implementation Plan with all cooperators

....

10
10

Co.)
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for public and government agency
participation in developing the EIS scope by
identifying the issues to be addressed,
commenting on the proposed action, and
suggesting alternatives to be analyzed. These
scoping meetings were recorded, and copies
of the meeting transcripts are available at
DOE Reading Rooms (see Attachment 1 to
Appendix A). DOE has notified all
interested parties by mail of the availability
of the meeting transcripts. One-hundred
seventy individuals provided more than 700
oral comments during scoping meetings (see
Figure 3.1). In addition, 230 individuals
submitted written scoping comments and
other materials to DOE during the scoping
period (which originally had a deadline of
April 15, 1992; DOE extended the deadline
to provide commenters ample opportunity to
provide written comments). The majority of
the comments in these written submissions
came from individuals; however, about 50
organizations, including environmental,
public interest, and community groups, also
participated by offering comments through
representatives. About 1800 scoping
comments were received (see Figure 3.2).
DOE also has prepared an extensive
mailing list, copies of which are available in
the Reading Rooms, identifying parties who
are participating in the EIS preparation and
who have submitted scoping comments.
3.3

3.3.1

Many commenters expressed concerns
about atmospheric emissions from the HGP.
especially during an accident. Based on
experience with geothermal development
and accidents in Puna, commenters
suggested a variety of environmental effects
that may result from these operations. Of
particular concern to the public were the
emissions of H~ and other airborne
pollutants from geothermal well venting and
their resultant effects on the health of
nearby residents; several examples of
ongoing effects were noted. Some
commenters expressed the concern that such
effects are poorly understood and frequently
underestimated.
Issues that were identified in the scoping
process include
•

•
•
•

RESULTS OF SCOPING

The following discussions summarize the
comments made during the scoping process
according to the topics or issues raised. The
number of written and oral comments
relating to each concern or issue is shown in
Figure 3.2. For each general subheading,
examples of comments from which each
issue was derived are provided, followed by a
discussion of how the EIS will address that
issue. The discussion also identifies issues
that DOE considers to be outside the EIS
scope. Scoping comments are summarized in
Appendix A

Page 14

Meteorology/Air Quality/HGP
Emissions

•

•
•
•

effects on human health (see
Section 3.3.7) of acute, cumulative, and
chronic exposure to H~ and other
potential air pollutants (e.g., radon,
heavy metals, and organic compounds);
nuisance effects of H 2S;
potential synergistic effects among
atmospheric pollutants;
degradation of ambient air quality
relative to ambient air quality standards
(H~, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides,
carbon monoxide, orone, lead, and
suspended, inhalable particulate matter)
validity of existing data regarding H~
exposure and the validity of using
standards for healthy workers as opposed
to standards for the general population
(see Section 3.3.7);
sufficiency of air quality monitoring;
global issues (acid rain, global warming);
effects of certain meteorological
conditions (e.g., air stagnation during
both kona and trade wind regimes) on
concentrations of pollutants that might
affect human health (see Section 3.3.7);
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SeOPING MEETING

Figure 3.1 Number of oral scoping comments at the ten public scoping meetings for the
HGP EIS. More than 700 comments were offered.

•
•

thermal pollution from cooling towers;
and
regional venting contributions due to
well casing failures (i.e., corrosion
induced).

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

The EIS will address all meteorological,
air quality, and emissions issues listed herein.
To address these issues, the EIS will discuss
the existing meteorological and
climatological conditions characteristic of the
Big Island and other islands and the
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NUMBER OF COMMENTS

Fagure 32 Number of oral and written scoping comments by subject area. About 1800
comments were received.

influence of these conditions on air quality.
Meteorological conditions necessary for
volcanic smog (vog) formation and air
stagnation will be described.
The EIS description of ambient air
quality will include emissions contributed by

Page 16

existing geothermal development; regional
sources, such as volcanoes; and other
sources (e.g., agricultural). USGS will
provide data on volcanic contributions to
ambient air quality. The State of Hawaii
Department of Health (DOH), Clean Air
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Branch, will provide DOE with recent
background ambient air monitoring data for
criteria and non-criteria pollutants in the
Puna District and will identify non-volcanic
emissions sources. Ambient air quality
specifically associated with vog will be
addressed. Ongoing air quality monitoring
(of existing conditions) and any additional or
recommended monitoring of air pollutants
will be discussed. Where applicable, the EIS
will discuss mitigation measures that can be
used to achieve the lowest possible emissions
rate.
The EIS will identify criteria and noncriteria atmospheric pollutant sources from
drilling, construction, and operation of the
geothennal power plants as well as potential
sources of pollutants that may occur during
a facility accident. Additionally, pollutant
sources during transmission line construction
(primarily particulates) will be identified and
quantified. Pollutant concentrations will be
estimated using modeling codes approved by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). To assess impacts, background levels
of air pollutant concentrations will be added
to estimates of pollutant concentrations
resulting from the proposed action, and the
results will be compared with the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS),
State of Hawaii standards [including the
recently passed State of Hawaii standard for
H~ (DOH 1992)], and other applicable
standards.
Prevention of significant deterioration
(PSD) of air quality will also be addressed in
the EIS. It is possible to confonn to the
NAAQS and still be in violation of the
standards for PSD. The Hawaii Volcanoes
National Park (HVNP) is designated a Class
I PSD area. Class I areas are designated to
severely restrict the degradation of air
quality, and specific standards for certain
pollutants (nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide,
and airborne particulate matter) apply. The
effects on HVNP will be addressed in the
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EIS (see Table 4.1). Air-quality-related
values such as visibility degradation and
objectionable odors will also be addressed in
the EIS. These values are of particular
importance in national parks and other
Class I areas. Consultation with NPS will
occur regarding issues related to Class I air
quality (see Section 4.1.1 and Tables 4.1 and
4.2).
The EIS will address the impacts of H 2S
and other toxic pollutant emissions during
routine operations and during facility
accidents. H~ is among both the 189
hazardous air pollutants and 16 extremely
hazardous pollutants listed in Title III,
Section 301 (r)(3), of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990 (Pub. L. 101-549). The
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) recommended H 2S exposure limits
(in addition to the new State HzS ambient
air quality rule) will be presented and
discussed in the EIS. Because of the
importance of H~ emissions control,
measures for pollution abatement and
mitigation will be discussed. Any secondary
impacts (e.g., waste disposal) resulting from
pollution abatement will also be discussed.
Specific issues to be addressed include
background ambient air quality,
nonattainment (if applicable), hazardous air
pollutants, meteorological conditions
affecting air quality (e.g., stagnation),
fugitive emissions from construction and
operation, air quality monitoring, potential
synergistic effects among atmospheric
pollutants, thermal pollution from cooling
towers, emergency response plans (see
Section 3.3.7), and noise (see Section 3.3.5).
Additionally, the EIS will discuss, to the
extent possible, emissions from routine
operations that may affect global air quality
concerns. These include atmospheric
emissions of carbon dioxide, other
greenhouse gases, and acid rain precursors.
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3.3.2

Surface and Groundwater
Resources
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Commenters were concerned that well
drilling, resource utilization, and well
reinjection activities may affect the
availability and use of water resources.
Surface impoundments (appropriately lined
and monitored) would contain mud, brine,
and drilling fluids generated during plant
construction, and geothermal fluids would be
reinjected during normal operation.
Residents in the Puna District were
concerned about the effects of airborne
emissions on the rain water catchment
systems used as drinking water (potable)
supplies. Airborne emissions may include
hazardous and toxic substances (e.g, H;zS,
radon, heavy metals, and organic
compounds) whose presence could render
water from catchment systems unfit for
human consumption.
Commenters also noted the complex
hydrogeology of the region and the
importance of area aquifers and drinking
water supplies. All issues raised in this
section will be addressed in the EIS. Issues
identified during scoping include

•

leakage into aquifers due to production
-'------- and/or injection well casing failures;
• impacts of accidents, such as well
blowouts;
• thermal and chemical contamination
caused by reinjection;
• impacts to the quality of nearby potable
water catchment systems and deep wells;
• dewatering of and/or reduced yield from
groundwater resources that could impact
availability and use;
• transport of contaminants from
HGP-related wastes and effects of
drilling effluent brine impoundments,
both into underground sources of
drinking water;
• erosion control during construction and
operation of HGP-related facilities;
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•

•

management of point and nonpoint
contamination sources;
groundwater monitoring system
requirements, including parameters to be
monitored (both water quality and
elevation of the water table surface);
mitigation plan to halt emanating
groundwater contamination and/or water
table declination detected by
groundwater monitoring system;
complete geothermal fluid
characterization;
identification and mapping of nearby
potable water wells that could be
affected by HGP-related construction
and operation;
spill prevention, containment, and
mitigation methodology;
source of water for well drilling during
construction and well quenching during
plant operation;
well casing and hydrologic monitoring
plan for both production and reinjection
wells; and
registration of geothermal wells as water
wells.

There is an interrelationship between
water resources and geologic resources.
Issues related to geologic resources are
discussed in Section 3.3.3. Springs and
thermal springs are included in the definition
of water resources as used in this section;
wetlands and anchialine ponds are discussed
in Section 3.3.4.
Water resources are also vital to
subsistence and religious practices of Native
Hawaiians; cultural uses of water resources
are addressed in Section 3.3.9. Marine water
quality issues are discussed in Section 3.3.4.
Studies will be undertaken to obtain
environmental baseline information that is
not available in the open literature.
Cooperating agency involvement will include
the State of Hawaii, USGS, and the County
of Hawaii. A water resource inventory that
will be provided by USGS, with input from
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the State of Hawaii and County of Hawaii,
will be included in the EIS (see Section 4).
The State of Hawaii is considering the
status of its water quality designation in the
geothermal subwne beneath the District of
Puna. All analyses of environmental impacts
will be based on the water quality
designation in effect during the writing of
the EIS.
The uses and water quality of surface
and groundwater resources in potential
development areas and the effects of the
HGP on these resources will be discussed in
the EIS. Hydrogeological data for the HGP
site, and vicinity and HGP source terms for
potential effluents and contaminants, will be
used to assess the potential for contaminant
deposition and transport. Results of these
analyses will factor into health and
ecological assessments (discussed in
Sections 3.3.7 and 3.3.4, respectively). State
of Hawaii and EPA-approved underground
injection regulations will be used as a basis
for groundwater impact analysis. State of
Hawaii drinking water quality standards and
National Primary and Secondary Drinking
Water Regulations (40 CFR Parts 141 and
143) will be the criteria used to gauge the
significance of impacts of atmospheric
pollutant deposition in catchment systems.
Monitoring of conditions for permits issued
by the State of Hawaii, as well as written
agreements between the State of Hawaii,
EPA, and current geothermal developers,
will be used to assess reduced yield from
groundwater supplies (see Section 4.1 and
Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
The water resources impact analysis will
describe (1) impacts that occur during
normal plant operation, (2) impacts from
accidents that are mitigated by safety systems
such as shut-off valves, and (3) impacts from
severe accidents that could overwhelm safety
features designed into the plants (see
Section 3.3.12).
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3.3.3

Geologic Issues

The location of geothermal facilities on
the site of an active volcano concerned many
commenters. They indicated that the
..~_ H
potential for seismic disturbances and lava
\..~
1(,.
flows at the geothermal facilities increased
'\ '--'
the risk of accidents and created conditions ~. ~\ !(\J- '.f :.~ ',.·
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;.... :\ ;i;'
state of technology. A geologically active and
,;0'; i> ~i
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and the potential for resource depletion also . '
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•

•

•

normal operations-driven impacts related
to withdrawal and reinjection of
geothermal fluids, including induced
seismicity, induced subsidence, impacts to
groundwater quality and use (see
Section 3.3.2), and geothermal resource
depletion;
accident-driven and natural geologic
hazards impacts (see Sections 3.3.12.2
and 3.3.4.3), including impacts to landbased facilities (earthquakes, volcanic
activity, uplift, subsidence, and slides)
and impacts to cable routes and
shoreline facilities (earthquakes, volcanic
activity, uplift, subsidence, slides,
turbidity currents, wave action, storm
surge, and tsunamis);
erosion and contamination of soils (see
Sections 3.3.4.3 and 3.3.6) due to
construction and the routine use of
herbicides during operations, and
because of accidental spills (human error
or natural hazard); and
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•

comparison of the proposed HGP site
with other geothermal development sites
(e.g., in Iceland).

The geologic issues listed herein will be
addressed in the EIS. Geologic issues
concerning both the HGP and the
transmission/cable system will be treated in
the EIS. The volcanically and seismically
active nature of the proposed development
area raises a number of geologic issues that
require an objective evaluation. Data from
site studies and available literature will
provide a basis for assessing several geologic
issues such as subsidence and
withdrawaVreinjection effects. The geologic
suitability of the site for HGP facilities also
will be assessed.
Geological literature on the Hawaiian
Islands is extensive. USGS will assist DOE
in collecting and evaluating existing
literature. USGS also will assist DOE in
analyzing geologic hazards such as volcanic
activity (eruptions, including tephra falls, and
lava flows), seismicity (including ground
motion, liquefaction, induced landslides, and
surface rupture), and natural surface uplift
and subsidence in both terrestrial and
marine environments. In addition, USGS will
assist in analyzing geologic natural hazards
that are peculiar to the marine and/or
shoreline environments (turbidity currents,
undersea landslides, tsunamis, and hurricane
storm surge). USGS also will assist DOE's
analysis of the natural impact of Kilauea's
activity on air quality in the Puna District.
Finally, USGS will assist DOE with
groundwater resources characterization and
geothermal fluid chemical characterization.
The HGP EIS will examine the potential
for damage to geothermal facilities by fresh
lava flows as well as effects of earthquakeinduced phenomena such as excessive
ground motion, surface rupture, liquefaction,
and landslides. Environmental impacts of
accidental release of geothermal fluids will
be assessed (see Section 3.3.2). The effects
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of prolonged withdrawal and reinjection of
geothermal fluids during plant operations
also will be analyzed (see Section 3.3.2). If
possible, reservoir engineering characteristics
will be used to predict the nature of induced
seismicity, subsidence, and geothermal
reservoir depletion (the latter is addressed in
Section 3.3.2). These analyses will depend on
the availability and appropriateness of
existing models. Analysis of routine
operational impacts will be based on the
assumption that automatic shut-off valves
and blowout preventers function as intended
and that other reasonable safety features
(such as flexible joints between steam
gathering lines on the surface and well
heads) are included. Accident-driven impacts
are discussed in Section 3.3.12.
Soils in the Puna District and on
transmission line rights-of-way will be
described from existing U.S. Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) or equivalent
surveys. Construction, operational, and
accident-related impacts (erosion and
contamination) to these soils will be assessed
(see Section 3.3.6 and 3.3.4.3).
Contamination from accidents and routine
spraying (herbicides) of access roads,
pipelines, plants, and transmission lines will
be addressed. SCS will be consulted (see
Table 4.1).
Well completion designs and erosion and
sedimentation control plans (ESCPs) will be
assessed for compliance with existing State
regulations. This assessment will require
consultation with the Hawaii Department of
Land and Natural Resources, the Division of
Water Resources Management, and DOH.
County governments and the SCS will be
consulted with respect to ESCPs. Effective
monitoring of construction- and operationrelated erosion and sedimentation is a
regulatory requirement of an ESCP. In
addition, USGS and County of Hawaii will
be consulted during EIS preparation
regarding volcanic eruption mitigation
measures (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
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Ecological Resources

A recurring concern expressed by
commenters was the effect of the HGP,
transmission corridors, and cable
construction on ecological resources. A
number of commenters cited the uniqueness
and value of the Wao Kele a Puna rain
forest as an overriding concern. Other
commenters identified specific concerns
related to effects of the submarine cable in
the coastal zone and marine environment.
Ecological resources on the Big Island,
along marine cable routes, and at cable
landing sites on other islands will be
described in the EIS, and the impacts of
HGP development, construction, and
operation on the resources, including
wetlands, floodplains, coastal zones, the
marine environment, and species and areas
of special concern, will be analyzed. The
potential for effects of acid rain or fog on
soil quality and on land based terrestrial and
acquatic ecosystems as the result of
operation of the geothermal extraction and
power production facilities will be assessed.
Assessment will draw upon existing literature
and studies conducted by FWS and CaE,
including comprehensive surveys of biota
(e.g., forest birds, threatened and
endangered species, invertebrates, and
vegetation), a Hoary bat survey, a native rain
forest ecosystem analysis, and wetland
delineations. The need for additional data
collection is currently being evaluated in
consultation with DOE, FWS, CaE, and
others. NMFS, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and
other appropriate experts will be consulted
for information on marine resources.
Depending on the results of the assessment
and the relationship to proposed
alternatives, appropriate mitigation action
plans will be developed in the preparation of
the EIS.
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Principal ecological issues for terrestrial,
aquatic, and marine resources are listed
below; there were several issues common to
all ecological areas, while others were
specific to one or more resource areas. The
EIS will address all ecological issues listed in
this section. The following ecological issues
were identified during scoping.

General
•

•

•

impacts from construction of power
production facilities, submarine cable
system, and transmission corridors;
effects of atmospheric emissions, liquid
effluents, waste disposal and
impoundments, and noise; and
impacts on endemic, threatened and
endangered, and sensitive species.

Terrestrial
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

deforestation and loss of biodiversity;
impacts of the HGP and transmission
line right-of-way on habitat;
impacts of electromagnetic field (EMF)
on fauna along land transmission
corridors;
impact of corridor construction on fauna
and flora, including sensitive plants,
threatened and endangered species, and
protected habitat;
effects of emissions and effluents on
agricultural crops, livestock, and pets;
loss or disturbance of wetlands;
impacts on cave ecosystems and
invertebrates; and
impacts of chemical (e.g., herbicide)
control of non-native plants.

Aquatic
•

•

impacts on anchialine ponds as a result
of erosion and changes in groundwater
hydrology and thermal contamination
from reinjection of geothermal fluids
(see Section 3.3.9);
impacts on populations of endemic,
sensitive, and threatened and
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•

•

•

endangered species and on protected
habitat;
impacts of construction and maintenance
of the transmission line rights-of-way on
aquatic habitat;
impacts on aquatic systems from
potential water quality alterations (e.g.,
from runoff, effluents, altered flows and
quality of streams, springs, and hot
springs); and
impacts from the use of herbicides to
control non-native plant species and for
transmission line right-of-way
maintenance.

Marine
•

•

•

•

•

•

impacts of cable installation and
operation (especially EMF effects) on
marine species, including Hawaiian monk
seals, precious corals, humpback whales,
rays, skates, sharks, sea turtles, endemic,
threatened and endangered, and
sensitive species;
competing use of the undersea
transmission cable with coastal zone use
for marine emanations and cultural
resources (see Section 3.3.9),
recreational uses (see Section 3.3.8), and
commercial, recreational, and subsistence
fishing, shipping, etc.;
competing use of the transmission cable
with marine coastal zones and channels
for communications and military cables
used for national defense;
impacts on marine biota due to noise;
water quality degradation from runoff,
effluents, and oil spills; and perturbations
resulting from cable construction and
maintenance;
impacts of construction, operation, and
maintenance of production sites, cable
landings, and transmission routes on the
marine environment (e.g., fish ponds,
coastal zone, reefs, and deep water); and
potential to cause ciguatera (fish
poisoning) as a result of cable
construction, deployment, and
maintenance in coastal reef areas.
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3.3.4.1 Terrestrial Resources

Commenters asked that comprehensive
surveys of rain forest species be completed
and the results evaluated. Moreover, they
thought that the EIS should fully investigate
the potential short- and long-term impacts of
the HGP to pristine environments, such as
the rain forest in Hawaii, the southeast coast
and Hana districts of Maui, much of
Molokai, the marine environment (see
Section 3.3.4.3), and other locations
potentially affected by the HGP.
The impacts on terrestrial ecosystems
will be addressed in the EIS with particular
emphasis on the rain forest, wetlands, cave
ecosystems (e.g., lava tubes), vegetation,
birds, threatened and endangered species,
invertebrates, and ethnobotanical and
medicinal species. These resources are
extremely important to Native Hawaiians,
whose culture and religion are closely tied to
natural resources (see Section 3.3.9).
Potential impacts of invasion of non-native
species as a result of the HGP and power
transmission corridors will be evaluated, and
the impacts to terrestrial ecosystems as the
result of controlling non-native plant species
with herbicides within the project area will
be considered. Associated risks of chemical
vegetation control (i.e., the use of
herbicides) on humans is considered in
Section 3.3.7.
A Geographic Information System (GIS)
data base for the project will be built from
existing data bases and results from studies
to be conducted by FWS (e.g.; vegetation
community, native bird, threatened and
endangered species, and invertebrate
surveys) and the COE (e.g., wetlands). GIS
will be used to integrate the ecological
resource data and analyze potential impacts
on terrestrial ecosystems and ecosystem
components. Analyses include (1)
fragmentation of the rain forest from natural
occurrences (e.g., lava flows) and artificial
occurrences (e.g., road building associated
with HGP development); (2) non-native
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species invasion into disturbed and natural
areas; (3) potential for the project to
contribute to loss of native fauna and flora,
including impacts from erosion as a result of
construction and maintenance operations;
(4) land area impact of (a) well pad size and
number resulting from initial development
and from expansion as the geothermal
resource is depleted and (b) road length; (5)
alternative locations of well pads and roads
to minimize ecological disturbances; (6)
interrelationships among biota, lava flows,
and vegetation regeneration; (7) effects of
transmission line EMF on terrestrial fauna;
and (8) other issues identified as appropriate
during data coIlection.
The extent and types of wetlands within
all land areas potentially involved in the
geothermal resource area and along
transmission corridors will be delineated by
COE. EPA will also be consulted concerning
wetlands (see Section 4.1). COE will use the
1987 COE Wetland Delineation Manual to
delineate wetlands. Wetlands maps and
supporting data will be provided to DOE for
the purpose of performing wetlands
assessments based on the practicable
alternatives analysis in accordance with
Clean Watc-r Act [Section 404(b)(1)]
guidelines for dredging and filling. When
wetlands are identified, a detailed assessment
of the potential impacts on the wetland
ecosystem will be made, and approaches for
minimizing or avoiding wetland involvement
will be discussed. The assessment will
include potential impacts on wetland
functions, including water quality, hydrology,
vegetation composition and structure, habitat
for threatened and endangered species, and
biological diversity.
The potential for HGP to impact
threatened and endangered species and
wetlands (see above) requires analyses in the
EIS. During EIS preparation, FWS, as well
as the State Department of Natural Land
and Resources, will be contacted for
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information and consultation under Section
7 of the Endangered Species Act (see
Section 4.1).
3.3.4.2 Aquatic Resources
Commenters identified several issues
related to aquatic resources that will be
addressed in the EIS. Results of existing
studies and those conducted in support of
the EIS will be incorporated into the EIS.
Land-based freshwater and brackishwater ecosystems, including streams, springs,
and anchialine ponds, and their associated
fauna and flora wiIl be identified for all
development areas, and potential impacts of
the proposed development and alternatives
will be addressed in the EIS. The potential
impacts to aquatic ecosystems from
groundwater quality alteration due to
reinjection of geothermal fluids and
potential changes in surface water quality
wiIl be addressed. Existing information,
including that from FWS and NMFS and
from studies conducted in support of the
EIS, will be used to determine the impacts
of the proposed development on land-based
aquatic resources. Wetlands will be
addressed primarily as part of the terrestrial
resources (see Section 3.3.4.1); however,
linkages between wetlands and aquatic
ecosystems will be addressed in the aquatic
resources sections of the EIS.
The potential for impacts to threatened
and endangered species in land-based
aquatic ecosystems will be addressed using
existing information and FWS survey
information. During the EIS preparation,
FWS, NMFS, the State Department of Land
and Natural Resources, and other
knowledgeable experts will be contacted for
information; consultation as required under
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
will be conducted. The results of these
consultations will be included in the EIS
(see Section 4 and Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
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3.3.4.3 Marine Resources

Commenters identified a number of
concerns relative to the marine environment
that will be addressed in the EIS. Marine
ecosystems, including benthic communities,
reefs, coastal zones, and deep water, along
the underwater transmission corridors will be
identified and described. Impacts could occur
in the coastal zone, reefs, benthic
communities, or at sea. Species could be
affected by siltation, increased turbidity, or
water quality changes due to construction
(including dredging and drilling), operation,
deployment, or maintenance of the HDWe
or oil spills. The mechanical operations of
cable-related activities (dredging, blasting,
cable laying, etc.) can also affect marine
species. All these activities are associated
with construction in coastal zones, and the
impacts of such activities will be assessed
(including consideration of competing uses
such as shipping and fishing) based on
comparable experiences in Hawaii and
elsewhere, and by reference to the literature.
The particulate loading and visibility of
marine waters may be affected by
construction, dredging, drilling, or
maintenance, and erosion due to HGPrelated activities on land. Particulate matter
may alter the dissolved oxygen content,
nutrient content, and the concentration of
organic carbon in the coastal zone. The
impacts of particulate loading, increased
turbidity, and siltation due to these activities
will be assessed based on the literature and
prior experience with similar activities in
Hawaii. Knowledge of currents and
projected particulate loading will be used to
predict the range of increased turbidity and
siltation. Leakage from an oil-filled cable (as
a result of natural events, accident, or
sabotage) or oil spills from associated
shipping will be assessed in a similar manner.
Species and regions that are particularly
sensitive to petroleum products will be
identified and the likelihood of
contamination determined based on the
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physical oceanography of the region. Both
EPA and the Coast Guard will be consulted.
Impacts to the marine environment from
potential damage to and maintenance of the
undersea transmission cable and alternatives
to the cable will be addressed (see Section
3.3.11.2.2). Scenarios in which an undersea
cable may rupture or be severed and
produce impacts as the result of strong
ocean currents, submarine erosion by ocean
currents, and submarine landslides generated
by earthquakes will be addressed (see
Section 3.3.12.2).
The potential for ciguatera as a result of
disturbance of the marine environment
during cable construction and maintenance,
and mitigation measures to avoid or limit
these impacts, will be addressed (see
Section 3.3.7). Those impacts that could
occur as the result of cable oil leakage and
cable accidents will be addressed (see
Section 3.3.12.2 and 3.3.7).
Impacts to commercial, recreational, and
native subsistence fisheries and fish ponds in
the coastal zone and along the transmission
cable route as the result of construction- and
operation of the cable will be addressed (see
also Section 3.3.9). Economic impacts
associated with the undersea cable in terms
of commercial, recreational, and subsistence
fisheries, mariculture and fish ponds, use of
recreational areas, and use of precious corals
will be addressed, as well as those economic
impacts associated with cable construction,
maintenance, operation, and other related
aspects of deployment, retrieval, and
rehabilitation.
The potential for impacts to endemic,
threatened and endangered, and other
sensitive species in the marine environment,
including Hawaiian monk seals, humpback
whales, skates, rays, and sharks, will be
determined. During EIS preparation, NMFS,
FWS, NOAA Office of Marine Mammals,
the State Department of Natural Resources,
and other knowledgeable experts and
agencies will be contacted for information
and consultation as required under Section 7
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of the Endangered Species Act and the
Marine Mammals Protection Act (see Tables
4.1 and 4.2).
The EIS will include an evaluation of
the potential biological effects on marine life
as the result of EMF produced by the
submarine cable. There is concern that EMF
may-affect humpback whales and other
sensitive species that use naturally occurring
EMFs for navigation. At least three possible
cases will be evaluated for potential effects
on marine species: (1) fields produced
during normal operation of the cable system,
including typical static magnetic and electric
fields as well as induced fields that may
occur during transients and line loading
changes; (2) temporary events after damage
to one or more of the cables with higher
than normal current densities around the
damaged cable; and (3) only one cable
functioning with current return through the
ocean. Impacts associated with staged
development in which there could be ac
transmission between the islands of Hawaii
and Maui will be addressed in the EIS as
part of the discussion of alternatives to the
proposed action.
Certain marine animals (e.g., sharks,
rays, and skates) have specific sensory organs
that detect 'extremely weak electric or
magnetic fields that aid in navigation and
foraging. Effects on behavior patterns,
including potential attraction, may occur as
the result of transmission line fields such as
would be associated with the proposed
undersea cable. The available knowledge
regarding the effects of these fields on
sensitive marine life will be reviewed, and
pertinent information will be obtained from
other cable transmission studies to address
the potential impacts associated with this
issue. This information, along with the
calculations of the fields produced by the
proposed undersea cables, will be used in
the EIS to predict potential impacts on
sensitive marine life.
The EIS will include an evaluation of
the potential effects of noise during cable
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route construction and maintenance on
sensitive marine biota. For example, effects
of noise on breeding, calving, and migration
of humpback whales will be assessed.

3.3.5

Noise

Some commenters pointed out that well
drilling and venting from HGP development
and operations will create noise. Well
drilling and venting from current local
geothermal developments were often cited
as activities that produce intense noise.
Noise is also associated with transmission
lines, especially in moist conditions. Quiet
conditions (with respect to human-produced
sources) currently prevail in the area where
noise impacts resulting from the proposed
activity are expected.
Noise issues that were identified in the
scoping process include
•

•
•
•
•

occupational and public health impacts
of noise from drilling, construction, and
(unannounced) venting operations, and
possible associated exceedances of
standards of the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) and the
National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) (see Section 3.3.7);
effects on terrestrial and marine fauna;
nuisance impacts related to noise (e.g.,
loss of sleep) (see Section 3.3.7);
noise associated with construction and
maintenance of transmission lines; and
noise associated with high tension
transmission lines, especially the
crackling noise produced by the lines
during inclement weather or during
periods of high humidity.

All noise-related issues listed herein will
be addressed in the EIS. The EIS will use
existing data provided by qualified
professionals specializing in noise
characterization to describe and assess noise
impacts. Noise measurements will include
ambient levels as well as noise resulting from
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existing geothermal activities (drilling and
operating). Noise contours will be
developed. The noise measurements will
include day and night levels, peak levels, and
energy-averaged levels. Noise from both
normal operation (including transients) and
upset conditions will be described.
The EIS will assess and evaluate
potential impacts of noise to the affected
residential population and to terrestrial and
marine species, and adaptation by these
species to noise will be discussed.
The EIS will also examine the potential
for noise-induced hearing loss associated
with the HGP. The noise levels associated
with hearing loss will be compared with
expected noise contours from HGP
operations. Compliance with applicable
public and occupational standards and
guidelines for noise, including psychological
effects, will be addressed in the EIS. Noiserelated annoyance to residents living near
well-drilling, construction areas, or other
geothermal activities will also be addressed.
Noise associated with the use of aircraft for
construction and maintenance of HGP
facilities and along transmission lines will be
assessed. Noise abatement and mitigation
measures (e.g., rock mufflers) will also be
addressed.

3.3.6

Land Use

Commenters raised a variety of land-use
concerns, especially those pertaining to
compatibility between residential use and the
HGP. All issues raised in this section will be
addressed in the EIS. Specific issues that
were identified in the scoping process
include
•

compatibility of HGP plants and
transmission facilities and corridors with
competing residential, commercial,
agricultural, coastal, and military land
uses, conservation lands, Native
Hawaiian homelands, and the Hawaii
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•

•

•
•

•

Volcanoes National Park (HVNP) and
other land preserves;
compatibility of HGP plants and
transmission facilities and corridors with
planned land uses in the areas listed
above;
land-use impacts of expanding
geothermal development as the resource
is depleted;
impacts on unique land resources, such
as the Wao Kele 0 Puna rain forest;
changes in traditional land ownership
and land-use patterns as a result of the
HGP; and
impacts on coastal zone land uses
including mariculture, recreational and
subsistence fishing, and other
commercial, recreational, and cultural
uses of coastal areas.

Land-use issues will be addressed in
several sections of the EIS. Land use as it
relates to agriculture, ecological issues, and
unique land resources will be discussed
under the terrestrial ecology heading (see
Section 3.3.4). Land-use issues related to
Native Hawaiian interests and culture and
changes in traditional land use will be
discussed separately (see Section 3.3.9), and
land-use issues related to compatibility,
expanded development, coastal impacts, and
economics will be discussed in the
socioeconomics sections of the EIS (see
Section 3.3.8).
To assess potential land-use impacts, the
EIS will estimate the total land area that
would be required for the HGP plants and
transmission facilities and corridors, identify
existing and planned land uses in the
proposed vicinity of HGP plants and
transmission facilities and corridors, and
determine the extent to which construction
and operation of the HGP would affect
those land uses. Agencies that will provide
information about existing and planned land
uses include the Counties of Hawaii and
Maui, NPS, COE, and the State of Hawaii
(e.g., the Department of Land and Natural
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Health and Safety

Participants in scoping expressed
concern about health risks to workers and
the public from routine operations and
accidents.
Issues that were identified in the scoping
process include
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
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Resources' and the Office of State Planning).
In particular, County Community
Development Plans for affected Counties
and the State's statutes regarding the
designation and regulation of GRS (Sections
205-5.1 and 205-5.2 HRS) will be consulted
(see Table 4.1).

3.3.7

~ ~ _ ~

acute and chronic health and safety
impacts of routine emissions (via air and
water pathways);
HGP accidents-effects on human health
(see Section 3.3.12.2);
cable accidents (see Section 3.3.12.2);
effects of uncontrolled, unabated well
venting and blowouts;
occupational safety;
EMF effects;
psychological effects of construction,
operation, and potential accidents;
effects of hazardous materials and
wastes, including the use of herbicides to
control non-native plant species and for
transmission line right-of-way
maintenance;
health impacts of herbicide use in the
rain forest and along transmission lines,
including potential impacts to plants
used for medicinal purposes (see
Section 3.3.9);
synergistic effects on sensitive
individuals;
cumulative effects of planned full-scale
development;
ciguatera associated with cable
construction in the near-shore
environment;
threats of civil disorder associated with
the potential for accidents; and
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•

fire hazards in dry areas due to
transmission lines.

The EIS will address all of the health
and safety issues listed herein. The EIS will
evaluate health and safety impacts as they
relate to both operations and accident
conditions, including uncontrolled and/or
unabated venting. The analyses will be based
on the 500-MW(e) development scenario.
Although effects of this larger development
will have a cumulative nature, the basic
methods for addressing different situations
are similar. For public exposures, the first
step is to identify the materials that will be
emitted to air or water. These would include
H~, radon, heavy metals, and organic
compounds emitted to the air (see
Section 3.3.1) or deposited in water; in
addition, because of their potentially
widespread use, herbicides will be examined
as a source of public exposure. The next
steps are to consider the various transport
pathways, such as inhalation, dermal
exposure, food, and drinking water, and then
calculate intake either on a continuous basis
or under accident (episodic) conditions.
These intakes then are converted to health
effects via dose-response relationships. In
addition, potential occupational exposures
will be evaluated, to the extent possible, with
respect to OSHA and NIOSH regulations.
Certain operations that disrupt the nearshore marine environment can result in
ciguatera. This, in tum, can be directly
harmful to people who consume toxic fish,
or indirectly harmful in depriving individuals
of a source of food. The extent to which
these effects may be harmful and/or
mitigated will be discussed.
Of special concern are hazardous
materials, including waste, which may be
present at geothermal sites. To the extent
possible, these will be listed along with
applicable regulations. Drilling muds and
waste ponds represent a source of possibly
toxic materials, and they may pose a special
waste disposal challenge. To the extent
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possible, the contents of such muds and
ponds will be characterized so that any
potential health effects issues can be
quantified and future waste disposal
requirements can be identified. The human
health effects of herbicide, which would be
used to control non-native plant species in
the geothermal development subzone and
vegetation along the transmission corridor,
will be addressed.
Public concern over the possible health
effects of EMFs associated with power
generation and transmission has increased
sharply in recent years. The EIS will include
an evaluation of EMFs near the power
generation facilities, along the transmission
line rights-of-way, at the conversion stations,
and at ocean entry and exit points.
Consideration of possible EMF impacts in
the marine environment is discussed in
Section 3.3.4.3. Because economics or
emergency situations may dictate the need
for single-cable operation, safety issues
associated with ocean return currents during
single cable operation will also be evaluated
as appropriate. In addition, a section will be
prepared that summarizes the most recent
scientific understanding of the possible longterm effects on humans. Consideration of
possible impacts on marine life is discussed
in Section 3.3.4.3.
Accidents, which could result from
natural phenomena or from a variety of
human factors including operator error, and
choices of materials and designs, will be
assessed in the EIS. Human health effects of
accidents will be assessed in the health and
safety sections of the EIS. Other impacts of
accidents will be assessed where appropriate
in the EIS (see Section 3.3.12).
The EIS will address the effects of sleep
deprivation and emergency evacuations
related to the construction and operation of
geothermal facilities (e.g., noise, H~ or
other emissions, night lighting). Comments
received from residents in the Puna District
indicated a concern for their general health,
with some commenters referring to a general
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"malaise" associated with living near the
existing geothermal development. The EIS
will review the literature on identified
emissions and sources for potential
contributions to "malaise."
The EIS will address emergency
preparedness needs both on the HGP site
and in the Puna District that may arise from
the proposed project and will discuss
alternative mitigation measures that could be
incorporated as remedial actions. The EIS
will examine whether the proposed and
alternative actions would increase the risk of
lethal accidents or lead to potential for harm
to resident populations, and will assess the
adequacy of the existing resources within the
community available to respond to those
consequences. The potential problems of
uncontrolled venting will be addressed,
especially for areas where single routes exist
for emergency evacuation of residents
affected by possible H~ emissions. The EIS
will discuss mitigative measures that may be
needed to ensure citizens' health and safety,
such as monitoring stations within the
community, early warning or call-down
systems for more sensitive populations (e.g.,
the elderly, infirm, or the very young),'
evacuation via helicopter in remote
locations, and the use of outside agencies to
ensure compliance from geothermal
developers on coordinating efforts with local
officials for adequate warning systems. The
EIS will address the current problem of
communicating warnings in remote areas to
potentially affected residents. Emergency
preparedness will be discussed in light of the
existing State Department of Health (DOH)
H~ standards, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency's Guide for
Development of State arul Local Emergency
Operations Plans (1985) and the supplement
to that document, Guide for the Review of
State arul Local Emergency Plans (1988), the
requirements of Title III of the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(1986) mandating public disclosure of
chemical release information and the
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development of emergency response plans
(see Table 4.1).
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•
•

3.3.8

Socioeconomics

Socioeconomic concerns were expressed
by many commenters. Scoping participants
noted that the potential social and economic
costs and benefits of the HGP are complex
and need to be evaluated in detail.
Socioeconomic concerns ranged from the
local effects of the HGP (e.g., effects on
property values) to more general concerns
(e.g., economic effects on Hawaiian tourism
and industry). Specific socioeconomic issues
that were identified in the scoping process
include
•

•

•

•

the need for an accurate estimate of the
total cost of the HGP to consumers, rate
payers, taxpayers, and utilities from
inception to decommissioning and
rehabilitation. Total costs should include
the costs of construction, operation,
impact mitigation, environmental
monitoring and enforcement,
decommissioning, rehabilitation, and the
cost of drilling additional wells because
of resource depletion;
the impacts of further industrialization
(especially heavy industry) as a result of
increased power availability from the
HGP and alternatives, particularly in
terms of a proposed commercial rocket
launching facility and a proposed
manganese nodule refining facility on the
Big Island [see, for example, DOl
(1990)];
effects on property values near HGP
facilities and along the transmission line
corridor;
effects on electric rates (because of the
HGP's cost and perceived reliability) in
comparison to the no-action alternative
and to conservation and demand-side
management (DSM) for the same
amount of power;
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•

•

•

•

•

•

increasing tourist developments and
economic dependence on tourism;
impacts of the HGP on life styles and
quality of life of the general population,
including Native Hawaiians (see
Section 3.3.9);
the cost to consumers, rate payers,
taxpayers, and utilities of providing
backup utility capacity for the HGP
because of the project's perceived
reliability;
the total cost to consumers, rate payers,
taxpayers, and utilities of property
destruction (e.g., because of HGPrelated corrosion), property
condemnation, relocation, and/or
financial reimbursement to nearby
residents and businesses due to liabilityrelated issues;
economic impacts on terrestrial land
uses, including agriculture, recreation,
and tourism;
economic impacts on the marine
environment, including commercial,
recreational, and subsistence fishing,
mariculture, tourism, and recreation;
economic effects of the HGP's visual
impacts (e.g., the impact of night lighting
on the Mauna Kea observatories); and
the total cost to consumers, rate payers,
taxpayers, and utilities of precluding
other energy options because of
investment in the HGP.

All issues raised in this section will be
addressed in the EIS, except as noted below.
The EIS will also address other potential
socioeconomic issues, including (1) HGP
employment-related population changes and
subsequent impacts to employment, housing,
public services, land use, transportation, and
recreation and tourism and (2) the possibility
of the HGP providing power for increased
urbanization, industrialization, and tourism,
and subsequent impacts on population
distribution and employment.
The EIS will assess socioeconomic
impacts by examining the impacts of
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constructing and operating existing
geothermal projects, submarine cables, and
transmission facilities, as well as other large
energy-related facilities, and projecting the
HGP's impacts based on experiences in
other parts of the world. The socioeconomic
impact assessment will rely heavily on data
from County planning agencies, the State of
Hawaii (including the State's Energy
Functional Plan) (see Section 4 and Tables
4.1 and 4.2), and geothermal developers.
Some concerns raised by commenters are
beyond the scope of the EIS. Issues that will
not be addressed in the socioeconomic
impact assessment include costs to the State
for promoting HGP, the costs of HGPrelated litigation, and the political and social
conflict generated by the HGP.
3.3.9

Hawaii Geothermal Project EIS

•

•

•

•

Cultural Resources/Native Hawaiian
Concerns

........,

,-.

.'\ Many speakers at the public meetings
f((quested that the EIS coJ!Sider the Native
ffiwaiians and-UicirngIlts, religion and
r
cUlilire.~~ny people expressed th.e belief
that th~ HGP would desecrat:Jh~ volcano
goddess 'pele and requested-tliat the EIS
examine potent~of the HGP on
Native Hawaiian lifestyles and cultural and
religious practices. A mass mailing
concerning this issue is discussed in
Appendix A
Issues identified during scoping include

•

•

•
•

•

potential desecration of Pele, the
volcano-nature goddess, and impaired
ability to observe Native Hawaiian
religious practices associated with Pele;
interrupted generational continuity in
the training of young persons in
traditional religious and cultural
practices;
loss or desecration of religiously,
spiritually, culturally, and socially unique
habitats, land forms, resources (e.g.,
archaeological sites and artifacts;
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atmospheric signs such as rainbows), and
species (see Section 3.3.4);
impediments to religious and other
cultural uses of surface and subsurface
waters located near the geothermal
resource (see Section 3.3.2);
compliance with the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act, the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and
other pertinent State and Federal
legislation (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2);
confidentiality of Native Hawaiian
practices and religiously significant sites,
including heiau (sacred sites) and burial
sites in caves, cliffs, lava tubes; concern
for potential desecration of sites;
reduced access to traditional coastal
trails, healing places, and areas important
for subsistence gathering, maricultural
development, and medicinal use of
plants; loss of ability to exercise
gathering, fishing, and water rights;
reduced contact with and access to
marine resources: sanctuaries (coastal
caves and heiau), spiritual emanations or
hoailona (natural signs) such as waves,
subsistence fishing from reefs and
nearshore fishing grounds, gathering of
Iimu (seaweed) (see Section 3.3.4.3);
reduced contact with fiSh, birds, and
other wildlife identified as 'aumakua
(deified ancestors); loss of traditions
rooted in aloha 'aina (respect and love
for the land);
precluded use of Native Hawaiian
homelands and ceded lands; loss of
access to or delayed homesteading of
such lands (see Section 3.3.6);
alteration of the traditional rural physical
setting and landscape;
effects of the HGP on the integrity of
archaeological resources; potential for
increased unauthorized access to
archaeological sites and areas important
to traditional culture, which could lead
to their alteration or destruction;
potential for damage from submarine
cables to submerged archaeological
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remains such as nearshore underwater
fishing sites;
loss of racial identity;
effects on subsistence lifestyles, including
degradation of fishponds;
impact on State constitutional Native
Hawaiian legal rights and Common Law
rights of 1892;
impact on Native Hawaiian family and
community life;
impact on intergenerational linkages to
ancestral lands and cultural/historic sites;
and
impact on quality of life, changes in
mental/cultural health, and impact on
Native Hawaiian identity and pride.

The EIS will address all issues raised in
this section, except as noted below.
Additional comments made by Native
Hawaiians suggest that not all Native
Hawaiians agree on how these issues should
be characterized. For instance, some Native
Hawaiians distinguish between worshipping
and respecting Pele. They advocate wise use
of and protection of natural resources but
do not view the HGP as an agent of
potential ,religious desecration.
To assess specific cultural resources and
Native Hawaiian concerns, the EIS will
employ professional archaeologists to
generate predictive models and conduct
archaeological surveys in two of the main
project areas, the geothennal resource
subzones (GRSs) in the Puna District,
Hawaii, and the south shore of MauL The
State Historic Preservation Division has
identified these areas as being likely to
contain previously unidentified cultural
resources. Additional reconnaissance and
inventory surveys will still be required on
affected islands, of Puna GRSs, transmission
line corridors and access roads, and land-sea
transition points along submarine cable
routes. Marine archaeological surveys may
be required off the coast of Maui in areas
where nearshore underwater fishing sites are
suspected. These surveys will be undertaken
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when and if the proposed project or
subsequent projects reach more precise
levels of definition than are currently
available and would not be done for the
EIS.
In addition, the EIS will utilize a Native
Hawaiian cultural resource survey that will
involve archival research and ethnographic
and ethnohistorical description and analysis
of those aspects of Native Hawaiian culture
covered by this project. Infonnation from
these sources is essential in evaluating and
describing various claims that sites within theproject area are important for the
perpetuation of particular traditional
practices, and such information will be
necessary for predicting the probable
distribution of historic sites in the various
areas of potential impact. Consultation with
Native Hawaiians and the State Historic
Preservation Division will provide
mechanisms for ensuring that confidentialityof infonnation about religiously and
archaeologically significant sites is
maintained.
Where appropriate, the EIS will also
address impacts to cultural resources not
specifically identified as Native Hawaiian.
The Hawaii State Historic Preservation
Officer, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, the
Office of Hawaiian Home Lands, National
Park Service (NPS), and the President's
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
will be consulted as important sources of
information and guidance in undertaking the
required studies. These archaeological and
cultural resource surveys will provide the
basis for compliance with pertinent Federal
legislation, including the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 (as amended),
Sections 106 and 110; the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act of 1978
(amendments proposed); and the Native
American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act of 1990. If the project
would require placement of dredged or fill
materials, DOE must also initiate Section
106 coordination with the Archaeological
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and Historic Preservation Act of 1974.
Pertinent State legislation includes Hawaii
State Constitution, Article 12, Section 7;
Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapter 6E; and
State Act 306 concerning religious and
cultural rights, historic preservation, and
protection of burial sites, respectively (see
Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
Some aspects of Native Hawaiian issues
are beyond the scope of the EIS; these
include, for example, the potential loss of
racial identity. Other issues will be addressed
only to the extent that they relate clearly to
impacts generated by the HGP. For
example, a compilation of litigation involving
Native Hawaiian claims aside from those
directly related to the HGP is beyond the
scope of the EIS. However, DOE intends to
consult and cooperate with Native Hawaiians
through mutually recognized expert
consultants and Native Hawaiian
organizations that represent various Native
Hawaiian viewpoints and concerns, including
but not limited to Hui Malama I Na Kupuna
O'Hawaii Nei. DOE also intends to consult
with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, an
agency in Hawaii charged with representing
Native Hawaiian interests and managing
ceded lands. By establishing these contacts,
DOE seeks to ensure that the EIS
accurately reflects to the extent practicable
the concerns and issues that some Native
Hawaiians regard as significant. In addition,
DOE will promote wherever possible
community access to the results of cultural
studies. To the extent possible, consultations
on these surveys will extend directly to
affected Native Hawaiian communities.
3.3.10 Aesthetic Resources

Commenters stated that the EIS should
address the aesthetic impacts of HGP on all
islands, including impacts to natural and
agricultural landscapes, beaches, and
recreation areas. Specific issues that were
identified in the scoping process include
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•

visual impacts of clearing land in the
Wao Kele 0 Puna rain forest;
visual impacts from vented steam and
cooling towers;
visual impacts of transmission lines, cable
facilities, and increased erosion,
particularly in established scenic areas,
near park and reserve lands, and near
recreation areas;
visual impacts of an industrial facility in
a residential and/or rural environment;
aesthetic impacts to the Puna District
and along transmission line corridors
because of HGP-related noise, odor, and
night lighting, including potential
nuisance impacts of noise (see
Section 3.3.5);
proximity of HGP facilities to the Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park (HVNP) in
consideration of visual impacts (e.g.,
night lighting), Air-Quality-Related
Values under the Clean Air Act, and
noise impacts on HVNP's Wilderness
Area; and
visual impacts on the marine
environment (e.g., oil slicks, cable
presence, and water clarity), including
coastal areas.

The EIS will address all issues raised in
this section. The EIS will identify and
describe important aesthetic resources in the
vicinity of HGP plants and transmission
facilities and will assess the impacts of the
proposed project on those resources. The
assessment will include an aesthetic
resources survey and analysis and will
involve contacting County planning agencies,
the State of Hawaii, and citizen groups for
information and assistance in preparing the
survey and analysis. DOE will consult with
NPS planners and managers in Hawaii with
regard to the potential for aesthetic impacts
in protected areas within HVNP (see
Section 4). Aesthetic impacts associated with
construction in the marine environment as it
affects water quality and marine biota are
addressed in Section 3.3.4.3.
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3.3.11 Mernatives
Commenters suggested that the
alternatives-related issues listed below be
addressed in the EIS. All issues raised in this
section will be addressed in the EIS, except
as noted below.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

the State of Hawaii's preferred
alternative of geothermal for the Big
Island only initially should be considered;
commenters requested an examination of
conservation and demand-side
management (DSM) and renewable
energy sources (biomass, solar thermal,
wind, etc.) as alternatives to the
proposed action;
concern was raised that if the purpose of
the HGP is to reduce the need for
imported oil in the transportation sector,
then the use of oil in the transportation
sector should be examined;
environmental and economic impacts of
geothermal power should be compared
with the impacts of other reasonably
foreseeable alternatives, including
renewable energy sources and coal;
all alternative strategies should be
analyzed in an integrated resource
planning (lRP) context, and externalities
should be identified and quantified
where possible;
commenters noted that if a geothermal
resource of 500 MW(e) exists on the Big
Island, then its full development with or
without a submarine cable is a
reasonably foreseeable consequence, the
impacts of which should be assessed;
effects of increased industrialization of
the Big Island as the result of any
alternative should be considered;
alternative power generating strategies
need to be characterized for each island
where geothermal-derived energy is
being planned to be delivered;
use of coal-fired power generation as an
alternative should include an assessment
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•

•

•

•

•

•

of the potential environmental impacts
(air quality and solid wastes);
concern was raised that proposed coalburning facilities in Hawaii might use
coal mined in a rain forest of another
country;
use of petroleum byproducts (residual oil
from petroleum processing for
.
transportation fuels) should be
considered for power production on the
Island of Oahu for use there and for
possible export to the other islands;
impact assessment of alternatives needs
to address fiscal impacts, population
distribution, contribution to energy
demand, and reliability of resource;
alternative cable (overland and
submarine) routes and technologies
should be evaluated in the EIS;
various HGP designs and configurations,
including alternative facility locations,
should be considered and should be sited
away from residential areas; and
off-grid electric power systems (e.g.,
solar hot water, synthetic natural
gas/propane for cooking, wind, etc.)
should be considered where possible in
assessment of alternatives.

From 1985 through 1989, the State had
envisioned a large-scale, 500-MW(e)
geothermal/inter-island submarine cable
project as an alternative means of reducing
the State's 9O-percent dependence on
imported oil for electricity generation.
However, as of January 1990, the State has
redefined its geothermal goal to a planning
level that seeks to have geothermal
development first meet the requirements of
the Big Island. This downsized project would
not include an inter-island submarine cable
system. If this goal is successful, only then
would the State consider a large-scale
geothermal and inter-island cable project.
Alternatives to the proposed DOE
action (partially funding Phase 3) and
reasonably foreseeable alternatives to the
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proposed project (Phase 4, the proposed
construction and operation of the HGP) by
others will be addressed in the EIS. These
alternatives will include the no-action
alternative of not providing some Federal
funding for Phase 3. In addition, reasonable
alternatives to and within the proposed
HGP, both supply and non-supply, as well as
design and location alternatives, will be
considered. The criteria for evaluating
alternatives will include and consider the
energy objectives and policies cited in 22618, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), of the
Hawaii State Plan.
The HGP will be evaluated to determine
which alternatives have the potential to
achieve similar objectives. The main
emphasis will be in determining the
proposed HGP's contribution to meeting
power generation needs and Hawaii's energy
policy goal of reducing reliance on imported
oil. This determination will be based in part
on projections of electric generation
requirements and plans to meet these
requirements. Transportation actions that
would potentially reduce dependence on oil
will not be considered as alternatives to the
proposed action. Although these actions
have been mentioned during scoping
meetings as possible alternatives because
they could potentially accomplish one of the
proposed action's primary objectives, (Le.,
reduce Hawaii's dependence on imported
oil), they do not achieve the crucial HGP
objective of supplying electric power.
Therefore, this alternative is not considered
comparable to the proposed action. The EIS
will consider, however, the' amount of oil
displaced by the use of up to 500 MW(e) of
geothermal energy and other supply-demand
alternatives.
Alternatives that will be considered
include alternative geothermal technologies,
sites, and capacities; alternative supplydemand options, such as no-action,
geothermal on the Big Island only, and
conservation and DSM plus renewable
energy supply sources; alternatives associated
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with the overland transmission routes; and
alternative submarine cable routes and
technologies. Alternatives to the proposed
submarine cable system will include: various
cable routes and cable materials, such as
solid dielectric or oil-filled submarine cables,
operation at either high voltage alternating
current (HVAC) or high voltage direct
current (HVDC), and alternative methods of
land-sea transition. Each of these
alternatives will be evaluated based on its
economic and technical viability. The
potential environmental and economic
impacts for each energy supply-demand
option will be identified, examined, and
compared to the impacts of the proposed
action.
3.3.11.1

Alternatives Within the
Proposed Project

3.3.11.1.1 Development Scenarios
During scoping, several commenters
questioned the need for power-generating
capacity where geothermal-derived eneigy
was being planned to be delivered. Because
the geothermal resource is not yet
commercially defined, various geothermal
development scenarios will be proposed
using available information on (1) the
geothermal resource potential that may be
commercially available and (2) the energy
demand forecasts provided by the Hawaiian
Electric Company (HECO) and its wholly
owned subsidiaries the Maui Electric
Company (MECO) and the Hawaii Electric
Light Company (HELCO). These scenarios
will allow for a staged development of
geothermal resources to meet the energy
demands projected by the utilities.
3.3.11.12 Geothermal Technologies
Alternatives within the proposed 500MW(e) (net) HGP will include various
power-generating strategies and powergenerating technologies (e.g., total
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reinjection and in situ heat exchange).
Technology alternatives will be selected from
the best available information from the State
of Hawaii, geothermal developers, utilities,
and other experience with geothermal
development.

3.3.11.1.3 Alternative Srtes
In response to scoping comments about
the location of geothermal facilities,
alternative sites will also be considered in
the EIS. Because the basis for site selection
will be the availability of adequate
geothermal resources, the EIS will rely on
best available information regarding the
development potential of the Kilauea East
Rift Zone (KERZ). Geothermal
development on Maui will not be included
because the resource is not expected to be
economical for power generation.

3.3.11.1.4 Overtand Transmission Routes
The scoping process identified the need
to consider alternative overland transmission
routes and technologies. Potential overland
routes, based on configurations described
previously in HECO (1989), existing
overland routes, and discussions with the
State and County of Hawaii, will be defined
and discussed in the EIS in terms of impacts
to land use, ecological resources, health and
safety, socioeconomics, cultural resources
and Native Hawaiian concerns, and
aesthetics.

3.3.11.1.5 Submarine Cable Routes and
Technologies

The concerns identified as environmental
(see Section 3.3.4.3), socioeconomic and
recreational (see Section 3.3.8), and cultural
(see Section 3.3.9) regarding the marine
environment will be addressed for each of
the alternative cable scenarios.
Cable routes. The preferred route is at
present only roughly defined. Therefore,
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factors relating to competing uses, impacts
to water quality and marine ecology
(particularly to threatened and endangered
species), economics, impacts to cultural
heritage, and risks of reasonably foreseeable
accidents (see Section 3.3.12.2) will be
important in defining the preferred routes
and viable alternatives.
Alternative cable materials and
configurations. When the Hawaii Deep
Water Cable Program (HDWC) analyzed
the many possible configurations, an oilfilled cable was considered technically and
economically the preferred alternative.
Those cables that were found to be
technically feasible (HDWC 1985a) will be
reexamined from an environmental
perspective, as will solid dielectric cables, if
they are demonstrated to be reasonable from
a technical and cost basis.
HVDC vs /WAC transmission. The
preferred technological alternative for the
submarine cable is HYDe. If HVAC is
found to have sufficient technological merit
that it can be considered a reasonably
foreseeable alternative, then its potential
environmental impacts will be considered. Of
particular concern is the electromagnetic
field (EMF) associated with alternating
current (ac), which is considerably greater
than that observed for the same power
rating with direct current (dc).
Land-sea transitions. Only the potential
impacts of alternatives of pumping stationlno
pumping station and conversion stationlno
conversion station (if there will be taps for
the local system) will be considered. An
examination of alternative refinements is not
reasonable in the EIS because of insufficient
details of proposed pumping or conversion
stations.

3.3.11 .2

Alternatives to the Proposed
Project

3.3.11.2.1 No-Action

The no-action alternative is defined as
Hawaii's continued reliance on the existing
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and planned power generating mix, which is
predominantly oil-fired capacity with some
coal-based capacity and renewable energy
sources. Using the energy demand scenarios
developed by the Hawaiian utilities, the EIS
will examine the technical, economic, and
reliability aspects of this "business as usual"
alternative as well as the potential
environmental impacts.
3.3.11.2.2 Alternative Supply-Demand

Options
In addition to the no-action alternative,
two supply-demand alternatives will be
evaluated. The first is the development of
increments of up to 500 MW(e) of
geothermal energy for use on the Big Island
only (no submarine cable). Under this
alternative, the State would be expected to
continue its support for geothermal
development of less than 500 MW(e) until
the extent of the resource is known and it
can be determined that the environmental
and economic impacts of the transmission
system are acceptable. By examining this
alternative, the EIS will address the scoping
concern that if a resource of 500 MW(e)
exists on the Big Island, then its
development for use on the Big Island only
is a reasonably foreseeable consequence.
The definition of this alternative will
consider utility plans and/or the projected
needs for generating power on the Big
Island.
A second supply-demand alternative
would include conservation and DSM plus a
mix of renewable supply alternatives, such as
biomass, solar, photovoltaic, geothermal,
small-scale hydroelectric, and wind. These
supply-demand options will be examined on
an island-by-island basis in the framework of
IRP. All supply-demand alternatives will be
analyzed in the EIS using IRP methods
available from Hawaiian utilities as well as
from other sources. The extent of the EIS
analysis will depend on the availability of
credible data from the Hawaiian utilities and
from the individual alternative assessments.
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The energy supply-demand alternatives
will be evaluated by first screening them for
technical feasibility (i.e.. whether the
resource exists and is technically feasible to
develop in the same time-frame as the
HOP). If the alternative is technically
feasible, its potential environmental impacts
and economic costs will be evaluated.
The basis of the economic evaluation
will be a comparison of the discounted value
of the life-cycle costs of geothermal energy
to a configuration of alternatives that would
provide equivalent power and generation (or
an equivalent increase in energy efficiency
and DSM) over the assumed lifetime of the
geothermal resource. Cost estimates of
alternatives will be based on the best
available information, with special
consideration of cost factors affecting
Hawaii.
Reasonable energy alternatives and
strategies including conservationIDSM, offgrid electric power systems where possible,
renewable energy sources. and alternative
geothermal power generating plants will be
compared using an IRP framework. This
assessment will be conducted using available
data and studies from the State, local
utilities, and others, and will be coordinated,
where possible, with Hawaii's IRP process
that is currently under way.
Uncertainty about capital costs, energy
costs, economic risks, and environmental
factors will be incorporated through
sensitivity llnalyses. Alternatives to the HOP
will be evaluated through the simulation of
alternative resource plans using utility
planning models. The effect of alternatives
on Hawaii's dependence on imported oil will
also be explicitly examined where possible.
This examination will focus on the
displacement of imported petroleum for
electric power generation, the use of
petroleum processing residuals for power
production, and the manner in which
reductions in the use of oil for electricity
production would affect Hawaii's
dependence on petroleum imports. The
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need for power production facilities will also
be evaluated. The effect on environmental
resourCes that are being considered for the
proposed action will be considered for viable
alternatives.
3.3.12 Reasonably Foreseeable Accidents

All issues raised in this section will be
addressed in the EIS.
3.3.12.1

Proposed Geothermal,
Geothermal Alternatives, and
Overtand Transmission Routes

As discussed in Section 3.3.7,

commenters expressed concerns about
accidents during construction and operation
of the HGP plants and transmission
facilities. Accidents could result from natural
phenomena, such as seismic or volcanic
activity, hurricanes, or tsunamis, or from
human factors, including operator error or
flawed plant design and construction.
Specific issues identified during scoping
include
•

•

•

•

•

health and safety impacts to workers and
the public from accidental releases of
hydrogen sulfide (HzS), radon, heavy
metals, and organic compounds emitted
into the air, surface water, and
groundwater (see Section 3.3.7);
accidents involving the HGP plants and
transmission facilities resulting from
volcanic and/or seismic activity;
impacts to terrestrial and aquatic
ecological resources resulting from
accidental releases of hazardous
materials into the air and water;
economic impacts of accidents at the
plants or along the transmission corridor
(e.g., additional project costs for
evacuating residents, replacing project
facilities, providing reimbursement for
damages); and
impacts to Native Hawaiian cultural
practices resulting from accidental
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releases of hazardous materials into the
air and water.
As indicated by these examples, concerns
over the potential impacts of accidents have
been raised in connection with almost every
resource area to be addressed in the HGP
EIS. Therefore, most resource areas
(meteorology/air quality, surface and
groundwater resources, geological resources,
ecological resources, health and safety,
emergency preparedness, socioeconomics,
and cultural resources) will include a
discussion of the potential impacts of
accidents. However, the primary discussion
of impacts related to accidents during HGP
construction and operation will be in the
section of the EIS that will address
reasonably foreseeable accidents.
In addressing accidents, the EIS will use
an approach that will assess the
consequences of potential accidents,
discounted by their probability. Because the
area in the vicinity of the proposed HGP is
very active geologically, the EIS will assume
that important accident initiators are
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. The
analysis will further assume that these
natural phenomena cause an accident in
which (1) the HGP's pipeline/well head
connections and automatic shut-off valves
fail, leading to uncontrolled venting of
geothermal fluid or (2) a blow-out preventer
on an HGP well fails, leading to
uncontrolled venting of geothermal fluid.
For each scenario, the quantities and effects
of the primary materials released-H 2S,
radon, and toxic heavy metals-will be
compared with the quantities and effects of
the same materials released through the
earth's natural venting process, and the
cumulative effects from all sources will be
evaluated. Hurricanes and tsunamis also
pose a threat to transmission/conversion
facilities near coastal areas. Loss of load
could result in a period of venting, which
may be uncontrolled for some period of
time. The EIS will quantify the probabilities
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of such accidents based uJXln the best
available information.
3.3.122

Submarine Cable and
Alternatives

Commenters raised issues about
•

•

•

•

numerous hazards on land, in the coastal
zone, and at sea with respect to
fabrication, transJXlrtation, construction,
deployment, maintenance, or retrieval
operations for the submarine cable;
cable reliability during extreme events,
such as tsunamis, hurricanes, and debris
flows or turbidity currents;
JXltential of cable break due to
mechanical impact (anchor dragging,
shark bite, etc.); and
possible hazards to human health if the
EMF from the cable attracts sharks (see
also Section 3.3.4.3).

Construction and operation in and near
the marine environment involve numerous
hazards on land, in the coastal zone, and at
sea with respect to fabrication,
transportation, construction, deployment,
maintenance, and retrieval operations, and
these will be addressed. The EIS will address
operations in normal sea state and under
extreme conditions. The impacts of a cable
failure that affect primarily terrestrial
systems, such as the community at a
geothermal plant site or those relying on the
power in Oahu, will be discussed (see also
Section 3.3.4.1). The U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) and the U.S. Coast Guard will be
consulted about the potential for accidents
involving the submarine cable system (see
Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
Commenters asked about the ability of
the submarine cable system to withstand
being hit by anchors, shark bites, or
purposeful sabotage. The EIS will examine
those concerns using information in the
available literature and experiences
elsewhere.
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Commenters were also concerned that
the EMF from the cable would attract
sharks. Various experts on sharks will be
consulted, and the literature will be carefully
reviewed to determine whether attraction of
sharks is credible. Shark attraction will be
addressed to the extent available information
permits.
3.3.13 Federal, State, and Local
Government and Geothermal
Developers

During the public scoping process, some
participants questioned the credibility and
neutrality of certain organizations involved
in the development of the HGP. This
questioning extended to environmental and
engineering consultants affiliated with
geothermal developers. The public requested
that DOE carefully consider the
qualifications and integrity of potential
subcontractors for environmental support
studies associated with the HGP EIS.
Specific issues that were identified in the
scoping process include
•
•
•
•
•
•

lack of governmental concern for
citizens' rights, health, and welfare;
denial of due process in HGP-related
litigation;
dismissal of public concerns by
government officials;
collaboration between government and
geothermal developers;
powerlessness of citizens to influence
government decisions on the HGP; and
competence of government employees
and geothermal developers.

These concerns are not within the scope
of the EIS; however, DOE recognizes the
importance of independent oversight and
public involvement in activities to build
confidence and trust and will continue to
make information available to the public and
respond to public comments.
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As noted in Section 3.2, DOE held ten
public scoping meetings (two a day at five
locations) and provided a public comment
period to accept written comments.
Transcripts-from these meetings were placed
in the HGP EIS reading rooms for public
review. In addition, information exchange
meetings and meetings with Native
Hawaiians were held (see Table 3.1 and
Figure 3.1). This Implementation Plan (IP)
is being made available for public review and
comment. Also, an interactive workshop was
held to receive comments and suggestions on
the working draft IP from all cooperating
agencies. To encourage public involvement,
Federal Register notices, press releases, and
local advertisements have been used to
publicize activities. DOE will continue to
publicize public participation opportunities.
In addition, the Draft EIS will be the subject
of public hearings prior to issuance of the
Final EIS and Record of Decision (ROD).
3.3.14 Environmental Compliance
Regulatory Issues

Commenters thought that the EIS
should include a review of all applicable
Federal, State, and County rules, regulations,
and statutes, including the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) requirements, the
National Historic Preservation Act, the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act,
the Endangered Species Act (including
Section 7 consultation), the Public Utilities
Regulatory Policy Act, and other legislation
(see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Commenters also
thought that the EIS should include a review
of regulatory issues in light of the major
changes that have occurred during the
course of the HGP.
Issues that were identified in the scoping
process include
•

Federal, State, and County permit
compliance;
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•
•
•
•

effect of past and current litigation on
geothermal development;
apparent violations of environmental
laws by geothermal developers;
inadequate monitoring for compliance
with emissions standards; and
role of State and County enforcement
agencies.

All issues raised in this section will be
addressed in the EIS. The HGP will be
required to comply with all applicable
Federal, State, and County regulations and
legislation. The EIS will list and describe the
Federal, State, and County laws and acts
that apply to the HGP and will assess HGP
impacts against the standards associated with
those laws. For example, the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
and State of Hawaii air quality standards for
H 2S will be used in the EIS assessment of
HGP air quality impacts. In addition,
Mitigation Action Plans, completed in
conjunction with the EIS and its ROD, will
explain how measures designed to mitigate
impacts will be planned and implemented.
These Mitigation Action Plans are required
by DOE NEPA Implementing Procedures,
57 Fed. Reg. 15122 (1992), to be codified at
10 CFR Part 1021.

4. HGP EIS WORK PLAN
4.1

AGENCY CONSULTATIONS

A partial list of agencies expected to be
contacted during EIS preparation is given by
subject area and agency in Tables 4.1 and
4.2. This list will be revised and expanded as
necessary based on recommendations made
by various agencies. Appendix B summarizes
the comments provided by Federal, State,
and County agencies in response to (1) the
Advance Notice of Intent (ANOI); (2) the
Notice of Intent (NOI); (3) invitations to act
as cooperating agencies; and (4) the working
draft IP for the HGP EIS.
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4.1.1

Cooperating Agencies

As part of the scoping process, DOE
selected other Federal agencies, the State of
Hawaii, and Counties in Hawaii to
participate in EIS preparation as
cooperating agencies. Cooperating agency
roles and responsibilities in EIS preparation,
as defined in Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) Regulations (40 CFR Part
1501.6), can include participating in the
scoping process, developing information,
preparing environmental analyses, providing
technical reviews, and/or lending staff
support. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S.
Geological Survey, National Park Service,
National Marine Fisheries Service, the State
of Hawaii, County of Maui, and County of
Hawaii have agreed to be cooperating
agencies on the HGP EIS. Memoranda of
Understanding have been signed by DOE
and each cooperating agency. In addition,
FWS, USGS, and CaE are being funded by
DOE to conduct technical support studies to
assist in the preparation of the EIS. Details
of the cooperating agency technical support
studies are currently under review, but
preliminary plans for the studies are
discussed in Sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.4.

4.1.2

Other Federal Agencies and NonGovernmental Organizations

While preparing the HGP EIS, DOE
will contact and conduct reviews with other
Federal agencies and Native Hawaiian
organizations. In particular, EIS preparers
will contact the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast
Guard, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.
Department of the Interior, and U.S.
Department of Transportation.

4.2

PREPARERS OF THE EIS

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
has been selected by DOE to assist in the
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preparation of the HGP EIS and to support
all EIS procedural requirements. ORNL is
assisted by the University of Tennessee in
the areas of cultural resources and
socioeconomics and by subcontractors with
specific expertise. Supporting documentation
and data will be provided by Federal, State,
and County agencies (especially those
identified as cooperating agencies) and
others. DOE is responsible for the scope
and content of the EIS and supporting
documents. NEPA disclosure statements are
on file at DOE's Office of Conservation and
Renewable Energy, Washington, D.C.
Copies of these statements are included in
Appendix G.

4.3

SIGNIFICANT EIS MILESTONES

Significant milestones in the preparation
of the HGP EIS are shown in Figure 4.1. At
this IP stage, the milestones are tentative
and subject to change as needed to ensure
the preparation of an EIS that meets all
applicable requirements.

4.4

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION

Several Federal and State environmental
documents related to geothermal
development in Hawaii will be reviewed and
used as information sources during HGP
EIS preparation. In terms of Federal NEPA
documents, EIS preparers will review the
U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration's Environmental Assessment
of the Hawaii Ceothennal Project Well Flow
Test Program (1976) and DOE's NEPA
documentation for HGP-A, Environmental
Assessment, Hydrothennal Ceothennal
Subprogram, Hawaii Ceothennal Research
Station, Hawaii County, Hawaii (1979).
EIS preparers will also review a number
of environmental documents prepared by the
State of Hawaii. Two early documents,
prepared for the Hawaii Department of
Planning and Economic Development in
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1978, are the Environmental Impact
Statement for the Hawaii Geothennal
Research Station Utilizing the HGP-A Well at
Puna, Island of Hawaii and the Revised
Environmental Impact Statement for Hawaii
Geothennal Research Station, Island of
Hawaii. DBED's more recent environmental
documentation, Environmental Assessment
for the Hawaii Deep Water Cable Program
(1987) and Environmental Review: 500
MW(e) Geothermal Development Within
the Three Geothermal Resources Zones of
the Kilauea East Rift Zone, Puna District,
Island of Hawaii (1989), will also be
reviewed during EIS preparation. In
addition, EIS preparers will review
environmental documentation for other
development proposals, including a
commercial rocket launching facility (when
the document becomes available) and a
manganese nodule refining facility on the
Big Island, Final Environmental Impact
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Statement, Proposed Marine Mineral Lease
Sale: Exclusive Economic Zone Adjacent to
Hawaii and Johnston Island (1990).
Several environmental documents related
to private geothermal developments on the
Big Island have been prepared to date, and
some of them have served as State EISs.
Those that will be reviewed during HOP
EIS preparation include two prepared for
TruelMid-Pacific Geothermal Venture:
Revised Environmental Impact Statement for
the Kahauale'a Geothennal Project, District
of Puna, Island of Hawai~ State of Hawaii
(1982) and Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement to the
Revised Environmental Impact Statement for
the Kahauale'a Geothennal Project (1986);
and a State environmental document
prepared for Thermal Power Company, a
private geothermal development group, the
1987 Environmental Impact Statement: Puna
Geothennal Venture Project.
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Subject Area

Legislation

Agency

Endangered species

Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended; state laws

U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, National Marine
Fisheries Service, National
Park Service, State agencies

Migratory birds

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, National Park
Service

Archaeological,
historical, and
cultural resource
preservation

Federal: National Historic Preservation Act of 1966;
Archaeological Resources Protection Act; American
Indian Religious Freedom Act; and Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act; State: Hawai'i
State Constitution, Article 12, Section 7; Hawai'ian
Historic Preservation Law [Haw. Rev. Stat. 6E-l
(1985)]; Hawai'ian Burial Law [Act 306 (Session Laws
1990)]; County: Ordinance No. 1941: "A Bill For An
Ordinance Establishing A New Chapter In Title 2 Of
The Maui County Code Creating A Cultural Resources
Commission; Maui County Code, Title 2:
"Administration and Personnel," Chapter 2.88, "Cultural
Resources Commission"

Federal agencies, Stale
Historic Preservation
Office, President's Advisory
Council on Historic
Preservation, Native
Hawaiian Groups, Office of
Hawaiian Affairs, Maui
County Cultural Resources
Commission, State
Department of Hawaiian
Home Lands

Discharge of
pollutants to water

Clean Water Act; Safe Drinking Water Act

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency,
National Marine Fisheries
Service, State agencies

Work in navigable
waters of the United
States

Section 404 of Clean Waler Act; Section 10 of Rivers
and Harbors Act
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Corps of Engineers,
National Marine Fisheries
Service
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Legislation

Subject Area
Prime and unique
farmlands

Farmland Protection Policy Act of 1981

Soil Conservation Service

floodplains

Executive Order 11988

Federal agencies, State
agencies

~

III
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Executive Order 11990; Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act; Section 404 of Clean Water Act

Corps of Engineers, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service,
State agencies, U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency

Water body
alteration

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, Section 10 of
Rivers and Harbors Act, Section 404 of Clean Water
Act

U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, National Marine
Fisheries Service, State
agencies, Corps of
Engineers

River status

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act; Anadromous Fish
Conservation Act; Hanford Reach Study Act

U.S. Department of the
Interior

Air pollution

Clean Air Act

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency,
National Park Service,
State and local agencies

Water use and
availability

Water Resources Planning Act of 1965; Safe Drinking
Water Act; Primary and Secondary Drinking Water
Standards; others

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Office
of Water Policy, State
agencies

Wetlands
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4.1.~ency

Consultations

(continued)

Subject Area

Legislation

Agency

Noise

Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970; Noise
Control Act of 1972

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency,
National Park Service,
State agencies

Siting and planning

State and County legislation

State and County agencies

Waste management
and transportation

Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act and the Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments of 1984; Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability
Act; Emergency Planning and Community Right to
Know Act

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, U.S.
Department of
Transportation, State
agencies

Coastal zones

Coastal Zone Management Act; State and County
legislation

Office of State Planning,
County Planning
Department
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Permit
Abbreviation

Permit Title or Type
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State of Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources

III
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Cross-Reference to
Related PermitslPennits
Delegated to Other
Agencies

DLNR 1

Ocean Waters Construction Permit

<tI
::J

DLNR4

Forest Reserve Special Use Permit

III
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DLNR5

Forest Reserve Access Permit

m
::J
<tI
..,

DLNR6

Entrance to Wildlife Sanctuary

DLNR 7

Transporting Permit

DLNR8

Permit to Enter Closed Watershed

DLNR9

Natural Area Reserve Special Use Permit

DLNRI0

Historic Preservation Review

COE 1, COE 5

DLNR 11

Use of State Land Including Submerged State Lands

NOAA 1, CG 1, CO 2

DLNR 12

Conservation District Use Application

DLNR 13

Water Use Permit Within Water Management Areas

DLNR 14

Stream Channel Alteration Permit

DLNR 15

Stream Diversion Works Construction or Alteration
Permit

DLNR 16

Well Construction or Pump Installation Permit

DLNR 17

Geothermal Resource Mining Lease
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(continued)
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Permit
Abbreviation

Permit Title or Type

DLNR 18

Dams and Reservoirs Construction Approval

DLNR 19

Geothermal Exploration Permit

DLNR 20

Geothermal Resource Subzone Designation

DLNR 21

Geothermal Plan of Operations

DLNR 22

Geothermal Well Drilling or Modification Permit

Cross-Reference to
Related PermitslPermits
Delegated to Other
Agencies
COE2

State of Hawaii Department of Health

c

DOH 1

Notification of Hazardous Waste Activity

EPA 1

DOH 2

Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage and Disposal
(TSD) Permit

EPA 1

DOH 3

Underground Storage Tank (UST)

DOH 4

Underground Injection Control (UIC) Permit

DOH 5

Water Quality Certification (WOC) Army Corps of
Engineers Section 401 Permit
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DOH 7

Permit to Operate (PTO) a Potential Air Pollution
Source

EPA 2

DOH 8

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)

EPA 2
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EPA 2
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EPA 3

Authority to Construct (ATC) a Potential Air Pollution
Source
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(continued)

Permit
Abbreviation
DOH 9

Permit Title or Type

Cross-Reference to
Related PermitslPermits
Delegated to Other
Agencies

Community Noise Permit for Construction Activities
State of Hawaii Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism

DBEDT 1

District Boundary Amendment

DBEDT2

Land Use Commission Special Use Permit
State of Hawaii Office of State Planning

OSP 1

Federal Consistency With the Hawaii Coastal Zone
Management Program

COE5

State of Hawaii Department of Transportation
DOT 1

Permit to Perform Work on State Highways
Hawaii County

HC 1

Geothermal Resource Permit (GRP)

HC2

Special Management Area (SMA)

HC3

Shoreline Setback Variance (SSV)

HC4

Special Permits

HC5

Use Permits

HC6

Subdivision of Land

HC7

Plan Approval

FHA 1
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Permit
Abbreviation

Permit Title or Type

HC8

Grubbing, Grading, Excavation and Stockpiling Permits

HC9

Excavation of Public Highways

HC 10

Installation of Utilities Within Federal and Secondary
County Highways

HC 11

National Flood Insurance

HC 12

Building Permits

HC 13

Outdoor Lighting Permit

HC 14

Electrical and Plumbing Permits

HC 15

Sign Permit
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§

Department of Public Works Construction Permits
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CCH2

Special Management Area Use Permit (SMP)

CCH3

Shoreline Setback Variance
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COE 1

Permits Under Sections 9 and 10 of the Rivers and
Harbors Act of 1899 for Structures or Works in or
Affecting Navigable Waters of the United States

NMFS 2, OSP 1

COE2

Permits Under Section 103 of the Marine Protection
Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 for Ocean
Dumping of Dredged Material

FWS 1, NMFS 7, EPA 4,
OSP 1

COE 3, 4, and 5

COE 3: Permits Under Sections 404 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 and Amendments
for Discharges or Dredged or Fill Material into Waters
of the United States; COE 4: Water Quality
Certification from the State of Hawaii Department of
Health; COE 5: Coastal Zone Management Consistency
Certification from the State of Hawaii

EPA 1, FWS 2, NMFS 1,
OSP 1, DOH 5

The Corps permit may also involve consultation with
applicable agencies on endangered species and historic
sites.
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National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
NOAA 1

Notification to Charting and Geodetic Services

CG 1

Department of Transportation, U.s. Coast Guard
CG 1

Notification of Submerged Cable
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Notification of Cable Laying Operations or Related
Projects

NOAA 1
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NMFS5

Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) Exemption

NMFS6

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section 7,
Consultation Process

FWS 1

NMFS7

Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act of
1972, Section 103 Permit Review

COE2

NMFS8

National Environmental Policy Act, EIS preparation
and review

NMFS9

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act of
1972
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Act (NEPA) Guidelines (subsequently
superseded by DOE regulations
implementing NEPA (10 CFR Part 1021).
Also, DOE policy is to facilitate
opportunities for public involvement in the
NEPA process. Accordingly, the purpose of
these meetings was to ensure adequate
opportunity for public and government
agency participation in developing the EIS
scope by identifying the issues to be
addressed, commenting on the proposed
action, and suggesting alternatives to be
analyzed.
One-hundred seventy individuals
provided more than 700 comments during
scoping meetings (see Figure A-I), and 70
individuals submitted written materials and
letters to DOE during the scoping period.
In addition, scoping inputs obtained from
public comment letters and discussions with
federal, State, and County agencies through
August 1992 (Appendix B) were considered
in the preparation of this IP. The majority
of comments came from individuals, but
about 50 organizations (including
environmental, public interest, and
community groups) also participated by
offering comments through representatives.
Additionally, 242 people submitted a "clip

1. INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains a summary of
the oral and written comments received
during the scoping process for the Hawaii
Geothermal Project (HGP) Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). The summary
provides an overview of the issues that have
been suggested for inclusion in the HGP
EIS, with equal consideration given to both
oral and written comments.
Oral comments were presented during
public scoping meetings. Written comments
were solicited (1) at the public scoping
meetings; (2) in the Advance Notice of
Intent (56 Fed. Reg. No. 170, 43585-87)
and Notice of Intent (57 Fed. Reg. No. 31,
5433-37) to prepare the HGP EIS; and
(3) in project-related correspondence and
meetings (e.g., cooperating agency
meetings).
Listed in the table below are the ten
public scoping meetings (one afternoon,
one evening) that the Department of
Energy (DOE) held at five locations in
Hawaii. These meetings were held in
compliance with Council on Environmental
Quality regulations (40 CFR Part 1501.7)
and DOE National Environmental Policy

HGP EIS public scoping meetings in Hawaii
Location

Date

Pahoa
(Big Island)

March 7, 1992

Wailuku
(Maui)

March 9, 1992

Kaunakakai
(Molokai)

March 12, 1992

Honolulu
(Oahu)

March 14, 1992

KamuelaIWaimea
(Big Island)

March 16, 1992

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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Figure At. Number of oral scoping comments at the ten public scoping meetings for the
HGP EIS. More than 700 comments were offered.
"oj

and ship" coupon that states, "I support
your efforts to evaluate the cultural and
religious implications of geothermal
development in Hawaii with your current
EIS process. Please recognize that serious
consideration must be given to the
alternatives to geothermal because the
cultural impacts of this energy development
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cannot be mitigated. 1 expect your EIS to
reflect this conclusion." An offer to be on
DOE's HGP Mailing List was sent to
commenters who signed these coupons. All
scoping comments submitted by federal,
State, and County agencies are summarized
in Appendix B of this JP, but the issues
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the name of each speaker. Authors of
written submissions are given alphabetically
by individual and organization in
Attachment 2 to this appendix.
Oral and written scoping comments
were reviewed and analyzed. Issues raised
by the commenters were categorized by
subject area and counted (see Figure A-2).

raised in those submissions are also
included in this summary.
During the scoping meetings, a court
recorder transcribed all oral comments; the
transcripts may be reviewed at DOE
Reading Rooms (see Attachment 1 to this
appendix) and at locations identified in the
Federal Register notices. The transcripts give
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Figure A2. Number of oral and written scoping comments by subject area. About 1800
comments were received.
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2. COMMENT SUMMARIES

participation in the HGP. It was noted that
for 500 MW(e) to reach Oahu, more power
must be generated at the source. The
proposed action should be defined from
inception through decommissioning and
rehabilitation, including locations of power
plants, well heads, transmission corridors,
campsites, access roads, other infrastructure
and aircraft used for surveillance. The
number of wells for exploration, source, and
reinjection should be estimated and the
acreage required to support them for the
lifetime of the plant. Estimates of the
number of wells that need to be drilled to
result in the requisite number for source
and reinjection should be based on prior
experience in Puna and around the world.
Because the wells for HGP are so close
to sites of recent and on-going volcanic
eruption, commenters also indicated that
the EIS should discuss the idea that the
infrastructure associated with the wells will
be portable.

2. 1 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR STATE
ACTION

Several commenters suggested that the
EIS state whether the HGP will achieve the
goals of the State for the HGP: to alleviate
Hawaii's dependence on imported fuels and
to develop indigenous, cost-effective,
renewable energy supply options for the
State's future energy needs.
Commenters suggested that if additional
energy or energy self-sufficiency were very
important, then serious attempts at
conservation would have been made, and
laws requiring solar hot-water heating on
State buildings or new homes would be
enacted.
In questioning the objectives of the
HGP, commenters noted that planning for
the development of 500 MW(e) of
geothermal power places substantial
reliance on a single source of power with a
high potential for failure either in the
power supply or cable.
Many noted that the bulk of the crude
oil used in Hawaii is used for transportation
and that electricity is generated using the
residuals. Therefore, unless the need for
petroleum products for transportation were
reduced, geothermal power would not in
any meaningful way reduce the State's
dependence on imported oil. If tourism is
increased because of increased power
availability, tourism's reliance on oil for
transportation may increase Hawaii's
dependency on oil.
2.2 GENERAL ISSUES REGARDING lHE
PROPOSED ACTION
2.2.1 Project Definition

Some commenters wanted a better
definition of both phases of the HGP,
believing that the EIS should clearly
delineate the federal and State's

Page A-8

2.2.2 Mitigation Methods

Commenters requested that the
proposed and alternative abatement and
mitigation measures be described and their
potential impacts identified and assessed,
including best available control
technologies, measures to prevent invasion
of non-native species, reforestation
techniques (Le., reforest, restock with biota,
etc.), and disposal of hazardous waste.
Backup measures should be included. The
EIS should state how implementation of
monitoring, mitigation, and enforcement
measures identified by the document will be
guaranteed.
2.2.3 Cumulative Impacts

The commenters were concerned about
whether the impacts of prior and on-going
geothermal development would be
considered in the EIS. There was
considerable skepticism about past and

U.S. Department of Energy
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present geothermal development and
developers (suggesting that the many
failures are due to improper operation).
Others noted that geothermal energy has
been successful elsewhere. Commenters
mentioned the effects that have already
occurred in the Puna district: health effects,
both physical and psychological (due to
geothermal emissions and noise), and
impacts to agriculture, livestock, and other
plants, animals, and birds both in and out of
the Wao Kele 0 Puna rain forest. Some
residents were forced to leave their homes
during recent venting incidents. The
presenters also noted lowered property
values and that community and individual
rights have been violated.
Commenters felt that the EIS should
assure that incidents, such as those that
occurred at Puna Geothermal Ventures
(PGV) in 1991, do not occur with the HGP,
noting that PGV is a small-scale operation
relative to HGP. This would require
reviewing previous incidents and
implementing the recommendations of the
expert review team. The commenters
expressed concern that, to date, geothermal
developers have not provided citizens with
accurate information concerning their
operations and releases.
The presenters also noted that
environmental examination of geothermal
development to date has been segmented,
inadequate, and performed using a very
limited data base and perspective. Some
prior environmental compliance documents
did not address the reasonably foreseeable
consequences of a successful project, were
inadequate, and conditions for operation
and mitigation were not followed.
2.2.4 Resource Surveys

A number of studies of the affected
environment were suggested, including
characterization of the affected
environment (including socioeconomics),
groundwater, the hydrology and geology of

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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the Kilauea East Rift Zone (KERZ), local
meteorology, natural (ambient) emissions,
and geothermal emissions, fluids, and solid
wastes. Commenters indicated that surveys
of the biota in the KERZ region and all the
proposed overland and undersea
transmission corridors should be carried out;
archaeological sites on the southeastern
coast of Maui should be analyzed.
2.3 POTENTIAl ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Commenters thought the EIS should
fully evaluate the short- and long-term
environmental, social, and economic costs
and benefits of the HGP, (including wells,
support structures, transmission
lines/submarine cable, pumping stations,
campsites, access roads, and aircraft used
for maintenance reconnaissance),
particularly to pristine environments such as
the Wao Kele 0 Puna rain forest, the
southeast coast and Hana districts of Maui,
much of Molokai, and the marine
environment. Commenters asked that the
EIS consider not only local impacts but also
planetary or global considerations. The
preparers of the EIS should consider the
fact that the Hawaiian islands are finite, and
consider, therefore, if the HGP is consistent
with this limitation on growth.
Commenters expressed a general
requirement to protect the land and its
biota as a responsibility of those living on it.
Commenters noted that when assessing the
impacts of the HGP, there should be no
artificial separation of humans from the
environment.
DOE should perform the environmental
studies necessary to provide the scientific
data required to weigh the costs and
benefits of the HGP and should make the
information available to the public.
However, the commenter noted that studies
that would be intrusive should not be
performed. Commenters indicated that the
EIS should clearly state information gaps
and their significance. When measurements
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(for monitoring or other purposes) are
taken, they should be performed by analysts
with appropriate expertise and at
appropriate locations.
A number of issues raised apply to
many of the categories below. For example,
commenters felt that the EIS should
identify and assess (1) chronic effects of
HGP-related high- and low-level emissions,
effluents, noise, and night light on plants,
animals, birds, and insects, in the wild, in
the rain forest, on agricultural lands, and on
humans (see Health and Safety); (2)
impacts of the HGP on plants and animals
used for medicinal and ritual purposes by
Native Hawaiians (EIS should also address
the impacts of the loss of benefits of these
plants); and (3) impacts of the HGP on
plants, animals, birds, and fish used for
subsistence living. In addition, commenters
indicated that the EIS should describe
measures that would be used to assure that
herbicides used to prevent invasion of nonnative plant species will affect only target
species. It should demonstrate that these
mitigation measures will be carried out and
how they will be enforced. Herbicides so
used can impact terrestrial and aquatic biota
within or outside the rain forest, including
threatened and endangered species. They
can enter the human food chain in drinking
water, air, or food.
Many of the presenters were concerned
that acid rain or fog that may occur as a
result of geothermal development, could
impact air, water, and soil quality, terrestrial
and land-based aquatic ecosystems, and
have significant socioeconomic effects.
Additional concerns were that emissions
would cause acid rain resulting in excessive
corrosion of piping or building materials or
that emissions would discolor or erode
paint, etc.
Commenters asked that the EIS
establish whether the clearing of land for

the HGP would exacerbate erosion
affecting air and soil qualitY and terrestrial
and aquatic land-based ecosystems.
Increased erosion could cause increased
siltation and turbidity, potentially impacting
the near-shore environment including
fishponds and fisheries, reefs, and tourism
(economic, cultural, and archaeological
concerns).
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2.3.1

Ajr

Quality

Several commenters recommended that
the EIS characterize the emissions
associated with the 500-MW(e)
development and identify the impacts of
those emissions, including toxic releases,
acid rain or fog, and thermal pollution, and
particles from solid wastes. Certain
atmospheric conditions were reported to
exacerbate the effects of HGP-related
emissions in Puna and even degrade the air
quality on Maui and Molokai. Geothermal
emissions can affect the water quality in
catchment systems, commonly used in Puna
for drinking and bathing.
2.3.2 Surface and Groundwater Resources

Commenters recommended that the EIS
characterize the effluents and the brine
ponds associated with the 500-MW(e)
development. The EIS should report the
impacts of leakage of source and injection
wells into aquifers due to well failure (from
seismic/volcanic events or corrosion) or
leakage/overflow from the brine ponds.
Commenters want the EIS to address
impacts of the HGP on drinking water
quality (particularly in water catchments)
and on surface or groundwaters, considering
the effects of possible contact with HGPrelated solid wastes, abatement
technologies, or their possible failures, and
changing the water quality designation of
aquifers in the geothermal subzone.
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2.3.3 Geologic issues

The commenters expressed concern that
undertaking geothermal development in a
seismicalIy and volcanicalIy active zone may
exacerbate those activities and upset the
hydrological balance as the development
wilI be situated on a geological structure
that contains numerous vertical dikes, faults,
and horizontal shelves. The EIS should
examine geothermal-associated subsidence.
Commenters also said that the EIS
should discuss the reliability of the
geothermal power generation facility and
associated infrastructure, noting mistakes
that had been made in the past. Those
concerned about the reliability of the
geothermal facilities mentioned the
potential hazards of locating such plants
(and transmission lines) in an active
seismic/volcanic zone, of isolation from the
base load (both at the facility and to the
users), df irreparable wells, and of
uncontrolIed and unabated blowouts. They
were concerned about the integrity of welI
casings and the possibility that brine ponds
might overflow during heavy rains or leak
due to the corrosive nature, high
temperature, and high pressure of the
geothermal fluids. Others were concerned
about availability of water for quenching.
Thus, commenters want the EIS to
identify and assess potential impacts of
failure modes. It should examine the unique
geological system with which the HGP will
interact, examining the potential for
seismic/volcanic events interconnecting
aquifers resulting in contamination.
Some commenters believe the EIS
should identify and assess the impacts
associated with the need for stand-by
backup power for those using the
geothermal power in order to maintain
system reliability.
Other commenters were concerned that
the magnitude of the resource in the
KERZ has not been verified. The EIS
should discuss the reliability and
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renewability of the resource. The EIS
should investigate the effect of the need for
expansion into additional land as the
resource declines.
2.3.4 Ecological Resources

Many commenters asked that the EIS
examine the project's impact on the unique
ecosystems that make up Hawaii, including
plants, vertebrates, and invertebrates. Many
of the concerns raised could be applied to
several ecosystems: terrestrial, aquatic, or
marine ecosystems and the threatened,
endangered, and endemic species therein
and on humans.
Terrestrial Resources

Several commenters recommended that
the EIS should address the potential
impacts of the HGP on unique species (e.g.,
insects that live in lava tubes). Other
commenters expressed particular concern
for the rain forest. They felt that the EIS
should identify and assess the impacts of
the HGP (particularly in terms of species
diversity and its ability to regenerate),
including the effects of introduction of nonnative species, extensive segmentation
caused by building roads and clearing areas,
and incursions of humans. Commenters also
indicated that the EIS should study the
impacts of destroying the unique and fragile
habitat of the Wao Kele a Puna rain
forest. It should note the interrelationship
between the lava, the biota of the region,
and the regeneration that occurs following
an eruption.
Impacts to wetlands, cave ecosystems,
birds, invertebrates, and ethnobotanical and
medicinal species were also cited as
concerns. The use of herbicides and
invasion by non-native species were
regarded as important issues.
One commenter was concerned that the
construction of the HGP would start a
series of complex changes in the lowland
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rain forest ecosystem. He stated that the
"long-term longitudinal study" necessary to
understand this effect would be difficult to
conduct for the EIS, making it equally
difficult, if not impossible, to predict the
consequences of those changes. Thus, the
EIS should assess the risks of making a
complex environmental decision without
information regarding the impacts.
Some commenters were concerned
about the potential impacts of the HGP on
threatened, endangered, and endemic
species, particularly in the rain forest of
Puna and the dry forest on Maui. Species
mentioned include ohia, happy-face spider,
Hawaiian hawk, and hapu'u (tree fern).
Commenters thought the EIS should
consider that, because of the unusual
geology in Hawaii (criss-crossing lava flows
on all islands), very small areas of unique
habitat exist that support the few remaining
individuals of an endangered species that
are evolving at different rates.
One commenter asked what happens if
species become extinct as a result of the
HGP.

(electromagnetic fields, electrotaxis). and in
failure modes (such as oil leakage) on the
ocean and its resources, including marine
mammals, sea turtles. big game fish.
.
dolphins, food stocks, sharks, rays, and
skates; on beaches, surfing locations, and
reefs; and on ecology in the coastal zone.
Commenters noted that the EIS should
investigate the impacts of the cable on
humpback whale migration patterns, birth
rate, ability to navigate and locate, and the
potential impacts of nets (used to protect
swimmers if the submarine cable attracts
sharks) on humpback whales' birthing habits
in shallow, protected waters. Commenters
also asked that the EIS investigate the
impacts the HGP would have on fisheries
and consider the impacts of the cable (e.g.,
installation, operation, maintenance) on the
reefs and fish ponds.

Aquatic Resources

Commenters identified several issues
concerning aquatic resources in streams,
springs, and anchialine ponds: land-based
freshwater and brackish-water ecosystems,
potential impacts from groundwater changes
that result from reinjection, effects on
aquatic flora and fauna as a result of any
HGP-induced surface water changes.
Potential impacts to threatened and
endangered species were also mentioned
several times.
Marine Resources

Commenters requested that the EIS
investigate the impacts of the submarine
cable installation and maintenance
(increased turbidity, possible ciguatera, and
increased noise levels), normal operation
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2.3.5 Noise

Commenters indicated that the EIS
should address the impacts of noise
associated with geothermal development,
including drilling, operations at and near
the geothermal facility under normal
operating conditions, and with unscheduled
venting. Impacts would also occur along
transmission lines, at work camps or
substations, and due to aircraft (doing
maintenance reconnaissance). They noted
that noise can cause ear damage, fear, loss
of sleep, and psychological stress.
2.3.6 land Use

Commenters recommended that the EIS
consider the propriety of (1) geothermal
development in the residential
neighborhoods of Puna, noting that
blowouts occur at most geothermal
installations world-wide; (2) using Native
Hawaiian homelands, ceded lands, and
conservation districts for the HGP, even
though some of those lands are not
currently being developed because they
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have no supporting infrastructure; and (3)
the land exchange in Puna (Campbell
Estate for Wao Kele 0 Puna), and
subsequent redesignation as a geothermal
subwne to determine whether it has
benefitted Native Hawaiians. The
commenter noted that there are already
long waiting lists for resettlement of those
lands, and using some for the HGP may
exacerbate the situation.
Commenters also requested that the
EIS address the impacts of the HGP on
water availability and water uses to
determine if there is sufficient water within
the Kilauea system to support the HGP and
provide for other uses. In addition, fire
hazards associated with the transmission
line system exacerbated by drought
conditions were mentioned. Commenters
noted that the EIS should address the
impacts of the absence of registration of
geothermal wells as water wells, as some
Native Hawaiians have claimed water use
rights for the subsurface waters in the Puna
district.
Several commenters asked that the EIS
consider impacts of the HGP on aviation,
communication, agriculture, and
recreational uses, for example, in the rain
forest and on beaches. Further, the EIS
should examine how the possibility of
geothermal development has influenced
land ownership and land-use decisions.
2.3.7 Health and safety

Commenters indicated that the EIS
should assess the health and safety impacts
of the HGP and its components, failures,
mitigation measures, and future uses.
Several commenters expressed concerns
about the potential health effects of
geothermal emissions [particularly hydrogen
sulfide (H~) and acid rain] and effluents,
due to HGP-related changes in air, drinking
water, and food quality. These effects can
include eye, throat, and nose irritation,
breathing trouble, coughing, wheezing, and
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lowered resistance to infection. Those
presenting were concerned about the
cumulative and synergistic effects of
emissions, effluents, and brine ponds, on
children and babies, those with respiratory
ailments, the elderly, Native Hawaiians, and
workers. The EIS should analyze the shortand long-term chronic and acute effects of
geothermal emissions on public health and
safety.
Some commenters indicated that the
EIS should examine the health and safety
impacts of the transmission line/underwater
cable system (including transformers),
particularly the effects of electromagnetic
fields and stray voltage along the
transmission line corridor, or ciguatera
associated with cable construction in the
near-shore environment.
The commenters recommended that the
EIS address psychological impacts of the
HGP and its associated development,
including impacts of stress due to fear,
unannounced venting, and sleep deprivation
(due to noise, fear, frustration, and lack of
trust) and the problem of the fears of
geothermal development that exist in the
surrounding communities due to the prior
activities in the region. They asked what the
psychological impacts are on a community
experiencing controversy, lack of
empowerment, and loss of due process. The
EIS should consider psychological impacts
on persons whose lifestyle had been
disrupted (e.g., children and Native
Hawaiians) and cross-cultural psychological
issues.
With respect to geothermal
developments in residential areas, the
commenters strongly urged that the EIS
should develop a worst-case scenario for the
full development and, noting that there is
no adequate emergency response plan for
the Puna District, develop one. Residents
are concerned about impacts of isolation of
the facility from the base load, which could
result in unabated and/or uncontrolled
venting. The transmission lines would
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parallel the Kea'au road, which is also the
evacuation route from Pahoa. If a seismic
or volcanic event occurred along that road,
the facility could be isolated from its base
load, and the community would be
prevented from evacuating. They also
mentioned inadequate communication
systems.
Some commenters thought that the EIS
should address the impacts of the violence
that might occur should the HOP proceed.
With respect to the submarine cable,
commenters asked that the EIS state what
steps will be taken to protect the public and
the cable if it attracts sharks, consider the
implications of possible sabotage to the
cable, and address the risks of accidents
during maritime operations in the
Alenuihaha Channel. They noted that the
EIS should consider the civil defense issue
of a major segment of power generation
capacity being linked by such a transmission
connection to its load.
Commenters indicated that the EIS
should identify and assess the hazards of
overland transmission lines, including the
potential of increased fire danger and
electrical hazards associated with highvoltage lines. Some commenters noted that
the EIS analysis should consider the fact
that the HOP may cause increased
population that would (along with drought
conditions which do occur on the Big
Island) further exacerbate the problems
mentioned above.
2.3.8 Socioeconomics

Many commenters expressed concern
about the long- and short-term
socioeconomic impacts of the HOP. Several
commenters, for example, expressed
economic concerns. They asked that the
EIS delineate the costs (past, present, and
future) of the entire HOP project to
consumers, users and non-users, taxpayers,
and utilities, from inception through
decommissioning and rehabilitation,
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including all State and federal
developmental and court costs, and costs for
publicity, etc., drilling and wells, building
new ships. harbors. and the cable. etc.,
mitigation. and rehabilitation, and
monitoring and enforcement. It should
examine the economic feasibility and costeffectiveness of HOP. Commenters also
requested that the EIS consider the cost of
cable or facility failure once geothermal
energy provides a significant proportion of
Hawaii's energy needs, including the costs
associated with a declining resource, of
repair, and of development of backup
capacity. Some commenters asked that the
EIS identify who would be responsible for
the consequences of lower property values
or property condemnation.
Several commenters noted that the EIS
should (1) address the economic impacts
should the submarine cable affect fisheries
(including fishponds). big game fish and
food stocks, or tourism; (2) evaluate the
impacts of the HOP (and the effects of its
presence making large regions of the State
less desirable for living) in terms of lower
property values (including condemnation),
increased cost of living, etc., loss of crops or
livestock, increased depreciation (e.g., of
fences, houses, and catchment systems) due
to geothermal-related corrosion; (3)
examine the economic impacts of geological
risks and hazards, the impact of the
indebtedness incurred; (4) consider impacts
to businesses (including agriculture), such as
job loss. business relocation, or loss of
business; and (5) assess impacts to local
economies.
Additionally, some commenters
requested that the EIS identify who is
liable-the federal government, the State,
and/or privately-owned corporations-for all
costs incurred and mandate that conditions
of permits should include future liability
clauses. Commenters felt that the EIS
should identify means to provide insurance
for those whose property values (etc.)
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decline or are forced to move due to the
HGP.
Some commenters asked that the EIS
consider the impacts of diverting funds that
could be spent on conservation technologies
to the geothermal effort, and one
commenter noted that investment in
conservation has resulted in changing
patterns of investment toward technologies
that reduce the need for energy
consumption. Investment in conservation
technologies saves the costs of constructing
and updating additional generation/
transmission facilities.
Commenters further indicated that the
EIS should state what the economic
benefits of the HGP are, identify who
receives them, and weigh the potential
benefits of the HGP against the
environmental costs. The commenters
wanted to assure that consumers and tax
payers receive some of the benefits. The
presenters would like the EIS to address
the concern that those who will bear the
greatest cost in terms of health and safety,
economics, cultural resources, and
environmental losses, will not be the ones
to benefit.
Lifestyle issues were also raised by
commenters. The EIS should address
impacts of the HGP on the lifestyles of the
general population, specifically on Native
Hawaiians. They asked if the cable/
transmission lines will affect, for instance,
subsistence lifestyles, the ability to access
beaches, and the lifestyles of those who
prefer privacy, peace and quiet, or lower
levels of population, technology, or
development (e.g., off-grid living).
Commenters felt that the EIS should
address the social effects of the HGP, or its
failure, particularly on communities near
the geothermal operations and along
proposed .cable routes, including the social
consequences of increased cost of living due
to the HGP. It should identify and assess
the socioeconomic costs due to a decline in
resource after the HGP has stimulated
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growth and evaluate the social costs of
HGP-related civil disobedience. One
commenter noted that Hawaii, which has
largely service-related jobs, has a low
unemployment rate, whereas industrialized
regions of the country are where the high
unemployment occurs.
Several commenters indicated that the
EIS should assess potential impacts to the
many important, and often undocumented,
archaeological and historical sites and
regions, including the southeast coast of
Maui, the south coast of Molokai, and
North Kohala.
Commenters suggested that the EIS
identify and assess the potential impacts of
the future uses of geothermal energy on all
islands affected: increased greater
urbanization, growth, industrialization, and
development that could include seabed
mining and refining, construction of a space
port, and increased tourism with associated
golf courses and energy-intensive hotels. It
should examine negative impacts on the
infrastructure, overpopulation, crime, or
social upheaval.
Some commenters were concerned that
increased power availability could cause
increased population and power
consumption. They noted that increased
tourism could result in increased use of
fuels for transportation, thereby increasing
Hawaii's dependence on oil.
It was noted that once the submarine
cable is in place, other power generation
facilities can use the cable as a conduit; in
fact, laying of the cable could make
construction of other energy-production
facilities economically feasible.

2.3.9

Cultural ResourceslNative Hawaiian
Concerns

Many commenters thought that the EIS
should respect Native Hawaiian race, rights,
religion, history, language, and culture.
Many expressed the belief that geothermal
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development would result in the desecration
of Pele. They asked that the EIS examine
potential impacts of the HGP on Native
Hawaiian culture and religious beliefs; the
ability of Native Hawaiian practitioners to
obtain herbs, animals, and birds necessary
for medicinal and ritual practices; Hawaiian
homelands or ceded lands (noting that
Native Hawaiians have a right and spiritual
need to be able to return to their
homelands and live their chosen lifestyle);
Native Hawaiian subsistence hunting,
fishing, and gathering; and the land, ocean,
and natural phenomena considered sacred.
They expressed concern that HGP
construction will result in desecration of
ancient or modern Hawaiian burials in lava
tubes, heiau (sacred places or shrines), and
other places sacred to Native Hawaiians.
Many commenters asked that the EIS
consider that, for Native Hawaiians, the
cultural impacts of the HGP could result in
psychological stress, feeling of loss of self,
and breakdown of the ohana (extended
family).
Commenters further requested that the
EIS address the anthropological impacts of
the HGP. One commenter recommended
that the study be designed by trained
anthropologists and should involve personal
interviews with practitioners, Hawaiian
kupuna (Native elders), and Hula dancers,
in order to investigate the impact the HGP
would have on cultural practices.

Commenters expressed concern about
the aesthetic costs of the HGP (particularly
the impacts of the overland transmission
lines and clearing the Wao Kele 0 Puna
rain forest) on all islands, including impacts
to natural and agricultural landscapes,
beaches, and surfing spots. One commenter
mentioned the problems of night-time
lighting.

2.3.10 Aesthetic Resources

Commenters wanted the EIS to address
the aesthetic impacts of HGP-related noise,
visual disturbances, and odors. Although
noise is primarily a Health and Safety Issue,
it is also an aesthetics issue as it is a
nuisance, disrupting peace and quiet.
Commenters want the EIS to address the
impacts of chronic exposure to nuisance
levels of noise associated with geothermal
development, including drilling, operation
and venting, and transmission lines.
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2.3.11 Alternatives

Many commenters stated that the EIS
should identify and assess the relative merits
and impacts of alternative energy supply
options that are cost-effective, viable and
safe, and could meet the goals of the State's
stated purpose for the HGP. They asked
that the EIS examine technical and
economic feasibility/reliability and
environmental impacts of such alternatives.
These include "no action," fossil fuel options
(coal gasification), conservation and
renewables, and various geothermal options.
Commenters indicated that alternatives
should be considered within the framework
of integrated resource planning (IRP) and
least-cost planning of supply- and demandside energy options as this may provide a
lower-cost energy supply than geothermal in
terms of both economic and environmental
cost. They noted that the State. is initiating
such a process (but it may not be completed
within the proposed time frame of the EIS).
Commenters stated that the EIS should
examine conservation and renewable
energy-supply options, such as
photovoltaics, solar thermal (particularly
solar hot water heating), wind, ocean
thermal energy conversion, biomass,
demand-side options (conservation/energy
efficiency, passive solar), off-grid options,
and others. Many believe that alternative
energy options can meet the needs of the
State, if the alternative energy supply
options could be helped by tax-incentives
and low-cost loans. They noted that wind,
solar, and biomass are successful elsewhere
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and that most islands have excellent wind
and solar resources.
With respect to geothermal alternatives,
commenters wanted the EIS to assess a
staged development of the HGP so that
experience is gained with the least capital
costs, the possibility of closed-cycle
geothermal using immediate reinjection,
insitu heat exchange, and geothermal
development at locations other than the
Kilauea East Rift Zone (KERZ).
If a low level of geothermal
development is successful, then greater
development of up to, or even greater than,
500 MW(e) becomes a reasonably
foreseeable scenario. One comment noted
that if geothermal development is successful
at the 25-MW(e) level, then it would not be
economical or politically astute to limit
development to that low level on the Big
Island or (if sufficient resource is verified)
to the Big Island. Several commenters
wanted the EIS to look at the impacts of
developing the full resource and all its
potential uses.
Commenters asked that alternatives to
transmission lines be considered including
"no action," solid rather than oil-filled
cables, high-voltage ac transmissions vs
high-voltage dc transmission, and various
cable/transmission line routes (above
ground vs buried, percentage of lines on
land vs submarine). A number of alternative
routes were suggested, including an
alternative to the route along the
southeastern coast of Maui: North Kohala
to Lanai with spur lines to Lahaina and
Molokai and direct lines from Lanai to
Oahu; or routing the cable directly to
Oahu, not landing on Maui. Several
commenters further indicated that the EIS
should consider the costs (including indirect
costs, such as impacts to property values
and aesthetic impacts) of above- and
underground transmission lines. This could
be necessary on a district-by-district basis,
given the variable geology of the state.
Before development of the HGP and cable,
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a smaller demonstration should be
conducted to determine whether power
transmission to other islands is reasonable.
Commenters requested that the EIS
examine reducing Hawaii's dependence on
petroleum-based fuels for transportation
(e.g., using fuel-efficient automobiles) in
order to reduce Hawaii's dependence on
imported oil. For this reason, commenters
requested that the EIS examine the
potential contributions of alternative
transportation fuels, providing on-site or
near-site employee housing, alternative
methods for interisland travel. However, a
commenter suggested that the EIS should
examine the costs associated with supplying
an "unneeded" mass transit system on Oahu
to save energy.
Some commenters asked that the EIS
identify and assess the impacts of fossil-fuelfired operations, particularly the obtaining
of foreign coal. The EIS should address the
issue of fossil-fuel power generation
adversely impacting air quality and
potentially contributing to global climate
change. The proposed coal-burning facilities
may use coal derived from strip mining a
rain forest in a third-world nation. The
commenter implied that there are
international implications of asking thirdworld nations to cease cutting their rain
forests and then economically encouraging
them to clear those forests.
2.3.12 Reasonably Foreseeable Accidents

Commenters expressed concerns about
accidents during construction and operation
of the HGP plant and transmission line.
Accidents could result from natural
phenomena, such as seismic or volcanic
activity, or from human factors, including
operator error or flawed plant design and
construction. Specific concerns identified
included health and safety impacts to
workers and the public from accidental
releases of H 2S, radon, heavy metals, and
other gaseous and particulate emissions into
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the air, surface water, and groundwater;
accidents involving the HOP plant and
transmission facilities resulting from
volcanic and/or seismic activity; impacts to
ecological resources as a result of accidental
releases; economic impacts of accidents; and
impacts of accidents on Native Hawaiian
cultural practices.

are they currently being violated and will
they be in the future?
Some commenters additionally asked
that the EIS consider the international
implications of the messages conveyed by
the United States to the international
community, noting that U.S. actions, far
more than words, help establish global
policy. Thus, the EIS should address
concerns about the example it sets for the
global community when the United States
permits cutting of the rain forest for the
purpose of power generation (when it asks
that other nations not cut theirs) and does
not show respect for the cultural and ethnic
resources of its citizens (i.e., Native
Hawaiians).

2.3.13 Federal, Stale, and Local Government
and Geothermal Developers

Many commenters expressed political
concerns of one kind or another, noting
their frustration with the political process.
These comments related to a lack of
concern by government, loss of due process
because of government regulations and
actions, loss of faith in government, lack of
necessary expertise within government, and
skepticism regarding motives and resolve of
government. The commenters mentioned
infringement on privacy due to the actions
of geothermal developers' security
personnel, insufficient public review, and
inadequate distribution of information.
Commenters also questioned why the
State does not wait until the IRP process is
over to develop geothermal and why some
solar installations are not already required.
Some commenters believe that
State/federal governments should enforce
the laws currently in existence (including
permitting and monitoring requirements).
They noted that the State has never set air
quality standards for H~. They asked if
regulations have been violated in the past,
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2.3.14 Environmental Compliance Regulatory

Issues

Commenters stated that the EIS should
contain a review of all applicable rules,
regulations, and statutes, including NEP A,
the National Historical Preservation Act,
the Native American Religious Freedom
Act, the Endangered Species Act, Section 7
consultation and the Public Utilities
Regulatory Policy Act of 1978.
Commenters also requested that the
EIS address the need for geothermal wells
to be registered as water wells based on the
definition of a water well in the State
Water Code, and they noted that the EIS
should examine the complex regulatory
situation with respect to land use and
geothermal subzone designation.
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AITACHMENT 1 - DOE Reading Rooms with Copies of the
HGP £IS Public Scoping Meeting Transcripts

This list is an updated version of the list given in the Federal Register notices
(Appendix F).

Hawaii
Hawaii Energy Extension Service
Hawaii Business Center
99 Aupu'nt Street, Room 214
Hilo, HI 96720
Contact: Andrea Beck
Telephone: (808) 933-4558
Fax: (808) 933-4602
Hilo Public Library
300 Waianuenue Avenue
Hilo, HI 96721-0647
Contact: Claudine Fujii
Telephone: (808) 935-5407
Fax: (808) 933-4658
Kailua-Kona Public Library
75-138 Hualalai Road
Kailua-Kona, ill 96740
Contact: Irene Horvath
Telephone: (808) 329-2196
Fax: (808) 326-4115
Mountain View Public and School Library
Highway 11
Mountain View, HI 96771
Contact: Evelyn Garbo
Telephone: (808) 968-6300
Fax: (808) 968-6056
Pahala Public and School Library
Pakalana Street
Pahala, ill 96777
Contact: Lisa Cabudol
Telephone: (808) 928-8032
Fax: (808) 928-6199
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Pahoa Public and School Library
15-3038 Puna Road
Pahoa, HI 96778
Contact: Laura Ashton
Telephone: (808) 965-8574
Fax: (808) 965-7170
State of Hawaii
Department of Business, Economic
Development & Tourism
Hilo Office
99 Aupuni Street, Room 212
Hilo, HI 96720
Contact: Michelle Wong-Wilson
Telephone: (808) 933-4600
Fax: (808) 933-4602

/(Quai

Kauai Office of Economic Development
4444 Rice Street, Room 230
Lihue, HI 96766
Contact: Glenn Sato
Telephone: (808) 245-7305
Fax: (808) 245-6479
Lihue Public Library
4391-A Rice Street
Lihue, HI 96766
Contact: Karen Ikemoto
Telephone: (808) 245-3617
Fax: (808) 246-0519
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Lanai Public and School Library
Fraser Avenue
POBox A-149
Lanai City, HI 96763
Contact: Peggy Fink
Telephone: (808) 565-6996
Fax: (808) 565-6171

Hawaii State Library, Document Center
Unit, 634 Pensacola Street
Honolulu, HI 96814
Telephone: (808) 586-3535
Fax: (808) 586-3584

Maui
Hana Public and School Library
Hana Highway
Hana, HI 96713
Contact: Jeremy Kindred
Telephone: (808) 248-7714
Fax: (808) 248-7438
Kahului Public Library
90 School Street
Kahului, HI 96732
Contact: Lani Scott
Telephone: (808) 877-5048
Fax: (808) 871-9032
Maui Planning Department
Energy Division
250 South High Street
Wailuku, HI 96793
Contact: Kalvin Kobayashi
Telephone: (BOB) 243-7832
Fax: (808) 243-7634

MoIoIali
Molokai Public Library
Ala Maloma Street
Kaunakakai, HI 96748
Contact: Sri Tencate
Telephone: (808) 553-5483
Fax: (808) 553-5958
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Kahuku Public and School Library
56490 Kam Highway
Kahuku, HI 96731
Contact: Jean Okimoto
Telephone: (808) 293-9275
Fax: (808) 293-5115
Pearl City Public Library
1138 Waimano Home Road
Pearl City, HI 96782
Contact: Marilyn Van Gieson
Telephone: (808) 455-4134
Fax: (808) 456-4407
State of Hawaii, Department of Business,
Economic Development & Tourism
Energy Division, Publications Section
335 Merchant Street, Room 110
Honolulu, HI 96813
Contact: Maurice Kaya
Telephone: (808) 547-3800
Fax: (808) 587-3820
State of Hawaii
Department of Business, Economic
Development & Tourism
Geothermal Office
Financial Plaza of the PacifIC
130 Merchant Street, Suite 1060
Honolulu, HI 96813
Contact: Dean Nakano
Telephone: (808) 586-2353
Fax: (808) 586-2536

u.s.

Department of Energy
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Waimanalo Public and School Library
41-1320 Kalanianaole Highway
Waimanalo, HI 96795
Contact: Nina O'Donnell
Telephone: (808) 259-9925
Fax: (808) 259-8209

State of Hawaii
Department of Business, Economic
Development & Tourism
Information Office
220 South King Street, Suite 1100
Honolulu, HI 96813
Contact: Marsha Anderson
Telephone: (808) 586-2405 or 586-2406
Fax: (808) 586-2427

Mainland

State of Hawaii
Department of Business, Economic
Development & Tourism, Library
220 South King Street, Fourth Floor
Honolulu, HI 96804
Contact: Anthony Oliver
Telephone: (808) 586-2425
Fax: (808) 586-2452

U.S. Department of Energy
Freedom of Information Public
Reading Room, Room 1E 190
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585
Contact: Ed McGinnis
Telephone: (202) 586-6020
Fax: (202) 586-0575

U.S. Department of Energy
Pacific Site Office
Prince Kuhio Building
Room 4322
300 Ala Moana Boulevard
Honolulu,
96813
Contact: Eilieen Yoshinaka
Telephone: (808) 541-2563
Fax: (808) 541-2562

U.S. Department of Energy
San Francisco Field Office Public
Reading Room
1333 Broadway
Oakland, CA 94612
Contact: Estella Angel
Telephone: (510) 273-4428
Fax: (510) 273-6316

m
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ATIACHMENT 2 - Individuals and Organizations That Submitted
Written Scoping Comments

When submitting written comments, some commenters failed to sign their submissions or
to include any indication of the source of information provided. An attempt has been made,
however, to acknowledge receipt of all written comments and to accurately summarize those
comments regardless of their source. In addition, although the scoping period began on
September 3, 1991 (with the publication of the Advance Notice of Intent), and ended on
April 15,1992 (comment deadline given in the Notice of Intent), some submissions were
received outside of this period. For the Implementation Plan, comments received as late as
August 30, 1992, were considered as part of scoping.
Scoping comments from federal agencies, State of Hawaii agencies, and Hawaii Counties
are summarized by agency in Appendix B.
A city and state is given for each commenter if known.

Individuals
Don Abdul, Hilo, HI
Matthew K. Adolpho, Ho'olehua, HI
Thomas Aitken, Pahoa, HI
William and Rose Atkins, Pahoa, HI
Mary Jo Bafile, Pahoa, HI
Bonnie P. Bator, Kurtistown, HI
Robert Bethea, Hilo, HI
D. Hunter Beyer, Volcano, HI
Ian Bowman, Honolulu, HI
Burton Brees, Pahoa, HI
John A Broussard, Kawaihae, HI
Cindy Bryan, Pahoa, HI
Janie Bryan, Kaunakakai, HI
Suzanne Ely Byrne, Hilo, HI
David A Caccia, Honokaa, HI
Eleanor J. Cate, Hilo, HI
Sharon A _Clark, Honolulu, HI
L.A Collins, Pahoa, HI
Sidney William Cook, Kamuela, HI
Pam J. Cooper, Pahoa, HI
John E. Crawford, Carson City, NY
John M. Davis, Mountain View, HI
Steve and Diane Davis, Pahoa, HI
Carla Deicke, Honolulu, HI
Leana Dumag, Kaunakakai, HI
Kaleoaloha English, Kaunakakai, HI
Sahoni English, Kaunakakai, HI
R. Ann Ernst, Pahoa, HI
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Eileen Fiorentino, Kurtistown, HI
Denise Fleming, Keaau, HI
Ole Fulks, Keaau, HI
Brent Gallagher, Kurtistown, HI
Henry Gluckstem, Maplewood, NJ
Dave Gomes, Hilo, HI
Maja B. Gossom, Pahoa, HI
Regina Gregory, Honolulu, HI
Mary Groode, Kihei, HI
Kamuela Hamakua, Kaunakakai, HI
Robert A Hamburg, Honolulu, HI
Lisa Hamilton, Hana, HI
Eric Hill, Honolulu, HI
Katherine Holford, Santee, CA
Brad Houser, Kailua-Kona, HI
Francis Howarth, Honolulu, HI
Albert Ia-ea, Kaunakakai, HI
Robert Kai Irwin, Honolulu, HI
Robert Jacobson and Julie HedgecockJacobson, Kurtistown, HI
Luana Jones, Pahoa, HI
Cynthia K. Kanoholani, Honolulu, HI
Mahealani KawikuamookekuaokalaniHenry, Pohoiki, HI
Kekau
Andrew C. Kier, Pahoa, HI
Pat Kikukawa, Kaunakakai, HI
Rona Lee Kleiman, Pahoa, HI
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Fred J. Koehenen, Hilo, HI
Steven Krawn, Pahoa, HI
Charles Lamoureux, Honolulu, HI
Anne Lee, Hilo, HI
Randy Lee, Pahoa, HI
Stephen Lewis, Pahoa, HI
Aileen Lum, Hilo, HI
Dan and Lydia Makuakane, Pahoa, HI
Malia
Kalai Malin, Kaunakakai, HI
Penny Rawlins-Martin, Kaunakakai, HI
Carl and Carlyle Meierdiercks, Pahoa, HI
William Merwin, Haiku, HI
Mildred Mims, Pepeekeo, HI
Peter R. Ministero, Pahoa, HI
Robert Mowris, Berkeley, CA
Kevin E. O'Connell, Pahoa, HI
Noreen Parks, Keaau, HI
Gregory Pommerenk, Pahoa, HI
IGlia Purdy, Kaunakakai, HI
Jan L. Reichelderfer, Kailua, HI
Clement Reyes Jr., Kaunakakai, HI
Herbert M. Ritke, Pahoa, HI
Henry Ross, Kapaau, HI
Terri Scott, Kurtistown, HI
Dennis Sevilla, Honomu, HI
Christiane Schafer, Ho'olehua, HI
Penny Shaver, Pahoa, HI
Joseph Shaver, Pahoa, HI
Stephanie Shelofsky, Pahoa, HI
Megan Simpson, Redway, CA
Rene Siracusa, Pahoa, HI
Dian Smith, Pahoa, HI
William D. Smith, Wailuku, HI
Jim Snyder, Hilo, HI
Sean Stehura, Keaau, HI
Elizabeth Ann Stone, Naalehu, HI
Alice Suncloud, Pahoa, HI
Sarah Sykes, Kaunakakai, HI
Dr. Donald Thomas, Volcano, HI
Kalai Ualin
Bettie Van Overbeke, Pahoa, HI
Mr. and Mrs. Arlan Vierra, Keaau, HI
Pat Wilde, APO Area Pacific
James V. Williamson, Kihei, HI
Janice Ola Wilson, Pahoa, HI

Organizations
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Aina Realty, Pahoa, HI; Francois L'Orange
AT&T, Morristown, NJ; Eric S. Wagner
BHP Petroleum, Pacific Resources,
Honolulu, HI
Big Island Papaya Growers Association,
Pahoa, HI; Delan Perry
Big Island Rainforest Action Group, Pahoa,
HI; Russel Ruderman
Blue Ocean Preservation Society, Haiku,
HI; Carl Freedman
,,_
Campbell Estate, Honolulu, HI; Clint
Churchill
Citizens Advocating Responsible Education,
Honolulu, HI; Wally Bachman, Science
Advisor
Citizens for Responsible Energy
Development, Mountain View, HI; Earl
Dunn
Darby & Associates, Kailua, HI; Ron Darby
ECO Productions, Honolulu, HI; Dr. Sheila
Laffey
Environmental Hawaii, Kailua, HI; Patricia
Tummons
FB&D Technologies, Inc., Houston, TX;
Alan Parolini
Global Environmental, Sacramento, CA;
James A Roberts
Goddard and Goddard Engineering,
Lucerne, CA; Wilson Goddard
Greenpeace Hawaii, Hilo, HI; Denver
Leaman
Greenpeace and the Rainforest Action
Network, Honolulu, HI; Annie Szvetecz
Hana Community Association, Hana, HI;
Dawn Lono
Hawaii Community College, Hilo, HI; Fred
D. Stone
Hawaii County Economic Opportunity
Council, Hilo, HI; Max Goldberger
Hawaii County Energy Advisory
Commission, Hilo, HI; Francis Pachecho
Hawaii-La'i'ei Kawaii Assoc., Ka'awala, HI;
Jim Anthony
Hawaii Island Geothermal Alliance, Hilo,
HI; June Curtiss, Randolph Ahuna

U.S. Department of Energy
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Hawaii Speleological Survey, Hilo, HI;
William R. Halliday
Hawaiian Dredging & Construction Co.,
Honolulu, HI; Frank A McHale
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc., Honolulu,
HI; Dan Williamson, George T.
Iwahiro, Executive Director
International Longshoremen and
Warehouse Workers, Local 142, Hilo,
HI; Fred Gladones
Ka Lahui Hawaii O'ahu, Honolulu, HI;
Ao'pohaku Rodenhurst
Kanoelehua Industrial Area Assoc., Hilo,
HI; Randolph Ahuna
Kapoho Community Association, Pahoa,
HI; Barbara Bell, Jane Hedtke, Jennifer
Perry
Kipahulu Community Assoc., Hana, HI;
Rich Von Wellsheim
Kohala Ranch Property Owners Assoc.,
Kawaihae, HI; Kelley Pomeroy
Kona Palisades Estate Community
Association, Kailua-Kona, HI; Roy
Mushrush
Lani Puna Gardens Assoc., Pahoa, HI;
Aurora Martinovich
Los Alamos Science Student Program, Los
Alamos, NM; Alverton A Elliot
Malu Aina Center for Non-violent
Education Action, Kurtistown, HI; Jim
Albertini
Maui Tomorrow, Wailuku, HI; Anthony
Ranken
Mid-Pacific Geothermal, Inc., Honolulu, HI;
Rod Moss
Molokai Cares, Kaunakakai, HI; Lyn S. and
William Bonk, Crystal Egusa
National Speleological Society, Huntsville,
AL; John P. Scheltens
Native Hawaiian Advisory Council,
Honolulu, HI; Elizabeth Pa-Martin
Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation,
Honolulu, HI; Paul F. N. Lucas, Staff
Attorney
Natural Resources Defense Council,
Honolulu, HI; Clyde S. Murley
Northwest Economic Associates,
Vancouver, WA; Robert McKusick
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Oceanic Cablevision, Honolulu, HI; Don E.
Carroll
Orchidland Community Assoc., Keaau, HI;
Sherri Moore
Pele Defense Fund, Volcano, HI; Ralph
Palikapu Dedman, Emmett Aluli
Progressive Economic Alliance Cultivating
Energy, Kula, HI; Paul J. von Hartmann
Puna Advisory Council, Pahoa, HI;
Toby Hazel
Puna Community Council, Keaau, HI; Ed
Clark, William B. Snorgrass
Puna Geothermal Venture, Hilo, HI; Steve
Morris, Maurice A Richard
Puna Orchards, Inc., Pahoa, HI; Gary W.
Barnett, V.P. & Manager
R.A Patterson & Associates, Kailua, HI;
Ralph A Patterson
Rainforest Action Network, Honolulu, HI;
Annie Szvetecz
Sane Assessment of Geothermal Energy,
Wailuku, HI; Stephen Moser
Sierra Club of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI; Scott
Derrickson, Energy Affairs Advisor,
Nelson Ho
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, Honolulu,
HI; Paul P. Spaulding III
State Senator Andrew Levin; Honolulu, HI
State Senator Rich Reed; Honolulu, HI
State Senator Richard Matsuura; Hilo, HI
Stryker Werner Associates, Inc., Honolulu,
HI; Karlton Tomomitsu
True Geothermal Energy Co., Honolulu,
HI; Alan Kawada
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI; Hawaii
Natural Energy Inst., Harry Olson, Don
Thomas, Gary McMurtry
West Hawaii Sierra Club, Kailua-Kona, HI;
Jay Hanson
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Videos

•

"Pele's Appeal," "Bulldozers in
Paradise," "Geothermal: A Risky
Business," and "Heated Issue." These
videos identify the major concerns of
opponents to geothermal as being the
destruction of the rain forest, potential
health impacts to nearby residents, and
the desecration of Pele; they also
document opposition to geothermal
development with footage of protest
rallies and pickets.

•

MacNeil-Lehrer news hour report on
HGP, broadcast January 14, 1992, on
PBS.

Several videos were submitted by
commentecs. These are
•

"No on Geothermal-The People's
Decision," Pan Productions, Maui,
Hawaii, 1990, submitted by Mary
Groode. The video provides a general
introduction to geothermal development
in Hawaii; describes opposition to
geothermal development; identifies
opponents' major concerns (i.e., health
effects and impacts to the rain forest).
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APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF FEDERAL, STATE, AND COUNTY AGENCY
WRfITEN SCOPING COMMENTS
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This appendix summarizes written scoping
comments that were received from federal,
State, and County agencies concerning the
Hawaii Geothermal Project (HGP)
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
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Other. The EIS should investigate the
interconnection of the Island grid and the
interisland grid and discuss priorities under
various load-shedding scenarios.
County of Maw

COUNlY AGENCIES
County of Hawaii
In a March 6, 1992, letter accepting
cooperating agency status and in an August 3,
1992, review of the working draft
Implementation Plan (IP), the County of
Hawaii requested that the following issues be
considered in the EIS:

Socioeconomics. Impacts of
industrialization of the Island of Hawaii
(resulting from geothermal development and
power availability) should be investigated in
the EIS. An analysis of project costs should
include consideration of relocating nearby
residents and insurance costs during
construction and operation. Utility rates with
geothermal development should be compared
to rates from alternatives.
Air Quality. The EIS should assess air
quality effects of venting during power
outages (grid failure) and consider problems
ass~iated with flxed monitoring systems.
Health and Safety. The EIS should
consider effects from hydrogen sulflde (H:zS)
and other pollutants at various concentrations
and from possible synergistic effects of
pollutants.
Ecological Resources. Impacts of emissions
on species other than humans should be
considered.
Water Resources. The "fate" (i.e.,
migration) of reinjected fluids and the impacts
thereof should be examined in the EIS.
Sources and amounts of well-quenching water
should be identified.
Land Use. The EIS should assess impacts
of incompatible land uses.
Policy. Federal liability in federally funded
projects should be discussed.

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

In letters of October 1, 1991, and
April 13, 1992, and in responses to the
working draft IP, the County of Maui
requested that the EIS consider all potential
impacts associated with the overland
transmission corridor, including possible
effects on land use, ecological resources,
water resources, scenic resources, cultural and
archaeological resources, health and safety,
particularly as related to the electromagnetic
field, and economic issues, particularly effects
on property values. If cable landing on Lanai
is a reasonable alternative, the EIS should
consider these issues as they relate to Lanai.
The EIS should consider the underwater
cable's potential economic, cultural,
archaeological, and ecological impacts on the
reef and flshpond resources along the south
shore of Molokai. Lastly, the EIS should
reflect recommendations made in the
community plans.

STATE AGENCIES
State of Hawaii
The State of Hawaii offered comments in
response to the Advance Notice of Intent
(ANOI), the Notice of Intent (NOI), the
invitation to become a cooperating agency,
and in reviewing the working draft IP. The
communications are from the Office of State
Planning, the Department of Business and
Economic Development, the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs, and the Division of
Consumer Advocacy and are dated
September 26 and September 30 of 1991;
March 2, March 23, April 2, April 8, and
July 24 of 1992.
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Energy Policy. The State of Hawaii would
like the EIS to recognize that its current
focus to support small-scale geothermal
development to satisfy only the Island of
Hawaii's power needs differs from the
proposed action in the EIS.The EIS should
address the State's goal of achieving a
dependable, efficient, and economic statewide
energy system and reducing its dependency on
oil.
Federal, State, and local governments and
geothennal developers. The State recommends
a discussion of the relationship between
Phases 3 and 4 and existing geothermal
projects be included in the EIS. The EIS
should discuss permitting for these projects
and their supporting environmental
documents. The State does not consider these
projects as part of the HGP. The EIS should
also include information about relations
between the federal, State, and local
governments, developers, and citizens.
Land Use. The EIS should at least
estimate the amount of land area that would
be required for such a large operation. The
discussion should indicate whether the total
acreage needed will be concentrated in one
central area or scattered throughout the
Island of Hawaii. Also, a map should be
included to show possible sites for power
stations and the geothermal we,I1 fields. Other
concerns are the implications of land use
after the plant is closed. The EIS should
explain what will happen to the sites after the
plants have surpassed their energy-generating
capacities and when that is likely to happen.
The EIS should examine the compatibility of
geothermal development with existing and
planned land uses. The EIS should address
the purpose and objectives of the State
statute on geothermal resource subzones and
compatibility with existing land use.
Air Quality. The EIS should also discuss
the effects of well field construction, well
venting, accidents, and the smell of hydrogen
sulfide (H~) and other gases. Although the
volcano produces H~ and causes acid rain
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effects, H~ concentrations may be higher in
localized areas near the plants. A monitoring
and remediation program should be
described. A map should also be included to
indicate those areas and communities likely to
be impacted. People may be able to detect
H:zS levels below instrument detection. The
relative air quality impacts of geothermal
compared to those of possible alternative
energy technologies need to be addressed.
Water Resources. The EIS should evaluate
the effects of H:zS and other airborne
emissions, not just solid and liquid wastes as
proposed in the prep notice, on groundwater
and surface water (fresh and marine). Water
catchment systems should also be considered
a potentially affected resource, and the
effects of well venting and accidents on them
should be determined. The nonpoint source
pollution impacts on water quality should also
be described. And the proposed monitoring
and remediation program should be included
and described.
Ecological Resources. The effects from the
cable on all marine fauna (not just benthic)
including Hawaiian monk seals need to be
evaluated. There may be water column
impacts, fISheries impacts, impacts on surf
sites, swimming, and boating. Reefs, beaches,
and other natural resources such as Iimu may
be affected. A monitoring program should be
developed to evaluate effects on ecological
resources on an ongoing basis throughout the
duration of the project. Baseline studies and
stress indicators should be identified for
monitoring. The EIS should also include a
description of the impacts on endemic flora
and fauna. Acid rain effects on ecological
resources should be considered.
Geological Resources. The EIS should
evaluate shoreline and nearshore impacts
from the cable, including shore erosion,
interference with currents and sand transport,
reefs, and surf sites. Impacts from the longterm presence of the cable should be included
and not be limited to placement and
construction activities.

U.S. Department of Energy
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Noise. The EIS should evaluate long-term
effects on flora and fauna and their habitat,
as well as on nearby residential communities.
Health and Safety. The EIS should also
include long-term health effects due to
chronic exposure to noise, air pollution, water
pollution, electromagnetic field, and
psychological stress incurred from evacuations
and the threat of evacuations. The physical
and psychological welfare of residents in
nearby communities must be evaluated. Public
health monitoring should be provided.
Socioeconomic. The effects of lifestyle
changes and disruption need consideration.
Frequent evacuations and the threat of
evacuations have socioeconomic impacts on
neighboring communities. The EIS should
also include a costJbenefit study that analyzes
the likelihood of disruption or destruction of
facilities by volcanic activity. Effects on utility
and tax rates should be examined, as should
impacts on farm employment resulting from
loss of farm workers to industrial and tourism
sectors.
Cultural Resources. A discussion of the
impacts the project may have on the Native
Hawaiian religion should be included. The
EIS should reference prior court decisions
concerning geothermal development and
religion.
Scenic and Vzsual Resources. The EIS
should evaluate the appropriateness and
compatibility of the plants, roads, transmission
lines, and cable with the surrounding
environment. A view plane study may be
helpful in illustrating the impacts on the
scenic and visual resources of the area.
Alternatives. Clear definitions of
alternatives should be provided in the EIS.
Geothermal energy for the Big Island only
should be one alternative. A thorough
evaluation of all other available alternative
energy technologies and their feasibilities
should be done, including consideration of an
aggressive conservation program. The EIS
should examine impacts of alternative
methods of disposing geothermal fluids,
including reinjection, surface impoundment,
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and discharge to surface water bodies. The
State Office of Hawaiian Affairs questioned
the viability of several alternatives proposed
by the public in scoping.
A summary of all new field studies
conducted for the EIS and other studies
contributing to the EIS, and a comprehensive
review of the Phase 4 impacts at all of the
possible sites should be included in the EIS.
Federa~ State and Local Government and
Geothermal Developers. One State office was
concerned about the EIS treatment of
scoping comments relating to "lack of
government concern" and "collaboration
between government and developers."

FEDERAL AGENCIES
National Marine FISheries Service
In a March 6, 1992, letter and in
comments on the working draft IP, the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
characterized issues related to the underwater
cable as important and sensitive. Two specific
issues were identified for consideration in the
EIS: impacts of the electromagnetic field on
marine biota and impacts from trenching and
laying transmission lines on nearshore marine
habitats, including coral reefs.
National Park Service
In letters of February 24, 1992 [Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park (HVNP)],
February 28, 1992 [Pacific Area Office
(PAO)], April 14, 1992, and in IP reviews of
July 14, 1992 (HVNP), and July 17, 1992
(PAO), the National Park Service (NPS)
offered the following comments.
The EIS should address potential impacts
to NPS, a Prevention of Significant
Deterioration Class I area. NPS is concerned
about the potential for air contamination that
might affect native plants and animals or
might adversely affect the health of visitors
and employees. An unbiased analysis of point
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source emissions and an evaluation of impacts
resulting from emissions of H:zS and criteria
and non-<riteria air pollutants and particulate
emissions should be conducted. Cumulative
and long-term effects of emissions and
electromagnetic fields should be considered.
The EIS should analyze potential loss of
Air Quality Related Values, including vista
degradation, noise, and odors, which are
important to the NPS's mandate to manage
the backcountry for wilderness values. Light
contamination should be considered, as
should cumulative impacts of noise (including
that generated by scenic tour aircraft).
Mitigation measures should be discussed.
NPS expresses concern over the
introduction of industrial land use in a region
characterized by conservation, agricultural,
and rural land uses. The EIS should include
regional land-use issues, including maintaining
buffers around State and national protected
areas.
Impacts to the threatened Newell's
Shearwater, recently spotted near HVNP,
from lights, noise, drill rigs, overhead wires,
fences, and emissions should be considered.
NPS reports that emergency remedies to
thwart lava flow are not allowed in HVNP.
NPS requests that energy conservation be
considered as an alternative.

u.s. Army Corps of Engineers (COE)
In its August 26, 1992, review of the
working draft IP, CaE noted that it has no
plans to do any work on describing the rain
forest and will not develop a Geographic
Information System (GIS) base for wetlands.
In addition, CaE raised the following points:
•

CaE will not consult with DOE, Soil
Conservation Service, U.S. Geological
Survey, or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
in the wetland delineation efforts and will
not consult with those agencies regarding
wetland significance or values as it is
DOE's responsibility to carry out these
consultations. DOE will make a detailed
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assessment to satisfy 404(b)( 1) guidelines
for the discharge of dredged or fill
material. DOE should also be aware that
the 404(b)(I) sequence involves avoiding
fill, minimizing fill. and mitigating for fill.
DOE must initiate Section 106 Historic
Coordination for any discharge of dredged
or fill material, as well as for the
geothermal development.
In Table 4.2 of the IP, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency should be added to
CaE 2; and FWS, NMFS, and Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation should
be added to CaE 6. CaE permit may
also involve endangered species and historic sites.
The EIS milestone schedule is very tight.
Our experience indicates that 18 months
from start of writing to decision point is
very fast. CaE may not be able to perform with any accuracy with this schedule.

U.s. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
EPA responded on April 15, 1992, to the
NOI with a three-page letter with nine pages
of comments covering nearly the full range of
technical issues expected to be addressed in
the EIS. Generally, EPA's recommendations
about the topics to be covered in the EIS are
consistent with DOE's. EPA also raises
several issues - primarily regarding
procedures and alternatives - which relate to
DOE policy. Additional comments were made
in their August 18, 1992, review of the
working draft IP.

Policy
1. EPA requests that DOE publish a notice
of a draft IP and solicit comments on the
decisions DOE considers to be within the
scope of the EIS. This procedure will
provide a chance for public comment
prior to the draft EIS (DEIS). EPA
believes that DOE intends to use the IP
process to make substantive decisions
regarding preparation of the DElS.
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Further, EPA states that making the final
IP available in public reading rooms
would eliminate any further public input
into DOE decisions until the DEIS is
published, scheduled for early 1993.
2. DOE should be ready to prepare a
supplemental environmental document if
the decision about specific plant locations
is made after the EIS is completed and
the decision makes substantial changes in
the proposed action or if the decision is
relevant to the environmental concerns of
the action or its impacts. The EIS should
acknowledge the need for environmental
documents for specific plants and include
plans to prepare them in the EIS.
3. An EIS completion date of "early 1993"
should not be cast in concrete; doing so
may preclude important studies. Time
should be allowed for essential studies to
go forward.
4. DOE should conduct scientifically
credible studies in a realistic time frame.

April 1993

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

to.

Alternatives
1. Objectives for alternatives, as well as the
proposed HGP, should be stated clearly
and addressed (e.g., partial federal
funding for phase 3, reducing reliance on
imported oil and increasing the State's
energy self-sufficiency, meeting the State's
future energy needs). The need for the
HGP must be explained - the rationale
for the need for geothermal power vs.
alternative sources of energy or
conservation efforts. The need for 500
MW(e) total or 100 MW(e) on the Big
Island should be verified.
2. The EIS should place as much emphasis
on alternatives to geothermal
development, such as conservation, wind
or solar, as it does on the alternative ways
to accomplish the geothermal
development (e.g., sites and routes).
3. Alternatives should include alternative
energy sources, conservation, and how

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

11.

12.

actions other than federal funding would
affect HGP development.
Consideration should be given to
alternatives to geothermal (e.g., sites and
routes) and alternative drilling and
development alignments for geothermal to
minimize environmental and health and
safety impacts.
Whether oil imports will be reduced
because of geothermal development
should be ascertained.
Reinjection alternatives should be
considered.
The EIS should address downscaled
geothermal program combined with other
energy sources (e.g., solar and wind).
The EIS should compare per-capita
energy consumption in Hawaii relative to
other areas and states.
The EIS should consider environmental
hazards for each alternative energy
source.
The EIS should discuss pollution
prevention measures for geothermal well
sites, alternatives to drilling, and
development of geothermal resources.
The EIS should identify DOE's
perception of federal government's role in
geothermal development if DOE does
"not partially fund" HGP.
The EIS alternatives should be distinctly
defined to provide a clear basis for
decision makers and the public to choose
among options.

Cumulative Impacts
1. The EIS should consider cumulative
impacts with respect to the past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable future actions.
Measures to eliminate, minimize, and/or
mitigate adverse cumulative impacts
should be considered.
Mitigation
1. The EIS should discuss all relevant and
reasonable mitigation measures, even if
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they fall outside of the jurisdiction of the
lead agency.

Air Quality
1. The EIS should consider background
ambient air quality.
2. The EIS should address nonattainment of
air-quality standards.
3. The EIS should consider the Clean Air
Act as amended, which addresses the
need to use the most recent and
applicable data.
4. The EIS should characterize and quantify
all expected air emissions, including
hazardous air pollutants.
5. The EIS should consider adverse
meteorological conditions that could
affect air quality.
6. The EIS should identify sources of
fugitive emissions and identify mitigation
measures to lessen fugitive emissions.
7. The EIS should consider air-qualitymonitoring programs.
8. Mitigation for air quality should not be
limited to episodes where standard are
exceeded.

Water
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Identify wetlands and describe the extent
of impacts, adhering to the principals set
forth in the Clean Water Act, Section
404.
Consider erosion potential and control
measures.
Consider surface- and groundwatermonitoring programs and actions that
should be taken if unacceptable
conditions occur.
Address the detection of well casing
leakage and tests to ensure well integrity.
Address thermal change and measures to
prevent such impacts.
Consider water sources necessary to
support drilling activities.
Consider water quality, geohydrology, and
subsurface lithology.
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(a) For subsurface lithology, PCly special
attention to cinder beds, lava tubes, and
fractures that would allow migration of
geothermal brine from the surface into
groundwater (interconnections between
surface- and groundwater).
(b) Consider the flow direction of
groundwater.
(c) Consider effects of reinjection on
seismicity and groundwater flow.
Address impacts to the ocean.
Identify the constituents of the
geothermal brine and chemical
constituents of the spent geothermal
brine.
Identify (on a map) wells within 1 mile of
the outer boundary of the HGP area.
Work closely with EPA's Underground
Injection Control program to identify and
protect underground sources of drinking
water.
Consider EPA's reinjection permit.

Ecological Resources
1. Discuss plans for pollution prevention,
maintenance of biodiversity, and
minimization of impacts to the
environment, including methods of
controlling invasion of alien species.
2. Instead of discussing impacts on individual
species, discuss ecosystem-level impacts
from deforestation and the loss of habitat
and from construction and maintenance
of the underwater cable. Also, consider
impacts on the natural mosaic of the
landscape, which is fundamental to the
functions of the rain forest.
3. Quantify the amount of rain forest
expected to be lost and characterize rain
forest flora.
4. Describe land- and ocean-based resources
that would be affected by the construction
and maintenance of transmission lines and
cables.
5. Discuss electromagnetic fields and the
effects of these fields on land- and oceanbased fauna.

U.S. Department of Energy
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Identify threatened, endangered, and
candidate plant and animal species
affected by the proposed action and
alternatives. Discuss impacts and
mitigation.
Identify impacts to riparian and ocean
habitats and describe management
practices to eliminate or minimize these
impacts.
Explore options to consolidate geothermal
activities to minimize disruption to the
rain forest and other sensitive ecosystems.
Consider "devegetation" areas of the
tropical rain forest.
Provide for monitoring of erosion and
sedimentation control to ensure adequacy
of these activities.

April 1993

Emergency Preparedness

1. Detail emergency planning and
notification procedures in response to
geothermal releases.
2. Consider "community right-to-know"
provisions of the Superfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act Title III in
emergency preparedness planning.
Noise
1.
2.

Noise should be assessed in the EIS.
Describe noise reduction measures during
al1 stages of geothermal development and
operation.

Socioeconomic Impacts
Hazardous Materials and Wastes

Identify al1 hazardous materials expected
to be used in geothermal development.
2. Identify appropriate permits.
3. Identify'constituents in drilling muds and
geothermal fluids.
4. Characterize the proposed project's
anticipated waste stream.
1.

Health and safety
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Discuss relative risks and impacts of
natural disasters on the operation,
control, and transmission technology of
the proposed HGP.
Identify measures to protect the health
and safety of workers and the public from
development, operations, and potential
accidents.
Analyze al1 potential equipment failures
that could result in steam or other
emissions venting.
Identify and characterize al1 materials that
could be released into the environment.
Discuss the human health impacts of
electromagnetic fields.

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

1. The fol1owing socioeconomic issues
should be addressed: a) changes in
employment and population and the
resulting demand on housing and
transportation; b) worker availability and
potential places of residence; and c)
indirect impacts on islands receiving
geothermal energy.
2. Factor long-term costs of the project,
including replacement wel1s and additional
wel1s.

Cultural Resources
1. Consider the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1964, particularly
compliance with Section 106.
2. EPA advises close cooperation with the
State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation.
3. Consider the possibility of increased
vandalism due to enhanced access into
the proposed geothermal resource area
and identify proposed measures to
minimize such impacts.
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Backgroundllnfonnation Resources
1. The U.S. Department of Interior Final
EIS for Geothermal Leasing Program
(1973) was identified as a resource that
should be considered in preparing this
EIS. This document addresses
environmental impacts and mitigation
measures.

Other
1. Provide maps and locations of production
and injection wells, roads, piping, and
power transmission lines, hazardous
material storage areas, earthquake fault
zones, and brine impoundments (also,
identify the monitoring process).
2. Provide procedures for well-site location
and construction, rehabilitation of land
damaged by construction activities, plans
to protect existing natural resources, and
maintenance activities.
3. Identify measures to replace wells whose
production has decreased.
4. Discuss what will be done with
exploratory wells.
5. Explain relationships among federal,
State, and local governments and private
developers now with the HGP.
6. Address impacts on speleology.

u.s. FISh and WIldlife Service
In an undated response to the NOI and
communication on February 27, 1992, and
August 26, 1992, the FWS stated that the EIS
should assess effects of fragmentation,
predation and competition by exotic species
to endangered and threatened SPecies.
Impacts of acute and chronic releases of H~
and other pollutants on wildlife and
vegetation should be assessed. FWS
recommends an ecosystem-level analysis to
determine the effects on the integrity of the
native rain forest. The EIS should determine

Hawaii Geothermal Project EIS
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effects of reinjection of geothermal fluids on
groundwater flowing into anchialine pools
along the Kapoho coastline.
The FWS recommends the following
specific studies to assess impacts: studies of
the distribution and abundance of the hoary
bat; native forest birds, particularly the 'O'u;
endangered and candidate plant species; and
invertebrates (i.e., endemic land snails and
insects that are the food base of native birds).
A wetlands study and a post-project analysis
of effects of the TruelMid Pacific geothermal
facility are also recommended.
U.S. Geological Survey
The USGS provided the following
comments in a March 1992 letter. On
August 13, 1992, USGS reported no comment
on the working draft IP.
The EIS should examine allocation of
groundwater resources and the effect of
geothermal fluids and waste waters on
aquifers.
USGS recommends that eruption
conditions be used as baseline data against
which expected air emissions can be judged.
USGS asserts that volcanic eruption
frequency, lava flow, and airborne lava, as
well as deformation hazards from the
movement of liquid magma, present hazards
for wells, pipelines, generating facilities, and
transmission lines. The EIS must consider
natural and induced seismic hazards. USGS
acknowledges that responsibility for induced
seismic hazards is ambiguous.
The EIS should identify the most likely
land source for future undersea slides.
Economic impacts resulting from potential
damage to the undersea transmission cable by
rockslides, sand slides, and turbidity-current
deposits should be considered in the EIS.
USGS also reviews ongoing research and
existing documents and data bases that are
relevant to these issues.

...~
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u.s. Navy
The U.S. Navy responded on May 1,
1992, to the Notice of Intent and expressed
concerns about the submarine power
transmission routes, electrical interferences
emanating or caused by the cables, and any
effects to shipboard operations.
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This appendix presents an outline of the Environmental Impact Statement for the Hawaii
Geothennal Project. The outline is subject to change as preparation of the EIS progresses.
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aesthetic-related to pleasing the senses,
particularly involving visual beauty.

alternating cu"ent (ac)-an electric current
that reverses direction at regular
intervals, usually many times per
second.

ambient-encompassing atmosphere;
background characteristics.

climatological-relating to climates and their
phenomena.

conservation-a careful preservation and
protection of the environment;
measures taken to minimize energy
consumption.

conversion system-facilities for converting
electricity from direct current (dc) to
alternating current (ac) and vice versa.

anchialine ponds or pools-brackish water
bodies (transitional between marine
and fresh) containing unique flora and
fauna.

aquifer-permeable rock, sand, or gravel
capable of yielding a large quantity of
groundwater.

cooperating agency-as defined by CEQ
regulations (40 CFR Part 1501.6), any
agency, other than the lead agency,
that has jurisdiction by law or special
expertise with respect to any
environmental issue.

cumulative impacts-result from incremental
attainment-meeting environmental
standards (e.g., National Ambient Air
Quality Standards) set forth by law.

benthic-<>ccurring at or near the bottom of
a body of water.

biodiversity-a wide variety of organic life;
diverse animal and plant types.

brackish-water that is intermediate in total
dissolved salts between marine
(-35,000 milligrams per liter) and fresh
water « 1,000 milligrams per liter).

catchment basin-a surface or rain water
collection facility.

ciguatera-a type of fish poisoning that can
occur following ingestion of certain
tropical reef and marine species.
Ciguatera is found in coral reef belts, is
more common in nonmigratory fiShes
around islands, and is probably due to
a combination of several toxins.

impact of an action when added to
other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions.

demand-side management (DSM)-various
conservation strategies that reduce
electricity demand by improving energy
efficiency of consumer equipment and
buildings.

detenninistic approach-(in risk analysis)
determining the magnitude of the
maximum credible natural phenomena
event (e.g., hurricane, volcanic
eruption, earthquake) without regard
to its probability of occurrence. An
approach to risk analysis that is often
used when probabilities are highly
uncertain.

developer-one who invests capital to
develop new processes, equipment,
technologies, or resources such as
geothermal facilities.

[
1-

~
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dewatering-removing or draining water
from an excavation, enclosure, or
structure; also, removal of water from
solid material.

ethnobotanical-relating to how cultures use
plants and plant products; the plant
lore of a people.

dielectric-a material that is an electric
insulator or in which an electric field
can be sustained with a minimum
dissipation of power.
direct current (dc)-electric current that
flows in one direction only, as opposed
to alternating current.
dose-response-rneasure of sensitivity of a
biological system to a stimulus.
drilling mud-a mixture of water, bentonite,
and barite slurry used for drilling wells;
circulating drilling mud is used to bring
drill cuttings to the surface and to exert
back-pressure in the hole.
ecosystem-a functional system that includes
the organisms of a natural community
together with their environment.
electrical load (demand)-the electricity
consumption by one or more
consumers.
electromagnetic field (EMF)-The energy
field surrounding electrical charges and
currents. In the context of this report,
EMFs result from voltages and currents
in transmission lines. Radio waves,
microwaves, visible light, and those
fields from transmission lines are all
forms of electromagnetic fields.
endangered species-a species threatened
with extinction.
endemic-belonging to or native to a
particular people or country.
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ethnographic-relating to the systematic
recording of human cultures.
ethnohistorical-relating to the study of the
development of cultures; the
interpretation of the significance of
archaeological findings by means of
documentary material.
jloodplain-area that is periodically
inundated by surface waters.
fugitive emissions-non-process emissions
(e.g., leaks from pipe joints, dust from
traffic on roads).
geodetic-relating to or determined by
geodesy, a branch of mathematics that
determines the size and shape of the
earth and the exact points on its
surface.
geologically active-anything subject to
change over geologic time; usually
refers to land mass movements.
geothennal extraction-recovery of natural
heat from rock and fluid beneath the
earth's surface.
geothennal power-geothermal energy
converted to electrical energy.
geothennal resource-natural heat from the
earth that can be economically
converted to electrical energy or used
directly for heating buildings.
gross capacity-total power generated by a
facility.

U.S. Department of Energy
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ground water-all subsurface water,
especially that part in the wne of
saturation.

mitigation-refers to measures implemented
to reduce an environmental impact to
acceptable levels.

grubbing-clearing stumps and roots by
digging.

non-native species-a species that does not
occur naturally where it is found.

hydrogeology-the science dealing with the
occurrence of ground water and its
utilization.

particulate-fine solid particle that remains
individually dispersed in gases and stack
emissions.

hydrology-the science of the occurrence,
circulation, distribution, and properties
of the waters of the earth and their
reaction with the environment.

petroleum refining residuals-high boiling
fraction remaining after removal of
more volatile liquids.

indigenous-having originated in or
naturally occurring in a particular
region or environment.
injection well-a well into which water,
spent brines, or gases are pumped in
order to maintain subterranean
pressure or to dispose of waste fluids.
integrated resource planning (IRP)-an
approach that attempts to find the
lowest cost for meeting energy demand
through increasing supply or improving
end-use energy efficiency.
invertebrate--6pecies that lack a spinal
column, including insects, worms, and
the like.
megawatts electrical generation
[MW(e)j-1,OOO,OOO watts (1 million
watts) electrical generation.
meteorological-<Jf or relating to the science
that deals with the atmosphere and its
phenomena.

potable-refers to water that is suitable for
human ingestion.
production well-a well from which
geothermal brines or steam is
extracted.
rain forest-a tropical woodland with an
annual rainfall of at least 100 inches
and marked by lofty broad-leaved
evergreen trees forming a continuous
canopy.
reinjection-the return of water, spent
geothermal brines, or gases via an
injection well after use in a power
plant.
renewable ene'XY-nondepletable energy
(e.g., solar, wind).
rift-(geology) refers to (1) the boundary
between crustal plates that are
separating from one another; and (2)
fissures that radiate outward from a
volcano into which magma (lava) is
injected.

milestone-a significant point in
development with the passage of time.
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scoping process-refers to the methods by
which public and agency input are
solicited regarding environmental issues
to be addressed in an environmental
impact analysis.
seismic-pertaining to energy released by
ground motion.
silicates-<:ommon minerals in the earth's
crust consisting of silicon and oxygen in
ratios varying from 1:2 to 1:4.
socioeconomics-relating to or involving a
combination of social and economic
factors.
solid dielectric cable-one whose insulator is
one of several solid materials such as
ceramic, mica, glass, plastic film, or
paper.
stagnation-absence or cessation of
movement, growth, or activity.
subsidence-(geology) lowering of the land
surface usually by withdrawal of fluids
from below.
subsistence-the condition of remaining in
existence; the minimum (as food or
shelter) necessary to support life.
subzone-Geothermal Resource Subzone
(GRS) (there are 3 subzones: upper,
middle and lower) in Kilauea's east rift
geothermal resource zone.
synergistic effects-an action where the total
effect of two or more components in a
mixture is greater than the sum of their
individual effects.
tephra-denotes all rocks composed of
fragmented volcanic products ejected
during eruption. Used in this
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document to denote the portion of lava
released airborne during eruption.

transport pathways-the paths (routes) that
contaminants take between
contaminant sources and receptors;
these contaminant paths may be
airborne, water-borne, or groundwaterborne.
tsunami-a long-period sea wave produced
by an earthquake, submarine volcanic
eruption, or other submarine
disturbance.
vag/volcanic smog-a natural aerosol
containing a mixture of volcanic dust
particles and volcanic gases, mainly
water vapor, carbon dioxide, and sulfur
dioxide.
volcanic dike-a tabular body of rock,
congealed from magma (lava) injected
into fissures or rift zones.
well blowout-uncontrolled venting of
liquids and/or gases from a well.
well casing-tubing inserted into a drill hole
to serve as a liner.
well quenching-introducing cool water into
a well that is out of control to reduce
the production of steam, thereby
bringing the well under control.
well venting-release of well fluid to the
atmosphere, either controlled or
uncontrolled.
wetlands-areas such as swamps, marshes,
bogs, and estuaries; to be considered
under the "wetlands" Army Corps of
Engineers legal definition, an area must
possess three characteristics:
hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and
wetland hydrology.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ac
ACHP
ANal
CCH
CEQ

alternating current
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Advance Notice of Intent
City and County of Honolulu
President's Council on Environmental Quality

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

CG

DSM
EIS
EMF
EPA
ESCP

U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(State of Hawaii) Department of Business and Economic Development and
Tourism
direct current
(State of Hawaii) Department of Land and Natural Resources
U.S. Department of Energy
State of Hawaii Department of Health
U.S. Department of the Interior
demand-side management
Environmental Impact Statement
electromagnetic field
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan

Fed Reg.

Federal Register

FHA

U.S. Federal Highway Administration
feet
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Geographic Information System
geothermal resource subzone
hydrogen sulfide
Hawaii County
Hawaii Deep Water Cable Program
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.
Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
Hawaii Geothermal Project
Hawaii Revised Statutes
high-voltage alternating current
high-voltage direct current
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
Implementation Plan
integrated resource planning
Kilauea East Rift Zone
kilovolt
Maui County
Maui Electric Company, Ltd.
Memorandum of Understanding
megawatt (electrical generation)
National Ambient Air Quality Standards

CaE
DBEDT
dc
DLNR
DOE
DOH

DOl

ft

FWS
GIS
GRS

HzS
HC
HDWC
HECO
HELCO
HGP
HRS
HVAC
HYDC
HVNP
IP
IRP
KERZ
kV
MC
MECO
MOU
MW(e)
NAAQS
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (continued)

NAV
NEPA
NIOSH
NMFS
NOAA
NOI
NPS
NSF
ORNL
OSHA
OSP
Pub. L.
PSD
ROD

SARA

SCS
USGS
vog
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U.S. Navy
National Environmental Policy Act
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Notice of Intent
National Park Service
National Science Foundation
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(State of Hawaii) Office of State Planning
Public Law
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
Record of Decision
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
U.S. Soil Conservation Service
U.S. Geological Survey
volcanic smog
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Federal Re~isler / Vel. 56. No. 170 / Tuesda\'. St'olember 3. 1991 I Notices

National Technlcallnform8tion
service
Inventions for Ucenslng Available
Through New Electronic Bulletin Board
The National Technicallnfonnation
has implemented a new Patent Ucensing
Bulletin Board (PLBB) to assist
companies in finding new Government
owned inventions which are available
for licensing. The PLDB is a bulletin
board system designed to provide
electronic and early access to
infonnation on hundreds of new
Government patents and pending patent
applications available for licensingoften exclusively-under the regulations
for the Ucensing of Government Owned
Inventions (37 CFR part 404).
The inventions abstracted in the PLBB
may be licensed through NTIS' Center
for the Utilization of Federal Technology
(CUFT) and represent new technologies
from several Federal agencies and
laboratories. including the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural Research Service.
Bureau of Mines.
Centers for Disease Control.
Department of Commerce.
Department of Transportation.
Department of Veterans Affairs.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Food and Drug Administration.
Forest Service. and
Notional Institutes of Health.

The PLBB summarizes each invention
and identifies supporting malerial which
may be ordered for more complete
infonnation. There is no charge for the
use of the PLBB. the only cost is that of
the phone call to the PLBB which is
placed through a microcomputer modem.
For additional infonnation and a
User's Manual on the PLDB. please call
CUFT at (703) 487-4738 or write to:
Director. Center for the Utilization of
Federal Technology P.O. Box 1423.
Springfield. VA 22151.
Those already familiar with accessir:g
computer bulletin boards may dial up
the PLEB at (703) 487-4061.
DOUllLo. J. Campion.
Palent Licensing Spccialis~ Center for the
Utiliza/ion of Federal Tech.,aloG.v. No/ional
Technicollnformotion Sen·ice. u.s.
Deponmenl ~f Commerce.
IF'R Doc. 91-20953 Filed &--3lHl1; 8A5 ami
••WNG COOl U . _

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Advance Notice of Intent To Prepare
an Environmental Impact Statement
for the HawaII Geothermal Protect,
Phases 3 and 4: Resource Verification
and Characterization, and
Construction •.nd Operation of
Geothermal Powerplants
AGENCY: U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE).
ACTtON: Notice is hereby given that the
Department of Energy (DOE) intends to
prepare an environmental impact
statement (EIS) for the development of a
geothennal wellfield on the island of
Hawaii (Big Island). State of Hawaii: the
subsequent construction and production
of up to 500 MW(e) of power: and the
transmission of this power by overland
and submarine cable to Oahu. and
possibly. one or more of the other
Hawaiian Islands.
SUMMARY: As part of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of
1969 planning process. DOE announces
its intent to prepare an EIS that
evaluates the significance of
environmental impacts associated with
the proposed Hawaii Geothennal
Project (HGP). The HGP is the
culmination of research and
developmenl efforts begun in the mid1970's to explore the feasibility of using
Hawaii's indigenous geothennal
resource as an alternative energy source
for the production of electricity.
Currently. the State of Hawaii uses
petroleum for approximately 90 percent
of its power production. the highest
usage among all 50 states.
The four· phase HGP. as defined by
the Slate of Hawaii. consists of [1)
exploration and testing of the
geothermal resource beneath the slopes
of the active Kilauea volcano on the
island of Hawaii [Bill Island). (2)
demonstration of deep-water cable
technology in the Alenuihaha Channel
between the Big Island and Maui. (3)
verification and characterization of the
geothermal resource identified in Phase
1. and (41 construction of commercial
l;eothennal power production facilities
on the Big Island. with the potential for
overland and submarine transmission of
electricity from the Big Island to Oahu
and other islands. Phases 1 and 2 have
been completed: DOE prepared
appropriate NEPA documentation for
separate federal actions related to early
research projects. Future activities
under Phases 3 and 4 will be the subject
of this £IS.
The purpose of this Advance Notice of
Intent (NO/) is to encourage early public
involvement in the NEPA process and to

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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solicit comments on the proposed scope
and content of the £IS. Comments are
expected re~arding potential sites for
geothennal ievelopment: allernatives to
geothermal power: and envIronmental
issues. such as land use. habitat
disturbance. effects on cultural
resources. air quality degradation. ar:d
impactsto the terrestrial and marine
environment. The precise location of
siles for geothermal power plants will
not be known until the State completes
currently planned resource verification
and characterization activities on the
Big Island. Land areas having the
greatest potential for development. as
defined by past research and
exploration. are located within three
designated Geothermal Resource
Subzones on 22.000 acres in the lower
and middle Kilauea East Rift Zone in the
Puna District on the Big Island.
DOE will publish a NOI in the fall of
1991 to solicit further public input and to
announce a schedule for public scoping
meetings to be held prior to the
completion of an £IS Implementation
Plan and initiation of £IS preparation..
DATES: Comments related to the
preparation of this EIS are requested by
OClober 3. 1991.
ADDRESSES: Written comments or
questions should be directed to: Dr.
Lloyd Lewis. CE-121. Office of
Conservation and Renewable Energy.
U.S. Department of Energy. Forrestal
Building. 1000 Independence Avenue.
SW.• Washington. DC 20585. Telephone:
(202) 58&-6263.
FOR FtJRTHER INFORMAnON CONTACT:
General information on the Hawaii
Geothermal Project may be obtained
from Dr. Lloyd Lewis at the above
address. General information on the
procedures followed by DOE in
complying with the requirements of
NEPA may be obtained from: Ms. Carol
Borgstrom. Director. Ofiice of NEPA
Oversight (EH-25). U.S. Department of
Energy. Forrestal Building. 1000
Independence Avenue. SW ..
Washington. DC 20585. Telephone: 120~1
586-4600.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORI.lAnON:
Background
As defined bv the State of Hawaii. Ihe
four· phase HGP consists of (1)
assessment of the geothermal resource
present beneath the slopes of the acti\'t~
Kilauea volcano on the Big Island. (2)
demonstration of deep-water cable
technology in the Alenuihaha Channel
between the Big Island and Maui. (3)
verification and characterization of the
geothermal resource identified in Phase
1. and (4} construction of commercial
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~eothennal

power production facilities
amounts previously provided to the
on 'the Highland. y,;th the potential far
State of Hawaii far'geothennal resource
overland'tranmUssion and'Suornarine
verification and ch.aLacterization to
transmission 'to Oahu and 'other island,.
conduCllhe tlBcessary em'ironmental
Phases' and 2lnrve been completed.
assessmants.and7or en\-irDrunental
Future 'activi ties umler Phas~ 3 and 4
impact stBtementJEIS) for tile
wiu be the'llUbject of this ElS.
geothermal 'initiative to proceed." In
addition to the I::olJlll'essional directi '·e.
Geothermal exploration be!"!n in
the U.S. District t:ourt of Hawaii
Hawaii in'1972 with funding from the
rendered a judgment. in response to
National ~errc:e ·Faundation(NSF). A
litigation filed.by ftveIal en\irorunentaJ
potential geothermal r.esource site was
identified on 'the Kilauea East Rifton tile groups. that requires the federal
government .to·prepare an ElS for Phases
Big Island. Subsequent exploratory
3 and'" prior1Ddisburtlflment of
drilling talso funded by NSF) between
additionaLhmd.·to .lheStale. This
December 1975 and April J976 resulted
Amiance.NOljs ~ ·issued 10 bellir.
in a productive lleothetnlal well at 8
depth ohrpproximately 6000 ft. In 1976. : the NEPA proaess for Phases 3 and ~
the Energy Research and Developmen1
Scope of 'Phases 'S 'lIJ]d-4
Administration '(ERDA). 11 predecessor
The.State ofHawaii.considers the
to DOE. &mded testing of the peothennal
unknm~rn.extent.of.the resource as .th{'
well. 'Which "':85 named HGP-A.
primary obstacle to private investmen!
Subseqtrently. DOE was established,
and commer.eial.development of
and it fundtro the development of a "3geothennal power production Iacilitie~
MWle) demonstration -power plant at
and cable &yslem. The StBte and privale
the HGP-ASile.ln 19B6. the HGP-A
industryexputs estimate that.at leas:
well and -POWl!t' plant were transferred
twenty-five cmrunercial-.sca.le
by DOE to -the State of Hawaii 10 be
exploratory lW.e1ls will need to be drilicd
used for further research. The State has
to verify the:generlrt.ingllOl!!ntial of the
referred 10 'this early 'l!Xploration-and
resource. Phase.3 .acti\":ities would
testing of ilhe lleothermal resource as
inciude well rlrillins. Jogging of cores
Phase l·of the HGP.
from holes. measuring temperatures,
DOE also provided funds for the
collecting and .ana:ly.ztng geothermal
Hawaii Deep Water Cable Program.
fluid samples. and t~ downhole
referred to by.the State of Hawaii .as
geophysical and,geochemica!
Phase 2 of the HGP. which was initiated
measurements.
in 1981. The !oal,(Jfthe program was t(l
Once the .fleothermal resource has
determine the technical and econoIItic
been ,characterized. the construction cf
feasibiliry of constructing and operating
from ten to,twentylleparate ~eothern;u!
a deepwatl!t' mbmarine power
powerplantsoOf from2f>-30 MWfnetj
transIItission cable that would link:the
each is lOl'l!!:lllit by the State of Haw<:ii.
islands ofliawaii.and Oahu and would
The actualrwmberof IZeothennal plan:s
operate Tor a ~year period. This
will depend on the ,extent:of the
project was comp1elBd in 1991.anO
resoua:e defined in Phase 3. The exac!
proved the feasibility of a deepwa!er
location:of the plants will not be kno,,";]
transmission cable.1n all. over an 11until Phase 3.is completed and Iacilit~·
year period. DOE has provided
des~ and layout.an underway. Basec
approximately 533 million £Or
on cllITentJmowle~eof the resource
!!eothennal.and cable research in
(i.e.. fiow.pressure. temperature). the
Hawaii.
State of Hawaii .e&timates a total of
In Apri119B9. the State of Hawaii
about 125,productian wells and 30
requested additional federal Iunding lor
injection wellullBV .be needed. Tile
what it defined a8 VllaSe 3 of the HGP.
piants would most likeh be connected
Resource Verification and
by a network oJ roads. Plumbing. and
Characterization. Congress
overland traDSIItiuian lines in the East
subsequently appropriated 55 million for
Rift area. o.verland and underwater
use in Phase '3. Because Phase 3 work is
transmission lines .(300 kV AC or DCI
by nature "research" rather than
would be.constructed to distribute
de\'elopment or project construction.
power aeron the Big bland and to IDe
Congress indicated to the Secretary of
other Hawaiianlslands. io particular.
Energy thatit-i.not a "major federal
Oahu.
action" undl!t'NEPA and w.ould not
The current timetable for Phases 3
typically.require an 'ElS. However.
and 4 of1he HGP calls for the State of
because.the project is highly visible.
Hawaii to initiate pennitling Bnd
somewhat t:OlTtrOveI'6ial. Bndinvolves a
financing In 1991. viith resource
particularly sensitive environmental
verification to be conducted after /,;'EP:\
resource in Hawaii. 'Congress directed
documentation is completed.
that " • • • 'theSec:retary of Energy shall
Procurement and.installation of power
use suCh lIumll aSJlTe necessary from
plants bythe·SIRte.ofHawaii and other
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[IS Con lent and Identification of
Environmentallssues

The EIS formBt Rnd content "'ill
correspond to that which is
recommended in lhe .cEQ re!Zulatlons
and DOE ~idelines.ChBpter 1 of the
EiS will·discuss 'Jhe purpose of and need
for the action. provide back!Zround on
the proposed project and define the
scope of the ElS. in chapter 2, lne
activities to be carrierl out liS Dart 01 the
proposed action and Bltemati~'e aCllons
will be described. the projectlocauon
will be defined. and a 1abular summan
comparison of impacts of altem&tl\'es .
will be presented. Chapter 3 will
describe the environment that could b(·
affected by the proposed action. I:1
cnapter 4,the·em·ironmental
consequences of altl!t'nBlJ\'es willlJP
discussed.
DOE has conducted a preliminary
screening of l!D\'lronmentBI issues thai
could arise as a result of the HGP. The
EIS will include. as appropriate.
consideration of the following calegorie>
of impacts at Bltemati\'e sites for power
plant construction and operation and fo~
alternative cable routin~s over land 'and
in the marine waters of the Hawaiian
Islands.
• Land Use: Cor.nicts wilh plans.
poiicies. and controls'resulting from
wellfield development. -power plant
sitin!!. Bnd overland transmission .lines;
• Air Quality: impacts of iugitive dl:st
from construction and vehicle and
equipment operation. atmospheric
emissions from geothl!t'mal plants. Bnd
coolin~ lower drift:
• Water Resources: Effects of spilis.
solid wBstedisDosal. and injection of
spent IZeotberm'al fwids on groundwate
and surface water (freshwater and
marine);
• Ecological Resources: Effects of
habitat disturbance..atmospheric
emissions. and chan!Zes in surface watc:
quality on terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems. includinS the lowland rair.
forest. b.enthic marioe fanna. wetlands.
and threatened and endangered species:
• Ce%pical Resources: Changes in
physiograph}·. topo~raph~·. ~eology,
soils. volc.a:l.ic activity. and seislDl:
acti\;tr:
• Noise: Efiecu of welJ-.drillin~ and
well-venting nOise on sensitive receptors
and fauna:
• Healtil and SafelJ-: Hazards to
occupational and public health and

U.S. Department of Energy
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non-federal entities is anticipated to
be!Zin in the 199:;-'1996 period. with
initial transmission to Oahu no soone,
than 1995. The State hopes to han 500
MW(e) oi !ZeothelT.'lal power on·hne b\
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Implementation Plan

Federal Register
safety. including well blowoulS.
subsIdence. to:':IC emissIOns. hazardous
materials. and eleclromagneLic ejfeCl~
on terrestrial and aquatic life.

• Socioeconomics: Effects of
commercialization on population
growth. economic base. agriculture.
labor pool. housing. transportation.
utilitIes. public sen'lces, educatio;..
recreation. lDurism, and historic.
archaeological and cultural resources;
and
• Scenic and Visual Resources:
Effects of industrialization on aesthetics
in the tropical errvironmer.t.
NEPA lind the Scoping Pr0<:e5S
In preparing the EIS. DOE will
conliuct the NEPA process as prescribed
in the Council on Environmental Quality
"Regulations for Implementing the
Procedural Provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act" (40 crn
parts 1500-1503) and the DOE
"Guidelines for Compiiance with the
National Environmental Policy Act" (52
FR 47662. December 15. 19871. as
amended.

April 1993

\'01. 56. i"o. 170 I Tuesci2\'. Septembe; 3. 1991 I t'otices
SI!U1ed in Waaiun!1lon. DC. t!:is :7th oay
Acgus: 199t. for the Untled Stat">
Deoa nment of Energ,.
Peler N. Brush.
ActtnF ."SStstont Secre,c~.I·. £! ..."onmer.:.
Sofet)' and Health.
IfR Doc. 91-::101: Filed 8-30-9t; 8:45a.m.;
BIl.1.lHG COO£

tssued in ChlCallo.

111,,10:5

on

AU~USi ::::

1~;.

Timothy s. Crawford.
ASSIstant I_ID...:c~er far _~dr:~!!lISI:-0(IO::.
IFR Doc. 9;-:1008 Filed 8-30--91: 8:45 8f:'1
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Cooperative Agreement
Atlanta Support Office;
Noncompetitive Award of Financial
Assistance: The Association for
Commuter Transportation
AGENCY:

U.S. Department of Energy.

l\otice of noncompetitive
financial assistance award.

ACTION:

The Department of Energy
(DOE). announces that pursuant 10 DOE
Financial Assistance Rules 10 crn
6OO.7(b1l21. it intends to award a grant 10
the Association for Commute~
Transportation (ACT) in support of a
national conference focusing on
transportation management
associations. The BIlticipateli overall
objective of ti:.is project is 10 provide a
forum tor transportation management
associations. Federal officials and State
offiCials to address issues of joint
concern.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
proposed award will serve tile public
purpose of increasing energy efficiency
in the tramportation end-use sector
Ihrough stimulation of improvements in
the operation of existing Transportation
Management Associations and through
e:lcouragement and guidance of those
seeki:lg to establish new Transportation
MilOagement Associau:ms. This
conference is of particular significance
since no other conference has ever been
held which is specificallv aHa ted to the
neeas of the rapidiy growmg area of
Transportation Management
Associa lions.
The grant application is being
accepted by DOE because it knows of
no other organizallon which is
conducting or planning to conduct this
type of conference. The project period
for the grant award is a one-year period.
e:.:oected to begin in September 1991.
DOE plans to provide funding in the
amount of $10.000 for this project period.
SUMMARY:

After consideration of comments
recei\'ed in response to this Advance
NO\. DOE \,,'ill publish a NO! and will
initiate preparation of a preliminary EIS
Implementation Plan to sen'e as
guidance for the impact analysis.
Anticipated topics to be addressed
include: Scope of the £IS. purpose of
and need for the action. development of
alternatives to the proposed action. and
categorizing of environmental and
institutional issues. The £IS
Implementation Plan will be further
refined subsequent to the comment
period that follows the NO!. Scoping
meetings to be beld in Hawaii will be
announced in the NO!. The schedule for
publication of the draft EIS will depend
on the degree of effort foreseen based
on the issues raised during the scoping .
process. A 45-day comment period will
follow publication of the liraft £IS and
will include public hearings as a forum
for oral comments. Availability of the
draft EIS. the timeframe of the public
comment period. and the schedule for
public hearings will be announced in the
Federal Register and io local news
media upon release of the draft.

FOR FURTHER INFORMAnON CONTACT:

A final EIS. wbich will include DOE's
responses to public comments received
on the draft ElS. will be announced in
the Federal Register upon publication.

Warren Zum. U.S. Department of
Energy. Atlanta Support Office. 730
Peachtree Street NE.. Atlanta. Georgia
30308. (4{H1347-1047.

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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AGENCY:

U.S. Deparlment of Energy

(DOE).
ACTION:

Notice of inte>:!.

The U.S. Department of
Energy Field Ofiice. Idaho announces
that pursuanl to the DOE Financial
Assistance Rules 10 CFR 6OO.H(el it
intends to award a Cooperative
Agreement 10 National Food Processors
Association. The objectives of the wo;\,
10 be supported by this Cooperati\'e
Agreement provide for research and
development of a sonic temperature
sensor for food processi:lg. Phases 11 and
SUMMARY:

111.
FOR FlJRTliER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Man' V. Willcox. U.S. Department of
Ene;g~" DOE Field Office-Idaho. i85
DOE Place MS 1129. Idaho Falls. Idaho
83~02-1129. 20a/526-2173.
SUPPL£MEHTARY INFORMAnON: The
statutory authority for the proposed
award is Public Law 93-577. the
"Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Research
and Development Act of 1974 (ERDA).
The unsoliciled proposal meets the
criteria for "justification for acceptance
of an unsolicited proposalllAUP)." as
set forth in to CFR 6OO.H(e). The secon,~
phase will foc~s on the fu:ther
investigation of the design of a sonic
sensor to measure the temperature of
food particles inside food containers
and the determination of the physical
properties of \'arious food materials. Fo:
this purpose a prolotype sensor will bf'
developed. used and mouified as more
knowledge of the lecnnolo!!)' is
obtained. The third phase will be the
development of a pilot scale unit which
is suited for installation in a food
processing plant for \'erifica tion of the
prototype developed in the second
phase, The antiCipated total project
period is two (2) yeus. completion of
the indh'idual phases will be on a
twelve (121 month basis. The total COSI
of the project (all shares) is estimated at
$1.136.254.00. Total project costs will be
shared (85!;,/15~) 5996.740.00 for DOE
and $139.500.00 for I\'FPA. The ~stjmaled
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Federal Rel!i8ter
AunlOP:TY rOR MAINnNANCE OF THE
SYSTEM:

5 U.S.c. 301. Departmental
Relwlatio"s: 37 U.S.C. 601-004: and '-!
U.S.C.31O;.
PURPOSE(S):

To provide nonjudicial financi;;l
management of military pay and
allowar.ccs payable to active duly. fleet
res~n·t!. and retired Navv and manne
Corps members for the p'eriod during
which they a~e medicallv determined
be mentally incap"ble of managing their
financial affairs.

,0

ROUTINE USES OF RECOil OS MAINTAINED II;
niE SYSTEM. INCLUiJlNa CATEClORIES OF
USERS AND THE ~R;>()SE!I OF SUCN USES:

To officials and employees of the
Department of Justice when there is
reason te SUSgect financial
rr,isrr.a:lagement a:ld no satisfactor','
settlement with the surelv can be reached.
To o~ficials and l'mployees of t~e
DE'p:Htmen! of Veterans Affairs i"
cO!1n~ction wi:h programs adminislere,;
by the a~e::c::·.
The "Biad;et Rou!ir.e Uses" that
appea~ at the beginning of the
Dep:utment of the Na\'~"~ compilation c:
system of rec::>rd notices also apply to
th'3 s)'stem.
POUCIES AND "ACTICES FOil STORING.
IIETRllVIHa, ACCESSlNa. AETArNINa. AND
OISPOSINO 01' RECOIIOS IN THE SYSTEM:

I Vel. 57. :-\0. 31 I Fricia\'. Feoruarv H. 1992 /
information about themselves shou!::
address written inquiries to the
Asgistant Judge Advoca!e General (Ci\'il
Law]. Office of the Judge Advocate
General. Department of the Navy. 200
Stovall Street. Alex'lOdria. VA 223322';00. Request should contain the full
name of the individual concerned and
should be signed.
RECORD ACCUS "OCEDURES:

Individuals seeking access to recorcs
about themselves contained in this
S\'S tern of records should address
~rillen inquiries to the Assistant Judge
Advocate General (Civil Law). Office of
the Juuge Advocate General.
Department of the Navy, '200 Stovall
Street. Alexandria. VA 22332-2400.
CONTE5nNQ RECORD PROCEDURES:

The Deparl..inent of the Navy rules for
accessing records and contestir.g
contents and appealing initial
determinations bj.' the individual
concerned are published in Secretary of
the Navy Instruction 5211.5: 32 CFR par!
701: or may be cbtained from the syster.1
mana:lc~.

RECORD SOURCE CATEOORIES:

Components within the Department of
the Na\j·. medical doctors, approved
trustees. prospective trustees. suret~·
companies. and the Department of
Veterans Affairs.
EXEMPllONS CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM:

Nor:e.

STOAAaE:

Paoers records in file folders slo~ed i:l
file cabinets or other storage de\;ces.

IFR Doc. 92-3593 Filed 2-13-92: 8:45 arr.)
IlIUJHa COO£
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REr.lIEVABIUTY:

By name of the member.
SAFEGUARDS:

Fiies are maintained in fiie cabine!s
and other storo:ze devices under the
control of authci'r:zed personnel during
working hours: the office space in which
the file cabinets and storage devices are
located is locked outside officiai
working hours.
R~NTION AND

DISPOSAl...:

Fivc years after closure of case. file~
are transferrcd to the Federal Recores
Ce:ltcr. Suitland. MD 2W09 for
permanent retention.
SYSTEM MANAOER(S) ANO AOORUS:

Assistant Judge Advocate General
(Civil Law). Office of the Judge
Advoca!e General. l':avy Departmer:!.
200 Sto\'ail Street. Alexandria. VA
21332-2400.
NOTIFICATION ""'OCEOURE;

Ind:;'idt:als seeking to determine
",nel::cr this system of records contains

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Intent to Prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement and Conduct Public
SCoplng Meetings for Pha.es 3 and <4
of the HBwall Geothermal Project
AGENCY:

U.S. Department of Energy

[DOE).
Notice of intent to prepare an
enviromnental impact statement and
conduct public scoping meetings for
Pha5es 3 and 4 of the Hawaii
GeoLb.ermd PToject.
ACTIOS:

Notice is hereby piven that
the Department of Energy (DOE) intends
to prepare an environmental impact
statement (ElS) for Phases 3 and 4 the
Hawaii Geothermal PToject (HGP) as
defined bv the State of Hawaii in its
April 1939 proposal to CongTess. five
scopir.g meetings will be held in Hawaii
from March 7 through March 16, 1992. to
afford the public an opportunity to raise
environmental issues and concerns
related to the proposed project. This
SUMMARY:

Notice of Intent 1/'-:01) follows 01:1
Advance /'-:01 (ANOI) that was
published in the federal Re~s!er on
September 3. 1991. Both lhe ANOI and
NO' will be available ior public re\'iew
in reading rooms in Hawaii and the
continental United States listed at tho>
end of this "Or.
ADDRESSES: Requests ior copies ad
ouestions about tl:e Draft and/or Fin;;:
E1S shodd be ciirected to: Dr. Uovd
Lewis. CE.--121. Ofiice of Consen'~lion
and Renewable Energy. U.S. Departme:o!
of Energy. forrestal Building. 1000
Independence Avenue. SW ..
Washington. DC 20535. Telepho:le: (ZO:j
58fHiZ63.
For general iniurmation on the DOE
NEPA process. plesse contact: Ms. Carol
Borgstrom. Director. OHice of NEPA
Oversight (EH-Z5). U.S. Department of
Energy. Forrestal Building. 1000
Independence A\·enue. SW..
Washington. DC 20585. Telephone: (20:1
586-4600 or (800) 472-2756.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: DOE
further announces its intent to prepare
an E!S that identifies and evaluates tJle
environmental impacts associated with
the proposed HGP. as defined by the
Stale of Hawaii in its April 1969
proposal to Congress. The E1S will be
prepared pursuant to the requirement~
of the National Environmental Polic\"
Act of 1969 (NEPA). as implemented by
the President's Council on
Environmental Quality regulations (40
CFR parIs 15ro-1506) and !he DOE
NEPA guidelines (5:: FR 47662).
The four-phase HGP. as defined bv
the State of Hawaii. consists of (1) .
eXJ:loration and testing of the
geothermal resource beneath the slopes
of the active Kilauea volcano on the BiS
Island. (21 demons:ration of aeeo-wate"
power cable technology in the .
Alenuihaha Chan.'!el between the Bi~
Isiand and Maui, (3) verification anl
characterization of the geoL~ermal
resource on the Big Island, and (4)
construction and operation cf
commercial geothermal power
production facilities on the Big Islanc.
with overland and submarine
transmission or electricity from the Bi::
Island to Oahu and other islands.
Phases 1 and 2 have been completed:
DOE prepa~ed appropriate NEPA
documentation for separate Federal
actions related to Phase 1 aild 2
research projects. This ElS will consider
Pha3es J and 4. 8S well as reasonable
alternatives to the HGP. In this regard.
in addition to considering nongeothermal alternative energy resources
for power production (including. but no!
necessarily limited to. coal. solar.

U.S. Department of Energy
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bIOmass. and wind). the HGP EJS wi!!
cop-sider the reasonable alternatives
among submarine cable lecb.oolo~ies;
~eothermal eXlrllction. production. and
power generating technologies: pollution
controllechnologles; overland and
submarine power lrimsmission roules:
and sites reasonably suited 10 support
project facilities in a safe and
emircnmentally acceptable manner.
The purpose of this Notice of Inlent
(NOll is to again imite public
participation in the DOE f\'EPA process
and to solicit public comments on the
proposed scope and content of Ihe EIS.
INVITATION TO COMMENT: To ensure that
the full range of issues related 10 the
HGP are addressed. DOE invites
commenll on the proposed scope and
content of the EIS from aU interested
parties. Written comments or
sU88f:stiona to assist DOE in identlfyin~
significant environmental issues and the
appropriate scope of the EIS should be
mailed to: Dr. Uovd l..ev.is. CE-121.
Office of ConserVaion and Renewable
Energy. U.s. Department of Energy.
FOlTestal Building. 1000 Independence
Avenue. SW•• Wash~toD. DC 20585.
Telephone; (202)566-6263.
Written comments should be
postmarked br April 15. 1992 to ensure
consideration. Late comments will be
considered to the extent practicable.
1:1 addition to soliciting written
comments on the lIGP ElS. DOE plans tu
hold scoping meetings In Hawaii at
which agencies. organizations. and the
IIP-neral public will be imited to present
oral comments or sU8!lestions about the
scope and content of the HGP ElS. The
locations. dates. and times of meetings
are described in a subllequent section of
this NO!. Pleue note that 'Irrilten and
oral comments will be given equal
consideration during scoping of the EIS.
All comments received during the
SCOP1R~ period will be summarized and
responded to in an EIS Implementation
Plan (lP) prepared by DOE. The IP will
be made available for public review in
reading rooms listed at the end of this
NO!. The IP will list those issues and
altemativl!$ to the HGP identified during
scoping that are within the scope of the
EIS. and that therefore ",ill be a6lleased
ill the ElS. The lP will also list those
issues and alternatives that are outside
the scope of the £IS and that therefore
will be eliminated from further
consideration. Further. the IP will
provide 8 detailed outline for the Draft
lIGP ElS and will discuss the approach
that DOE will take in its preparation.
inciud~ proposed schedules and
identification of cooperatill4l agencies.
Tbe Draft EIS is expected to be
completed by early 1993. at which time
ItS availability wiil De announced in the

Vol. 5i. i\o. 31 / Friday. Februun H. 1992 i !\otice~
Federal Repster and in local media. Tne
Draft EIS will be piaced in the readmg
rooms listed at the end of this NO!. A
public comment period will follow the
release of the Draft ElS. during which
time written comments will be accepted.
Also. public hearin!!s will be held in
Hawaii at which DOE will receive oral
comments on the Draft EIS. Commenl$
on the Draft ElS will be addressed
within the Final EIS.
Background

Description of the Proposed Actio::
The HGP. as defined by the State of
Hawaii. is the culmination of research
and development efforts begun in the
mid-1970's to explore the feasibility of
'using Hawaii's indigenous geothemllll
resource for the production of electricity.
Currently. the State of Hawaii uses
petroleum for approximately 90 percent
of its power production. which is the
highest percentage usage of petroleum
among the 50 states.
Geothermal exploration began in
Hawaii in 1972 with funding from the
National Science Foundation (~SFj. A
high-potential geothenr.al resource site
was identified on the east rift of the
Kilauea volcano on the Big Island.
Subsequenl exploratory drilling (also
funded by NSF) between December 19i5
and April 1976 resulted in a productive
geothermal well at a depth of
approximately 6000 feet. In 1976. the
Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA). a predecesso~
to DOE. funded the testing of the
geothermal well which was designated
as the HGP-A well. DOE succeeded
ERDA. and in 1979 it funded the
development of a 3-MW(ej
demonstration power plant at the HGPA site. In 1986. the HGP-A well and
power plant were transferred by DOE to
the State of Hawaii to be used for
further research. The State has referred
to this early exploration and testing of
the Big Island lIeothermal resource as
Phase I of the HGP.
DOE also provided funds for the
Hawaii Deep Water Cable Pro~am.
referred to by the State of Hawa;! as
Phase 2 of the HGP. which was init;uted
in 1961. The goal of the program was to
determine the technical and economic
feasibility of constructing and operating
a deep water submarine power
transmission cable that would sen:e the
island of Oahu and would operate for a
3D-year period. This project. which was
completed in 1991. demonstrated the
feasibility of the deep water power
transmission cable. O\'e: an ll-vellr
period. DOE has provided
approximately $33 million for
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!leothermal and deep waler cablr
research in Hawaii.
The State of Hawaii conSiders Ill!·
unknown extent of the ~eothermal
resource liS the primary obstacle tu
prh'ate investment and commercial
development. State and private industr~
experts estimate that at least 25
commercial-scale exploratory wells wil!
need to be drilled to verify the
gpnerating potential of the resource. To
that end. Phase 3 activities would
include well drilling, logging of cores
from holes. measurinl! temperatures.
collecting and analyzmg !leothermal
fluid samples. and making downhole
geophysical and !!eochemical
measurements.
After resource characterization. the
Stale of Hawaii plan forecasts that from
10 to 20 se;:lDrate geothermal power
plants of from 25--30 MW(netj each
cOlild be developed. The actual numbvi
of plants will depend on the extent of
the resource defined in Phase 3. The
exact location of plants will not be
known until Phase 3 is complete.
Therefore. the EIS will have 10 rely on
best available data anu information to
predict de\·elopmentsites. Based on
current knowled!le of the physical
characteristics of the resource and
contemporary geothermal energy
development practice, the State
estimates that about 125 production
wells and 30 injection wells may be
needed to produce 500 MW{e). The
plants would most likely be connected
by a network of roads. piping. and
overland power transmission iines.
O\'erland and underwater transmission
hnes (500 kV AC or DC) would be
constructed to distribute power.
In April 1969. the State projected that
permittmg and financing for Ph uses 3
and 4 would occur in 1991 and thllt 500
MWle) of power could be on-line by
2005. Based on the current schedule of
Slate and Federal environmental
reviews, these projections are not likely
to be met.

DOE Participation in HG?
In April 1969, the State of Hawaii
requested edditional Federal funding fur
what is defined by the State as Phase 3
of the HGr: Resource Verification and
Characterization. Con!lress appropriated
55 million for the State's use in Phase 3.
Because Phase 3 work is esseniially
"research:' nol deveiopmer.t or project
construction. Congress indicated that
this funding would not be considered il
major Federal action under t\'EPA am)
would not typically require an EIS.
However, because the project is highl\'
\isible. somewhat controversial. lind
in\'oives a particularly sensillve
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environment in Hawaii. Congress
directed that " ••• the Secretary of
Energy shall use such sums as are
necessary from amounts previously
provided to the State of Hawaii for
geothermal resource verification and
characterization to conduct the
necessary environmental asseSS:Toent~
and/or environmental impact statement
ICIS) for the geothermal initiative to
oroceed." In addition to the
Congressional directive. the U.S. District
Court of Hawaii. in litigation filed by
several environmental groups. ruled that
the Federai government must prepare a:l
EIS for Phases 3 and 4 of the HGP prior
to any further disoursement of Federal
funds to the State for the HGP.
An ANOI regarding preparation of the
HGP ElS was issued in the Federal
Register by DOE on September 3. 1991.
It announced the initiation of plannin3
and scoping of the HGP ElS and
solicited public input regarding scope
and content of the ElS. DOE received 5·5
comment letters on ElS-related topics.
all of which will be considered duri:lg
prepara tion of the iP for the £IS. In
addition to the ANOI. DOE held
informal information exchange meetings
during Septemoer. October. and
November 19~1 with Federal. State and
local ap.encies and officials and with
public Interest groups as well as utilities
and geothermal de\·elopers.

Alternatives
DOE is requesting public comment on
reasonable alternatives related to the
HGP. The basic alternatives available to
DOE are to partially fund or to not
partially fund Phase 3. as defined by tr.e
State. with the funds remaining from the
55 million Congressional appropriation
after £IS expenditures: not funding
Phase 3 would be considered as the 'noaction' alternati\·e. Under the 'no-actior:
alternative. DOE VJould not cO:lt:ibu!e
fur.ds to future S!ate-planned
geothernlal development in Haw3ii. b:Jt
thb would not ?reclude the State's
continuation of the HGP.
Based on preliminary scoping. other
alternatives related to project
implementa'ion include. but are not
IimHed to: (l)Alternative sites for
geothermal deveiopment and
construction of power plants. includi:lg
sites on Maui: (~) alternalive routes for
transmission lines on land and in the
sea: (3) alternative geothermal power
generating technologies: (4) alternative
submarir.e cable technologies; (5)
alternative power production
technologies. such as coal. solar. wine.
and biomess: (6) non-supply alternaU\'ee
such as demand-side management and
conservation: (7) integrated resource
planning by Hawaiian utilities and the
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Slate. which would afford consideration
of both supplv-side and demand-side
alternatives to meet long-term power
generating needs: and (8) continued
reliance on oil·fired power plants.
Potential EnviroDlDeotailasucs
Based on public comments on the
Advance NOI and infomlation exchange
meetings held with the Federal. State,
and 10(;:li agencies. civic and
environmental interest groups. and
utilities and geothermal developers.
DOE has idEntified an array of potential
environmental issues associated with
the HGP. This list will be modified
based on further input received during
the scoping process. The follOWing list is
not organized in order of relative
importance. nor is there presently a
commitment by DOE to address 811
these issues to the same level of detail
in the HGP EIS. The future lP. prepared
after scoping is completed. will
ca tegorize issues and describe those
that are within the scope of analysis in
the EIS.

•
')435

Water R=sour.::!!S
Effects on the Quality. u.e. and
availab:litv of surface Wlilers (marine
and fresh)'and 1lI'0undwater from
geothermal well drilling. dIsposal of
liquid and solid wastes. construction 01
transmission lines. and installation of
the submar~r.e cabie will be considered.
Erosion and sedimentati'on, deposition
of permitted air pollutants, permitted
point and permissible non-point
discharges from power plants and
support facilities. radiological levels
associated with brine impoundments,
reinjection andlor impoundment of
geothermai fluids/brine. all as a result of
normal cperation. will be considered.
The EIS also will consider the risks of
certain accidents associa'ed with water
resources. such as well blowouts. and
with spills of hazardous or toxic
materials,

Ecological Resources

The compatibility of geothermal
develooment with other current and
planned land uses will be considered.
Phases 3 and 4 of the HGP. as defined
by the State. will require land for
resource verification. power plant(s) and
related support facilities. roads.
transmission lines. waste disposal
areas. etc. Potential Impacts related to
the Wao Kele 0 Puna rainforest. native
Hawaiian homelands. residential areas.
and any other unique land resoarces
will also be considered.

The effect on h3bilats and indigenous
species of atmo~pheric emissions.
effluent discharees. waste disposal.
electromagnetic fields. and noise
associated with the HGP will be
considered. Such habitats include th~
Wao Kele 0 Puna rainforest. weIland,;,
coral reefs. the marine water column.
espe:::ially the be:lthic community. and
the commercial fisheries in the
Hawaiian Islands. Federal- and Staleprotected aquatic species include the
humpback whale. which has seasonal
calving grounds in Hawaii. the
hawksbill and green sea turtles. and the
Hawaiian monk seal. Numerous
protected bird species and the protected
hoary bat are lound in the vicinily of
planned development.

Air Quality

Geologic Issues

The effect on air quality on the Big
Island from atmospheric emissions from
well driliin@ and testing. geothermal
power plant operations. and
construction associated with facilities.
roads, and transmission iines will be
comidered. Air pollutants from
geothermal power plant operation may
include hydrogen sulfide. ammonia.
meL'Jer.e. carbon dioxide. radon. arsenic.
boron. mercury. bell%ene. and
particulate matter_ Receptors In the
proximity of the proposed HGP include
residep.tial areDS. agricultural crops.
veg'!tation. and bird populations. The
contribution of the HGP. if any. to the
n:ltional and world-wide issues of global
cErna te chahge and ozone depletion will
be considered. The contribution. if any.
of power plant emissions of hydrogen
sulfide to acid precipita tion will also be
considered.

Hazards associated with development
of the geothermal resource on the site of
an active volcano will be considered.
The effects of geothermal well drilling.
production. and reinjection on regional
seismicitv and local subsidence will be
er.amined. The effect of well
development and construction on soils.
a(iriculture. Dnd paleontolCilical
resources in areas proposed for
development will be considered.
Geothermal fluid withdrawal.
reinjection. and the potEntial for
resource depletion will be examined.
Underwater and oceanic geologic
hazards. such as tsunamis and
landslide~. and their subsequent effe:::!s
on cable reliability and function will
also be considered.

Land Us:!

Noise
Increased ambie!:t sound levels rna,·
result from well drilling. construction
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equipment and machinery operation.
and well venting. The effects of such
levels on residents iII nearby
developments will be consideretl.
includJng any adverse effects on
occupational and public health. The
effect of elevated lound levels on
wildlife reproductive capabilities and
lusceptibility to predation will be
considered as welL

Health and Safety
Health and lafety issues wiU be
considered auociated with the
following: (1) Well blowou!; (2) exposure
to gaaeous emi.sslons from power plant
operation. e.peciaJly t')-'drogen l;uUipe
and radon sase. and trace elements/
compounds. suc.ll u arsenic. boron.
selenium. and benzene; (3) elevated
ambientlound levels; and (4J
evacuations of nearby residenoell
because of well ventmg or hydrogen
sulfide releases.

Socioeconomic Issues
Issues that will be considered include
those aaaociated with the effects of
population growth Itimulated by
additional power production. IUch u
effects on public services. education.
taxe•• property value•• insurance rates.
and the economy (in particular. touriam).
Another issue is the cost of the HGP
compared to other alternative..

Cultural Resourr:es
Construction on land and at sea and
plant operation. may affect historic.
archeological and cultural resources
such u native Hawaiian religioUi
practices and beliefs (e.g... worabip of
the goddess Pele). burial sites,
subsistence hunting and gathering.
ocean gathering and fishing right•. and

homelands.

Vi:sual Effec/$
wues that will be considered include
those related to clearing and
development within a pristine
environment. and the visual effects 01
iruiustrial facilities. such 81 geothermal
plants and transmission lines. which
can. in turn. a£Ject tourism. the economy.
and native Hawaiian religious practices.
Scoping Meetinga

..

DOE plans to conduct public scoping
meetinp to 88sbt in identifying further
pot~ntial environmental impacts
associated with the HGP. The meeting
schedule is as follows:
Hawaii-March 7. 1992. Pahoa High and
Elementary School. 15-3038 Puna
Road. Pahoa. Hawaii 96778. 2 p.m.5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.-l0;30 p.m.
Maui-Marcb 9. 1992, Maui County
Council Chambers. Blh Floor. County

f
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Building. 200 S. High 51.. Wailuku.
Hawaii 96793. Z. p.m.-5:30 p.m. and 7
p.m.-10:30 p.rn.
Molokai-March 12. 1992. Mitchell Pauole
Center. 90 Ainoa Street. Kaunakakai.
Hawaii 96748. 2 p.m.·5:30 p.m. and ;p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Oah~March 14. 1992. Roosevelt High
SchooL 1120 Nehoa 5t~ Honolulu.
Hawaii 968.Z2. 2 p.m.-5:.30 p.m. and 7
p.m.-10:30 p.m.
HawaU-March 16. 1992, Hawaiian
Homes Meetmg fulL P.O. Box 125.
Kamuela (\'\aimea). Hawaii 96743. 2
p.m..5:30 p.m. and '7 p.m.·10;30 p.m.
Location; The 55 miltlS marlar
Mamalahoa Highway. eas: edge of
Waimea.
... These meeting~ are inte;ded to afTord
the public an opportunity to ofTer
suggestions as to the scope and content
of the EIS. Thcre will be afternoon and
evening meetings at each location.
individuals may speak at anyone of the
meetIngs. and should note their
preference for !lpea!dry at either the
afternoon or eveninl1 ~ession. Those
who do not register 'in advance to speak
may rellister at the public meeting. and
they will be afforded an opportunity to '
speak after prere!ristered speakers as
time allow•. On-.ite re!ristration will
begin one hour bE>fore each meeting.
Requests to speak at any of the meetings
.hould be directerl to:
Thelma Patton. Oak RidE!8 National
Laboratory. P.O. Box 2008. Building
4500N. Oak Rid"e. 'IN 37831-6200,
Telephone: (615) 57~6. Facsimile:
(BIS) 57+-S788

or. in Hawaii: U.s. Department of
Ew!rgy. Pacific Site Office. Prtnce
Kuhio Buildlnjl. nn. C3ZZ. 300 Ala
Moana Blvd.. Honolulu. HI 96813.
Contact: irene Asato. Telenhone: !BOB)
541-Z561. Fax: (608) 541-2562
and shDuld be postmarked no later than
March Z. 199Z. Letters .hould be sent \'ia
airmail.
A presiding officer will be des~ated
by DOE for ilie scoping meelJ.ngs. which
will not be conducted as evidentiary
hearings. and there will be DO
questionins of the speakers. However.
the presiding officer may ask for
clarification of atatements to ensure that
the comments are fully understood. The
presiding offialr will establish the order
of speakers. which most lli.:ely will be
public officiala first foHowed. in lurn. by
group representativ81l and individuals..
The presiding officer will provide any
additional procedures necessary for the
conduct of the meetings. To ensure thai
all persons wishing to make a
presentation are given the opportunity. a
5-minute limit will be enforced for each
speaker, with the exception that public
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officials and rfl1Jresentatives of groups
will be allotted lo-minutes each.
Speakers will be limited to one
presentation at one of the five scopin!:
meetin~s. Speakers who wish to provide
further infonnation for the record should
submit such infonnation to: Dr. Uoyd
Lewis. CE-1Z1. Office of Conservation
and Renewable Energy. U.S. Department
of Energy. Forrestal Building. 1000
Independence Avenue. 5W..
Washington. DC 20585. Telephone: ;20~J
586-8263 and postmarked by April 15.
1992. to ensure consideration. Late
comments v.ill be considered to the
extent practica:;!e,
DOE refo€r,'es tile I !.• ht to change
dates. limes. W::4ilOILS of meetings. and
the procedlJ~3 i.Jr conducting the
meetings. if r.ece£sary. Notificetion of
changes will Of: <:nnounced in the local
media.
DOE will prtf'Bre transcripts of all
/lcoping meetinRs after their completion.
The public may review transcripts and
other HGP £IS references at the
following locaiions:
Department of Business. Economic
Development" Toutism.Lilrraf1/. 220 South
Kin!! Street. Fourth FlOTT. Honolulu. Hawuii
96804. Contact Anthon)' Oliver. Telephone.
(8081566-2425. Fax: (6VBI 5~245Z.
Department of Bus'neas. EconomiC
Development & TouriWl. Hi.ID Office.
Century Buildin!!. 80 Paunhi Street. room
207. Hilo. Hawaii 96720. Contact: Micbelle
Wons-Wilson. Telephone: (808) 933-4600.
Fax; (8011)93)-4602.
Department of Business. Economic
Development 6 Tounsm.lnformlllion
Offtce. 220 South KIIItt Street. .uite 1100.
Honolulu. Hawaii 96813. Contact: Nonnan
Reyea. Telephone: 18061 586-2~ or 5fl;&2406. Fax: (806) 586-2427.

Department of B... ineas. EconolUic
Develoomeot .l TouriSm. Geothennal
Office. 'Fll18ncial Plaza of the Pacific. 130
Merchanl Street. .uile 1060. Honolulu.
Hawaii 96813. Contact: Maurice Kaya.
Telephone: (808)587-3812. fax.: (808) 51r
38ZO.

Department of Business. Economic
Development 6 Taurism. Energy Division.
Publications Section. 335 Merchant SITee:
room 110. Honolulu. Hawaii 96813. Contac'
Steven Kim. Telepbone: (80!l)54&--WOO
fax: (BOll) 531-5243.

Hana Public and School Library. Hans
Hi!Zb",,"y. Hana. Hawaii 96713. Contact:
Jeremy IUndred. Telephone: /608) 248-77 J ,
Fax: (808) 248-7438.
Hawaii Slale Library, Hawaii Document
Cenler Unit. 634 Pensacola Street.
Honoiulu. Hawaii 95814. Telephone: ,8lJll 1
51l8-353S. f

81(:

(808) 566-3584.

Hawaii Energy Exl1!n5ion Service. Hawaii
BuSiness Center. W Aupuni Street. room
ZH. Hilo. Hawaii 116720. Contae!; Andre•
Becr.. Telephooe.: (60619l3-4S5ll. Fax: 18Of:
933-4602.

Hila Public Library. 300 Waiaoueoue Avenul'
Hila. Hawaii 96721...()6..l7. Contlct: Clau(II~'
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Fujii. Telephomr. 11lOO195J-S407. fax: (0081
9n-4856.
i<.. h ul< u Pu b lie and Schovl Libra ry, 56490

Kam HighwaJ' KahW<u.. Hawaii 967J1.
Conta.el: jean OkilIlDtO. Telephone: 18081
Fax: 18081 29l-51lS.
Kahului Public Library. 90 School Street.
Kahului. lIawaii 96i.l%. Conlact: Lani Scull
Telephone: 18OII11l77-5048. Fax: (608)1171293-9~75.

9032.

development of consensus on critical
issues conceming the existing allocation
of State/Federal regulatory authorit~· to
(1) govern evolving bulk power markets.
and (2) orovide the consumer with
necessary el11:!rgy services throullh utility
planning b ...sed on least-cost dialo!!ue
that can be translated into Ic!!islation or
regulatory poliq'.

4428FTS:~

\\'aimanelo Public and Sebool Libnuy. 411.3:0 Ka!anianaole Highway. Waimenalo.
Hawaii 96795. Conlact: Nina O'Donneli
Telephone: (8081 25!H1925. fax: 1808) 25~
8::09.

Kailua~ona Public

Libral1·. 75-l.18 Hualalai
Road. J(aiJua-KOJ\a, HlowaLi 96740. Cont~Cl:
Irene Horvath. Telephone: (eCS) 32~2196.
Fax: (008132&-4115.
Kauai Office of Economic Dc..-elopment. 4444
Rice StrllO!t. room 230. Lihue. Hawaii 96166.
Conlacl: Glenn Salo. Telephone: (llO!Il 2~5
7305, Fax: /808) 245-6479.
Lillu.e Public Library, 4391-1\ Rice Slreet.
Lihue, Hawaii 96766 Contact; Karen
Ikemoto, Telephone: (BOO) :45-3617. Fax:
(BOA I 246-{)159.
Maui Enel'lJY Extension Service 200 South
Hillh Street. Wailuku. Hawaii 96793.
Contact: Kalvin Kobavashi. TeleDhone:
(008) 24l-7832. Fax: (Iioal 243-7ll7o.
Molobi Public Library. Ala Maloma St...,.,t.
Kaunakakai. HawaIi 96748. Contacl: Sri
Tencale. Telephone: (808) 5S3-S48J. Fax:
(808) 553-5958.
Mountain View Public and School Library.
Hi'lhway 11. Mountain View. Hawsli 96771.
Contsct: Evelyn Garbo. Telephone: 10081
!l66-O3OO fax.: (0081 968-6056.
rahala Public and School Lilirary. P"luIlana
Slree\. P4Ihft1a.. Hawaii 96777, Contad: Lis.
Calludo!. Telephone: (808) 92lHlO:JZ- Fax;
(8lJ81

L'.S. Departmenl of En~. San Francisco
Field Office Public Rud.i.Nl RDom. 133J
Broad..... v. Oakland. CA 94312. Colllatt
MA. Eatelja AngeL Telephone: /5101 273-

9~1gg.

PuhoD Public and Scbool Libm/'\'. 15-3038
Puna Road. Pahoa. Huwari 96rrll. Conlact:
Laura Aahton. Telephone-: IlIOlIlll65-3574.
F;u;: /llOIll965-n ro.
Pearl City Public Uhrary, 1138 Waimano
Home Road. Pearl City. Hawaii 1I67az.
Coolact: Marilyn Van Gi8llOn. Telephone:
[0081455-<4134. Fax: (808) C56-4407.
U.S. Department of Energy. Freedom oC
Information Public Readinll Room. room tE
1!lO. 1000 1ndepmdeDCll Ave.. S W.,
WnhinlJton. DC 2056S. Contact: Mr. Ed
McGinnia. Telepbone: (202)586-6020. fTS:
tl96-6OW.

U.S. Department oC Ener;}'. Pacific Site
Office. Prince Kuhio Duildin'l. room 4n=.
300 Ala Moana Blvd.. Honolulu. Hawaii
9GS13 Contact: Ell ieen Yoshlna.kL
Tele;>hone: (0081 5-11-2583. fa.x: 1&0815-11256Z.

Si~ed in WashinRlon. DC. this 11th da~' of
Februarv. 19112. Cor the U.S. Depanment of
Ener!!)'.
Paul 1.. Ziemer,

EUGISIUTY: Based on the evaluation of
relevBnce to the accomplishmenl of 8

public purpose. it is determined that the
proposBI represents an innovath'e
method and approach to determine the
different positions of interest groups on
key issues Bnd to narrow the difference
through dialogue. The proposed project
represents a Wlique idea that wouid not
be eligible for fmancial aasislBnce Wlde~
a recent. current. or planned solicitation.

Assisront Secf't!ran-. Enrironment. Sofetv and
Hccirh.·
..

[FR Doc. 9~-3&14 Filed 2-13--92: 8:451
1I11..UP1Q COC£

~, . .

Fln.nctal Aulstance Award; Keystone
Center

FOR FURTHER INFORMAT10N COHTACT:
AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Notice of ~icited financial

assistance BWard to the Keystone
Center.
The DepBrtmenl of Energy
(DOE) announces that pursuant to 10
ern QOO.14(cll1}(i), it is mBking a
financial assistance Bward bllsed on Bn
u:lsoiiciied application under grant
number DE-FG01-92PE79105. The grant
is to detennine the dillerent positions of
interest groups an key issues and 10.
narrow the difference through diaJogues.
This effort will have a total estimated
cost of S60.000 (cost sharinS) to provided
by DOE.
SCOP£: The grant will provide fundinB to
the Keystone Center to select a worXing
group of expem £rom affected
constituents to wscu.. darification and
resolution of preaent uncertainties
conc~rning Federal and StaIB
jurisdiction in the economic regulation
of electric utilities and to address the
subject of utility plannin,ej using leut
cost principles.
The pwject is meritorious because of
its rele\"ance to the accomplishment of
~
an important public purposeSUM..... RY:

Pleue write the U.S. Department of
Energy. Office of Placement and
AdministrBtion. A TIN: Mary Broxton,
PR-321.1. 1000 Independence A\·e. SW ..
Washington. DC 20585.
Jelff'fIJ 1lubeMtein.
Dirr!Clor.

OpBf'O/jon~ DiI-j$ion

The Pennittee filed the request on
JBnuary 21, 1992. Bnd the preliminary
pennits shall remain in effect through
the thirtieth day afler issuance of this

~.

Federal Energy Regulatory
CommJsalon
(Protect Hoe.. 10$44-002. 10982-001. 10963001, 1~t. 11127-001. 11172~01,
11173-001. U1N-OOt Oregonl

Portland General Electric Co.:
Sunender of Preliminary Permit.
Dated: February 1. 199%
Take notice thBt Portland G~!leral
Electronic Company. Pennilt2e for the
following projects has requestt<d that its
pr~liminary pennits be terminated.
All projects would have been located
within the Mount Hood NationBI Forest.
in Clackamas County. Oregon.

_.

0Iar.- 0 Thr. . t.ynx 0 _

._

_

notice unless that day is a Satnn:lay,
Sunday or holiday as dHaibed in 18
crn 385.2007. in which ca.e the penni!
shall remBin in effect through the first

_

_

_

..

_. __

_ ..

10/29/90
01l211~1

10/31(90
10T3Ol90

1

I
I

06/28/1/1 i
01122/1/2 )
01123/92 ;
01m/92

j

9/30/93
12/31/93
09/30/93

09/30/1/3
OS/3I1U
12/3111/~

12/311U
12/3119'

buaineaa day following that day. Ne ....
applicationa involving these project
sit... to the extent provided for under 18

'
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~A DISCLOSURE SIATEMENT FOR
PREPARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

FOR

THE HAWAIl QEODfERMAI. PROlECT

CEQ Regulatioru at 40 CFR 1506.S (c), which have been adopted by tbe DOE (10 CFR 1021), require
",Quaetors who will prepare an EIS to execute a disclosure lpecifyin, that they have no financial or other
intereat in the outcome of the projecL The term "financial interest or other interat in the outcome of the
project" for PurpoKS of thia disclosure is defined in the March 23, 1981. &uidaDc:e "Fony Most Alked QuatiolU
Concernini CEQ', National EnvironmentaJ Policy Act Regulatioru", 46 FE 18026·18038 at Ql.leltion 17. and b.
"Financial or other interClt in the outcome of the project" inc:1uda "any finaoc:ial benefit luch u a promiJe of
future construction or dc:aisn work in the project, u well u indirect bene6tJ the contractor ia aware of (e.g., if
tbe project would aid proposalJ lponsored by the firm', other clicotlr. 46 FE 18026-18038 at 18031.

In accordance with thac requircmenta,
certifiCi u follows: check either (a) or (b),
(a)

(b)

Q

o

Martin Marietta COhn.

COMPANY NAME

M_a_r_t_in_M_a_r_ie_t_t_a_En_e_r..;;g_y_s...;y~s_t_e_m_s:_.,_I_n_c_.

hereby

COMPANY NAME

has no financial or other interest in the outcome of the
H......ii Geothermal ProjecL

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ haa the foUowinJ financial or other interest in the outcome
COMPANY NAME
of the Hawaii Geothermal Project and hereby aareea to
divat itself of luch interest prior to initiatine any technical
analyses in IUpport of thiI Projea.

*".

Finagcial or Other InterSg
1.

3.
Certified by:

Gary J. Draper

NAME
Manager, Contracts

May 27, 1992

DATE

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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April 1993
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PREPARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
EOR THE HAWAll GEOTHERMAL PROJEcr

CEQ RegUlations at 40 CFR 1506.5 (c), which have been adopted by the DOE (10 eFR 1021), require
;;onlraclOrs who will prepare an EIS to execute 8 disclosure specifying that they have no financial or other
interest in the outcome of the project. TIle term 'financial interest or other interest in the outcome of the
project" for purpo~es of this disclosure is defined in tbe March 23, 1981, guidance "Forty Most Asked OuestiolU
Concerning CEQ's National Environmentl\1 Policy Act Regulations", 46 FR 18026-18038 8t Question 17a and b.
"Financial or other interest in the outcome of the project' includes "any financial benefit such 8S 1\ promise of
future construction or design work in the project., as well as indirect benefits the contractor is aware of (e.g., if
the project would aid proposals spon50red by the firm's other clients)·. 46 FR 18026-18038 at 18031.
In accordance with these requirements, Gn~T7' ~'1Iv';"'N~tof"e(JOU,,«~1{ '?rlIV.
certifies as follows: check either (a) or (b).
COMPANY NAME
(a)

(b)

i

(;~~herebY

rY1 Gt~, bn(//r~~fq~~ no financial or other interest in the outcome of the

~

o

COMPANY NAME

Hawaii Geothermal Project

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ has the following flJ1ancial or other interest in the outcome
of the Hawaii G1rothermal Project and hereby agrees to.
COMPANY NAME
divest itself of such interest prior to initiatin& any technical
analyses in support of this Project.

Financial or Olher Inte[gts

..

1.

2.

3.
Certified by:

NAME

Ik-h'nj j)ira:..Jr,,Gn~,; G#VI~lnH1f-f~i.a, &~r
TI1LE
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